May 23,2014
Heritage Conservation Branch
Saskatchewan Ministry of Parks, Culture and Sport
2ndFloor
3211 Albert Street
Regina, SK
S4S 5W6
URGENT REQUEST
Re: Provincial Designation Nomination for 2124 Elphinstone Street

To \Mhom It May Concern:
Enclosed is a nomination package for Ecole Connaught Community School at ZL24
Elphinstone Street, Regina.
Ecole Connaught has been recognized by Heritage Canada as one ofCanada's Top 10
Endangered Places. Indeed, it is now in imminent danger of demolition without
consideration of its heritage value to Saskatchewan citizens.
We urge you to accept this nomination and begin a process of review as soon as
possible.

The school is currently under review by the City of Regina for Municipal Heritage
Holding Bylaw status. Having studied the history and architecture of the property in
detail, we are convinced the property is of outstanding provincial significance and
deserves to be protected by provincial designation as well.
We are hopeful a full review will lead to a crucial, timely dialogue about the future of
this unique and irreplaceable high-value provincial asset.

Thank you.
Sincerely,

I.

Heritage Regina

ia W. Elliott, Researcher
Save Our Connaught Heritage

Return completed nominations to:

G*v*rnment

Saskatchewan Heritage Foundation

*'*

of ".--Saskatchera,an

Floor, 32t I Albert Street
Regin4 Saskatchewan
s4s 5w6
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PROWNCIAL IIERITAGE PROPERTY DESIGNATION
NOMINATION T'ORM

Ecole Connaught Community School

Name ofProperty:

2124 Elphinstone Street, Regina

Address or Location:
Le gal Land Description

:

Blk/par 394 Plan No DV4420 Ext 3

E Not applicable

Borden Number:

X Not applicable

Please attach:

o
o
o

Current Land Title (from Saskatchewan's Land Titles Registy, www.isc.ca)

& interior photographs of the property
(Label back of photo with property name, photographer name & date)
Historic photographs of the property, if available
Recent exterior

All dacumentation submitted will become
andwill not be returned to the nominator.

Nominator(s):
Contact Name:

Address:

City/Town:

the

property af the Government of Saskatchewan

Heritage Regina and Save Our Connaught Heritage
J. \Mlliam Brennan (Heritage Regina) and Patricia Elliott (SOCH)
J \Mlliam Brennan, President, Heritage Regina PO Box 581 Regina SKS4p 3A3
Patricia Elliott. Researcher. Save Our Connauoht. 2035 Priness St Reoina S4T 3Zs
See complele addresses above

Postal Code:

306-52ffi946 Patricia (Trish) Elliott

Telephone:

E-mail:

306-58$0945 J William (Bill) Brennan

Fax:

jwilliambrennan'1 966@9mail.corn; patricia.elliott@uregina.ca

Patricia Elliott
J William

May 23,2A14

rgnature

n
n

Date

SECTION 1: PROPERTY OWIYER INT'ORMATION
1.1 Present

Owner:

Name:

The Board of Education of the Regina School Division No. 4

Address:

1600 - 4th Ave

Regina, SK

phone:
Email:

306-523-3000

Postal

Code:

S4R 8C8

Fax:

info@rbe.sk.ca

Does the current property owner support the possible provincial designation

ofthis property?

n Yes (If so, please have owner sign below)

X

No

Owner's

We hope the nomination process will provide opportunity for the Board of
Education to leam more about the value of owning a designated heritage
property. ln any case, we believe this property is of outstanding prwincial
significance, and deserves protection on behalf of citizens.

Signature

1.2 Present Tenant

Date

(if different from owner):

!

Not applicable

Name:
Address:
Postal Code:
Phone:

Fax:

Email:

1.3 History of Ownerehip:

List the property's original and subsequent owners.

The Regina Board of Education has remained the sole ourer since the school was constructed in 1912-13,
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2. DESCRIPTION, CONDITION AND USE
2.1 DESCRIPTION
Architecture
Ecole Connaught Community School is Regina’s oldest public school building,
having remained in continuous use as a school for the past 102 years. Along with
Holy Rosary Community School (1913), it is one of just two elementary schools built
before World War I still remaining in Regina (Heritage Regina, 2014). In 2012, it
was named to Heritage Canada’s Top 10 Endangered Canadian Historic Places list
(Heritage Canada Foundation 2012).
In June 1912 the Department of Education loaned Regina’s public school board
$168,000 (roughly $4 million in today’s terms) to build a school in the city’s
burgeoning West End. By August, two companies – Parsons Construction and
Engineering, and Colter Bros. Plumbing and Heating – were hired for the task. The
school was named Connaught School, to honour the anticipated visit of Prince
Arthur, the Duke of Connaught and Canada’s Governor General (RBE minutes, 1912,
Aug. 13).
Architect James H. Puntin received the contract to design the 17‐classroom
school on a three‐acre lot at the corner of Elphinstone Street and 13th Avenue
(Puntin, 1912). The contract was one of the first of what would become a substantial
body of Saskatchewan architecture designed by Puntin. In a submission to the City
of Regina’s Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee, Heritage Regina commented
that Connaught School is of great architectural and historical significance because it
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is “the earliest example of James H. Puntin’s skill as an architect” (Heritage Regina,
2014).
Born in Great Britain in 1878, Puntin emigrated to Canada in 1904 and settled
in Winnipeg where he became general manager of the Winnipeg office of Darling
and Pearson. Puntin moved to Regina in 1906 and found employment with the
provincial Department of Public Works, overseeing the construction of the new
Legislative Building which Montreal architects Edward and William Sutherland
Maxwell had designed. In 1912, Puntin went into private practice. One of his first
projects was to design a new building for the Young Women’s’ Christian Association
opposite Victoria Park in downtown Regina; another was Connaught School
(Heritage Regina, 2014).
The largest part of James H. Puntin’s body of work in Regina is the elementary
and high schools he designed for the Regina Public and Catholic School Boards. In
all, he designed 7 elementary schools: Benson, Connaught, Haultain, Kitchener,
Lakeview, Saint Augustine, and Wetmore. James H. Puntin also designed Campion
College, Luther College, Sacred Heart College and an addition to Sacred Heart
Academy. Another of Puntin’s clients was Regina College, for whom he designed a
women’s dormitory and tower (1914), a gymnasium (1925), and Darke Hall (1928).
During his career in Regina , Puntin also designed three churches: St. Chad’s
Anglican Church (1907), St. Peter’s Anglican Church (1913) and St. Mary’s Roman
Catholic Church (1931). He also designed the Albert Memorial Bridge (1930) and a
new City Police Station (1931). Outside Regina, he designed the Ogema War
Memorial Hall (1919), and hospitals in Yorkton (1928) and Biggar (1931). A major
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work was the design of a significant portion of the Tuberculosis Sanitorium in Fort
Qu’Appelle (1913‐1914), including the administration building, doctors’ residences,
power house and open air pavilions. He also designed the School for the Oblate
Sisters (1918) in Gravelbourg (Hill, 2009).
Of these many projects, Connaught School remains significant as the founding
definitional work for Puntin’s influence on public building design in Saskatchewan.
Before 1912, Regina schools ranged between 8 and 12 classrooms. In preparation
for the task of building what would be Regina’s largest school, and the first in a
series of three Regina schools to be built between 1912 and 1914, Puntin travelled
throughout the U.S. Midwest, in particular Chicago, and visited Los Angeles for the
purpose of studying the latest in large school design (Puntin, 1915). He also drew
on his knowledge of designs of the London School Board in England (Yardley, 2012).
With its vernacular brick and decoration, Connaught School broke new ground,
providing a sharp contrast with the Gothic style that previously defined Canadian
education buildings. Yardley (2012) notes, “The building expressed the local fervour
of the time against any religious component in public education, and as such became
a type of prototype.” (p. 9).
For the exterior, Puntin chose Menominee red brick, laid in Dutch bond with
five stretcher and one header course (Puntin, 1912; Yardley, 2012). The brick was a
product of the iron‐rich soil of Menominee County, Michigan, a region known for its
historic brick buildings (Nursey, 1891). Menominee County currently has17 sites on
the National Historic Register of the United States, most notably the brick
Menominee Court House (Michigan State Housing Development Authority, 2014).
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For the school’s base, Puntin employed Beford stone, also known as Indiana
limestone. The stone was formed over millions of years, and is considered the
highest quality limestone mined in North America. Notable buildings employing
Bedford stone include Yankee Stadium, the Empire State Building, the New Orleans
Cotton Exchange Building, Chicago City Hall, and neo‐Gothic campus buildings of the
University of Chicago (Indiana Limestone Institute of America, 2014).
An impressive entrance was built facing east onto Elphinstone Street, featuring
a portico with six Doric columns. The portico was removed in the 1980s, however
the wide double staircase remains, along with its original doors. There are two
entrances on the west side, and a brick chimney. Rondels decorate the frieze above
the main entrance, along with a nameplate and date of construction. The front‐
facing east side has a sheet metal cornice, which originally extended all around the
building (Yardley, 2012).
Inside, the classrooms were wider than normal, an architectural hurdle that
Puntin had cleared for the sake of teachers who preferred a wider, shorter
arrangement of their students’ desks. There was no gymnasium; instead, students
“could be lined up and drilled without difficulty” in the 18‐foot‐wide, window‐lit
main corridor, designed with that purpose in mind. Windows were placed to ensure
maximum natural lighting of the wide corridors (Puntin, 1915).
The columns and floor slabs are reinforced concrete. Puntin (1915) described
his interior treatment as “ornately simple” (p. 42). Interior walls feature rounded
plaster corners (Yardley, 2012). Corridors and stair landings are marble terrazzo,
laid in a decorative panel effect to prevent cracking (Puntin, 1915). The hallway
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floors are bordered with marble baseboards, which remain in place behind later
vinyl baseboards (Yardley, 2012). Staircases were designed in a manner that would
allow visual supervision while baffling the noise of children using the stairs (Puntin,
1915). The two interior staircases have intricate wrought iron detailing and
hardwood handrails, and the original terrazzo staircase landings are preserved
under a later addition of clay tiles (Yardley, 2012).
Puntin’s plastered crossbeam ceilings remain in place today, hidden by false
ceilings installed at a later date (Yardley, 2012). Washroom partitions were of
Vermont marble, and are said to remain in the possession of a local contractor who
removed them some years ago. The building’s plentiful and generously‐sized
windows had outer sashes of steel and inner sashes of wood (Puntin, 1915).
Although most of the windows were replaced in later years, their sashes remain
(Yardley, 2012).
An upper level was added to house fans for what was described as a “superior
ventilation system, ” developed after consulting with Meyer J. Sturm of Chicago; as
well, a system of “intercommunicating telephones” was installed, connecting each
classroom to the principal’s office (Puntin, 1915, p. 42). These innovative touches
helped define a building that would serve a distinctly Canadian notion of secular
modern public education. Yardley (2012) concludes, “The style of this building
manifests the ideal elements of a school from that time period: practicality, economy
and beauty” (p. 9).
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Physical Setting and Grounds
Connaught School is located on three acres in the heart of Regina’s Cathedral
Area. Its orientation on the north west corner, surrounded by a sizable schoolyard, was
chosen by Puntin (1915) for the following reason:
By always placing these buildings on the site with the main corridor
longitudinally north and south, sunlight enters every classroom daily, those on
the east receiving the morning sun, and those on the west receiving the afternoon
sun, while none of the classrooms are exposed to the glare of southern exposure,
which on the prairies can be particularly trying in the summer (p. 40).
The school’s highly visible setting at the intersection of Elphinstone and 13th defines
a main entry to the neighbourhood from the west, north and south. The school’s
location speaks to Regina’s pre‐World War I historical development. At the time, the
surrounding neighbourhood consisted of scattered homes and shops, including
Regina Dairy and Robertson Herbert Grocers (Henderson’s, 1912). In 1911, a
streetcar line was installed along 13th Avenue, opening up the area for increased
development. Construction on Westminster Church began in 1912, but it was the
new school opening its doors in September 1913 that signaled the neighbourhood
had arrived. In Connaught’s first year of operation, the neighbourhood expanded
greatly, and new stores arrived, including Western Grocery, Western Meat Market,
and Higgins and Parker Grocery (Henderson’s, 1913). As well, the foundation stone
for Holy Rosary Cathedral was laid in 1913, the building from which the
neighbourhood would later take the name Cathedral Area. In addition to serving the
new neighbourhood, Connaught was a school of choice for surrounding farms.
Bartlett Humber was one such student who walked to school daily from his family
farm near Rowatt (Windolph, 2011). The school defined the western end of the city,
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and continues to fulfill that role today, being only a few blocks away from the
terminus of 13th Avenue at the Lewvan Expressway.
Today, the Cathedral Area’s Neighbourhood Plan names École Connaught School
as a historically significant structure that helps define neighbourhood character.
The colour of its brick acts as a guidepost for any new construction or renovation in
the area; property developers are encouraged to match the brick façade of the
school and other 13th Avenue buildings (Official Community Plan / Cathedral Area
Neighbourhood Plan, 2014). The school is the westernmost bookend of one of
Regina’s most important historic corridors, including Westminister United Church,
Holy Rosary Cathedral, Cathedral Courts, the original Campion College buildings,
and a block of early row house shops. Directly across from the school is Connaught
Library (1931), which shares both complimentary architecture and a close historical
relationship with the school (Bendig, 2012, Connaught Library).
The surrounding grounds are a valued contributor to neighbourhood character
and quality of life. The building is fronted by 15 mature elms and two mature
spruce, as well as numerous shrubs and trees planted in more recent decades. In
total, there are 45 trees on the school site, as well as perennial beds and shrubs. The
grounds also include a bronze historical plaque telling the school’s history, a soccer
pitch, rock garden, three manufactured play structures, a baseball backstop, three
basketball nets, a hard surface play area, a tetherball pole and two sets of swings.
Additionally, the school grounds host two pieces of public sculpture: Board Game
(1994) and The Friendship Circle (2006). Board Game was created by the late David
Johnson, a Saskatchewan artist who also restored the stained glass windows in Knox
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Metropolitan Church and Holy Rosary Cathedral. The sculpture was installed in
1994 as a community project in commemoration of the Year of the Family
(Weedmark, 1995).
Artist Lionel Peyachew participated in the design of The Friendship Circle as one
of two projects he undertook in commemoration of Saskatchewan’s centennial year.
Peyachew, a member of Red Pheasant First Nation, graduated with an MFA from the
University of Calgary in 2000. His first major commission was The Four Directions,
chosen in 2004 in a national design competition for sculpture to honour the opening
of the First Nations University of Canada’s new building (Petten, 2004). Other major
public sculptures include Doorways to Opportunity (Province of Saskatchewan,
2005), Counting Coup (Painted Hand Casino, Yorkton, 2010), and Redline (Regina
Warehouse District, 2012). Counting Coup is noted as one of the largest bronze
statues in Saskatchewan (Ledding, 2010, May 20). Doorways to Opportunity was
one of four sculpture projects chosen by the Government of Saskatchewan to
represent the provincial centennial in 2005 (Petten, 2006). The Friendship Circle
was commissioned by the Connaught school community, with the support of a
centennial project grant, and was created to accommodate a participatory tile‐
making project. The tile‐making was completed by Connaught students under the
supervision of artist Damon Badger Heit.
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Alterations
The most significant alteration to Connaught School was the addition of a school
gym in 1958. The gym’s distinctive round styling was designed by renowned
Canadian architect Clifford Wiens. Included in Wiens' body of work are the John
Nugent Studio in Lumsden (1960), the University of Regina's Heating and Cooling
Plant (1968), Nakusp Hot Springs Spa in British Columbia (1974), CBC
Saskatchewan's Broadcast Centre in Regina (1983), Prince Albert City Hall (1984),
the Silton Chapel (1969) and Camrose Lutheran College (1986), among many others
(Sask. Network for Art Collecting).
Alterations to the main school building include the covering of marble
baseboards with vinyl and the installation of a false ceiling. In 2012, heritage
consultant Jonathan Yardley toured the building and observed the original steel‐
frame windows had been replaced with smaller aluminum‐framed windows, circa
the 1970s. As well, several windows had been blocked up with brickwork. Original
staircase doorways glazed with wired clear plate glass – mentioned in the Contract
Record (1915) – had been replaced by solid metal fire doors. However, Yardley
noted original sashes and casings for doors and windows remained in place. The
most significant alteration he noted was the removal of a portico with six Doric
columns from the front staircase in the 1980s. The original staircase remains, along
with a set of original doors. Several updates were also made to the interior,
including the addition of cloakrooms in classrooms. Over the decades, the school
building adapted to social changes that saw an expanded community service role for
schools, most notably basement renovations to house a daycare and a food
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preparation kitchen for the school lunch program. As well, an upstairs classroom
was renovated to create a play‐friendly pre‐kindergarten class. Although time has
brought change, Yardley found that the major character defining elements of
Connaught School remained intact, albeit in some cases hidden, including terrazzo
floors, rounded plaster corners, plaster and beam ceilings, and marble baseboards.
His report concluded, “Despite the alterations of the past 100 years, the overall
appearance of the building still reflects the bulk, mass and interior of the original
design.” (p.6)

Social heritage
As stated, Connaught School played a significant role in the development of the
Cathedral Area neighbourhood. The connection to neighbourhood development is
noted in the school’s historical plaque.
Interviews conducted as part of the school’s centennial research project in 2012
revealed a surprisingly stable intergenerational connection to Connaught among
area residents, with some families representing third and even fourth‐generation
attendance at the school (Bendig, 2012; Windolph, 2011). The school has a strong
musical heritage, which some attribute in small part to the building’s superior
acoustics. The quality of sound was noted by Wilma Bell Wessel, who sang a solo in
the upper hallway at the 1958 graduation ceremony, and is now head of voice at the
Conservatory of the Performing Arts in Regina (Elliott, 2012). Other notable
musical graduates include concert pianist Catherine Vickers and, more recently,
members of the Juno‐nominated music group Rah Rah.
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For many years now the school has been home to both First Nations and non‐
First Nations students, with the current enrolment comprised of approximately 50
per cent of each group. French Immersion was established in 1977, drawing in
additional francophone and Métis students. École Connaught was one of the first
two Regina schools to establish French Immersion instruction (Bendig, 2012, French
Immersion). It was also a pioneer in community schooling. In the late 1970s, noted
Aboriginal storyteller and educator William Asikinack helped spearhead an
initiative to transform Connaught into a community school. Inspired by the struggle
for First Nations educational autonomy on reserves, parents traveled to Flint,
Michigan to study the Lighted Schoolhouse Movement. While the U.S. experiments
were focused on developing more inclusive education reform for African American
communities, the Connaught version sought school reforms to accommodate First
Nations and Métis values and aspirations. The parents’ lobbying of their local MLA
sparked a provincial initiative to develop community schools, with Connaught as
one of four pilot schools. In 1980, Connaught became Canada’s first – and for many
years only – French Immersion community school. That same year, the Connaught
parents established a School Community Council that became a locus for
educational reform discussions throughout the 1980s. Named ‘Institution of the
Year’ by the Canadian Association for Community Education in 1987, Connaught
parents and community members maintain one of Saskatchewan’s most socially
active SCCs to this day, taking a lead role in campaigns that led to, among other
things, the establishment of a universal school lunch program, the retention of the
nearby Connaught Library Branch, and the promotion of walkable neighbourhood
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schools (Bendig, 2012, Community School). In 2010, the SCC established a
centennial committee that launched a two‐year arts‐based exploration of Regina
and Connaught’s past 100 years, culminating in a three‐day music and arts festival
held in September 2012. The project also established an extensive digital archive of
school and city history at www.connaught100.com. For this work, in 2013 the École
Connaught Centennial Committee received the City of Regina’s George Bothwell
Heritage Award for Public Service, and Connaught students received the Picturing
100 Years of Regina History Award.

2.2 CONDITION
Members of the Connaught school community have been seeking a structural
review of Connaught School by heritage specialists, so that the potential for and
costs of successful renovation can be reliably assessed. To date, the Regina Board of
Education has not supported this concept, leaving the condition of the building a
matter of debate and speculation. It is hoped that the discussion of provincial
heritage designation will be an incentive to undertake such a study.
In March 2013, heritage building specialist June Botkin of Botkin Historic
Buildings Conservators toured the building’s interior with the RBE’s facilities
manager and members of the SCC. She later did a visual assessment of the exterior,
along with a representative of the Saskatchewan Masonry Institute. In a report to
the school board, she noted the following:
Exterior
Windows have been bricked over limiting the amount of sunlight and fresh air
which instead is now controlled through mechanical and electrical systems.
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The portico over the front entrance has been removed, exposing the stairway to
water penetration and environmental deterioration. This shows a complete lack
of understanding between design elements, form and function.
Exterior Masonry Condition
The cornice was removed for unknown reasons, allowing water penetration into
a soft clay brick face that was meant to be protected by the cornice.
The pointing mortar in this area has deteriorated or is missing due to this
exposure. The cornice could be easily reinstated and the parapet repointed.
The lower limestone sections’ deterioration was caused by completely
inappropriate interventions. The soft Indiana Limestone was pressure washed
forcing water into the porous stone, which in turn caused the efflorescence
present on the exterior of the building face.
Also the pressure washing removed the protective patina on the stone, causing
spaulting. The wand marks from the pressure washing are still clearly visible.
This intervention was supposedly done to remove graffiti but instead has caused
substantial damage.
Interior Masonry Conditions
The interior masonry also shows evidence of efflorescence and in some cases
spaulting of the brick faces. This is caused by a few factors:
1)there is asphalt and concrete placed directly against the face of the building.
This causes water to wick through these materials and into the more porous
brick and limestone. This causes a condition called rising damp, which means
that water continues to travel through the porous materials, saturating the
building envelope and appearing on the exterior as a white powdery substance.
2) I am guessing that the weeping tile system around the perimeter of the
building has collapsed and is impacting moisture saturation and the movement
observed around the building.
3) A portland mortar was used to selectively repoint the brick. Since this is a
substantially stronger material than the soft brick , the brick has spaulted, leaving
piles on brick material at the base of the wall.
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Interior wall cracking / Slab deflection in Classroom 12
A rigid structural steel support system was installed in the basement directly
below Classroom 12 to prevent a sag in the floor. The pressure of the steel
pushed up on the clay tile wall system, basically crushing it.
The wall is non‐structural according to the historical drawings and has a 24‐inch
space between it and the wall of the adjacent classroom. The cracking in this area
was noted in the November 2012 structural engineer’s report where remedial
work was recommended but not carried out. Then in December 2013 the room
was evacuated due to the serious deterioration of the wall so that emergency
repairs could be undertaken
The non‐structural clay tile wall has been removed from the cloakroom, which
revealed deflection between the floor slabs in this area. The problem is that since
the structural steel framework directly below this area is not adjustable, the
damage and deflection to the floors and walls will continue. This is another
example of an intervention that has caused damage and deterioration.
Beams
Pictures from a February2014 inspection report shows cracking on a beam.
However questions regarding how deep and wide the cracks are, including
general dimensions and details are missing. (Botkin, 2013).
Botkin’s report concluded that the Regina Board of Education’s visual inspections
and photographs at irregular intervals do not provide adequate information for
determining the building’s condition. She recommended employing ground‐
penetrating radar to examine the slabs; carefully noting and measuring cracks over
time; and establishing fixed datum points to determine floor deflection. She noted
that several interventions over the years had caused damage to the building,
however:
That doesn’t mean that all of these issues can’t be corrected through a carefully
researched and planned rehabilitation project. This rehabilitation I believe would
cost less than the costs to build a new school and would meet the government’s
energy management and sustainability requirements. It would also provide a 21st
century learning in an inspirational and creative historic setting. (Botkin 2013)
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At issue throughout this discussion has been the absence of structural testing. In
2010 JC Kenyon undertook a visual facility audit that outlined numerous building
issues and recommended that its life span would be complete by 2014 in the
absence of repairs. Deficiencies noted included damage to the front exterior
staircase, cracks in interior partition walls, and both interior and exterior areas of
brickwork that required repointing. The steam boilers and radiant heating system
were noted to be in good condition, however the newer standard furnaces required
replacement. A summary of major recommendations is attached.
A second report was submitted in 2012 (attached), however it was based on the
2010 inspection and did not have any changes beyond the date on the cover, which
was updated to 2012 (RBE, 2012, March 4). The re‐issued report repeated that the
building had a limited lifespan to 2014 in the absence of structural intervention.
With this as the basis for forward planning, the board determined in 2012 that
Connaught was a candidate for major renovation or a demolition and rebuild.
In May 2012, JC Kenyon Engineering provided an opinion of cost from W & R
Foundation Specialists for underpinning at $3.75 million, to which Kenyon added a
25 per cent contingency, raising the cost to $4.5 million. With additional related
repairs, JC Kenyon estimated a total cost of $6.25 million for “structural renewal of
the building.” How much of the work needed to be carried out remained an
unknown factor, in the absence of a structural study. Based on this, Kenyon
recommended that “prior to any decision regarding proceeding with a renewal
process, we recommend that a more detailed investigation program be undertaken
to assess the condition of the building structure” (JC Kenyon Engineering, 2012, May
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23). As such a study was not carried out, the estimate was forwarded ‘as is’ to the
Regina Board of Educaton’s consulting architect, P3Architects, which added a
further 10 per cent contingency to the estimate, raising the initial estimate of
structural repairs by 35 per cent. As well, P3A costed a very aggressive renovation
that involved demolition of 4,000 m. sq. of a 4,453 m. sq. building, or 90 per cent of
the building. Based on these factors, the cost of renovation was estimated at $23
million compared to an estimated $19 million for a new school (P3A, 2012, May 31).
Accordingly, in February 2013 the Regina Board of Education submitted to the
Ministry a request for funds to demolish and replace the school.
During this time, beginning in September 2012 quarterly visual reports were
ordered from JC Kenyon for monitoring the building’s condition. An additional
report was ordered from Brownlee Beaton Kreke (BBK) Structural Engineers in
August 2013. The BBK report found the building’s footings sufficient and did not
recommend underpinning as necessary, an item that had figured highly in P3A’s
renovation estimate (BKK, 2013). However, BKK expressed concerns about the
unknown composition of the floor and ceiling slabs, and stated that in the absence of
structural testing, it must be assumed that the structural steel in the slabs is
insufficient, given that rebar during the time period was typically smooth rather
than ridged.
The continued monitoring did not reveal any serious additional issues until
December 2013, when repairs to the cloakroom wall in Classroom 12 allowed for
inspection of the beam, which revealed cracking in a portion of the beam. This was
remediated by installing a steel support. Kenyon also noted there were signs of
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significant building movement since the previous report, possibly due to an
unusually heavy snowfall and wet summer (JC Kenyon, 2014, Feb. 7). On this basis,
the firm stated it was not willing to continue servicing the building in 2014‐15
unless remedial repairs were made, amounting to $67,000 (attached), and would
not service it past 2015 unless major structural repairs were undertaken. In
response, the Regina Board of Education ordered closure of the school in June 2014,
citing lack of future insurability. Community members have asked what if any
information was forwarded to the insurer, and whether or not Kenyon’s list of
recommended repairs for continued safe operation was included in the information
package or discussed. To date, the Regina Board of Education and the
Saskatchewan School Boards Association, which handles insurance, have not made
this information public.

2.3 USE
As of May 2014, Ecole Connaught Community School has been in continuous use
as a public school since its opening in September, 1913. It also houses Wise Owl
School Age Care, a member‐operated co‐operative childcare centre that was one of
the first of its kind in Saskatchewan.

3. HERITAGE VALUE
3.1 HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE
A report prepared by the City of Regina’s Planning Department (attached)
summarizes Connaught’s heritage value thus:
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There is value in the connection of the building with the development of
education in Regina. Built in 1912, it is the oldest public school in Regina still
being used for its original purpose. It is a pioneer in community schooling and
dual track French‐English education, for many years it was the only dual track
community school in Canada. The school was named in honour of His Royal
Highness the Duke of Connaught, who was the Governor of Canada from 1911‐
1916. The French Immersion Program at Connaught started in 1975 (sic) and in
1980 the school was designated as a Community School. (City of Regina, 2014,
March 24)
Connaught School’s significance relates to its role in evolution of education in
Saskatchewan. At the same time that hundreds of one‐room country schools were
being erected across rural Saskatchewan, larger and more imposing elementary
and high schools were appearing in its fast‐growing cities in these boom years
before World War I. Puntin travelled and read widely concerning the aims of public
education, seeking to incorporate new ideas in secular, modern education within his
building design.
Over more than a century, the school has been central to the events of our times.
This began with the challenge of construction in the wake of a devastating tornado.
1912 was a year that saw not only disaster but also a period of re‐grouping and
forward‐looking growth for the provincial capital. Amid the setback of a natural
disaster, many cultural institutions were founded that year, such as the
Conservatory of Music and the Regina Male Voice Choir, two institutions that exist to
this day. The year 1912 also saw the completion of the Legislative Building and
Regina’s Union Station. Construction began on Regina College’s first building,
Westminster Church, and the city’s first ‘skyscraper,’ the 10‐storey McCallum‐Hill
Building.
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As the city’s largest elementary school, Connaught represented within the
education sector a manifestation of this forward‐looking and optimistic year, which
was crowned by a royal visit from Prince Arthur, Duke of Connaught, for whom the
school was named. The school carried on through the decades, sharing the ups and
downs of a growing city, and making many contributions to the social fabric. World
War I saw Connaught playing host to an additional 420 students, after Benson
School was taken over for military use (RBE, 1916, Oct. 23). In the 1930s,
Connaught families struggled to make ends meet, an issue that did not go unnoticed
by the school district, which found that 11.8 per cent of Connaught families had no
employment and were unable to afford textbooks. From this emerged school‐
community social initiatives such as a milk program, which would later evolve into
broader school nutrition programs sparked by the community schools movement of
the 1980s. In 1943, the students of Connaught formed boy’s and girl’s cadet corps,
with officers appointed by the students. The 1950s saw the introduction of new
learning approaches and technologies at Connaught, while later years brought the
dawning of French Immersion on the Prairies, along with treaty education. As a
progressive, active community‐centred school, Connaught took an active role in
these developments, while providing a stable base for the establishment of what is
today one of Regina’s most cohesive and lively historic neighbourhoods. Thus it
stands as a living monument to more than a century of history in our
neighbourhood, city and province.
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3.2 CULTURAL AND SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE
As stated in the previous section, for more than a century, Connaught School has
been part of the City of Regina’s social fabric. This has manifested itself in
remarkably strong school‐community connections. In an age when the
centralization and bureaucratization of schooling has enlarged the distance between
communities and their schools, both geographically and socially, Connaught remains
today very much a neighbourhood school. The majority of students still walk to
school, as they did in 1913, and school activities are deeply embedded in the life of
the surrounding community, as a centre for family activities, school performances,
festivals and sports. The school grounds have evolved into an urban park, heavily
used and admired by the public. Connaught offers a culturally diverse environment,
providing instruction in both French and English, with a strong First Nations and
Métis learning and cultural component. This cultural diversity was celebrated in the
creation of the Friendship Circle, which through a traditional First Nations
ceremony was elevated to a site of spiritual significance for students and the
neighbourhood.
The heritage value to the surrounding community life is immense. With the
celebration of various reunions and significant anniversaries over the years, the
school serves as a place that reconnects the community with its past and
strengthens intergenerational ties. As noted in the Cathedral Area Community
Association’s submission to the Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee (2014), the
physical presence of a 100‐year‐old school draws people to the neighbourhood for
celebrations of local history and community pride. For example, in August 2013
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Heritage Regina sponsored an old fashioned community picnic on the Connaught
school grounds, with round dancing, old time games, historical displays and the
installation of a bronze historical marker by the Connaught Centennial Committee.
Community involvement and pride was evident throughout the celebration of the
school’s 2012 centennial, with hundreds of volunteer hours and some $70,000
raised in grants and donations toward commemorative activities. Many community
partners were involved in this effort, including Regina Public Libraries, the Art
Gallery of Regina, the Dunlop Art Gallery, the Saskatchewan Arts Board, the City of
Regina, Canadian Heritage, Artist Trading Cards, Sask Filmpool, Mispon aboriginal
film collective, SaskCulture, the University of Regina Community Research Unit, the
Regina Plains Museum and the Regina Early Learning Centre. In addition to student
projects, gallery showings, and historical research, the centennial activities included
a three‐day centennial music and arts festival (see www.connaught100.com). The
festival was attended by an estimated 3,000 people from throughout the city and
beyond, realizing a local economic impact estimated at $359,543 in contracted
services, merchandise and food sales, hotels, performance fees, and off‐site
shopping by festival visitors (CACA, 2014).
Thus, the school’s heritage value is understood by community members as a
tangible social and economic asset, as well as an inspiring historic learning
environment that contributes to student learning as a ‘building that teaches.’ During
community consultations regarding the future of Connaught, community members
named retention of the school’s heritage value as the number one design
consideration (P3A, 2013). Subsequently, some 1,600 people signed a petition
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calling for structural testing to develop a renovation option for the school’s future,
while some 300 signatories submitted a joint letter to the school board asking the
board to pursue heritage designation. At the opening of the 2014 Cathedral Village
Arts Festival, residents of all ages gathered on the steps of Connaught School, as a
representational backdrop for a sing‐along video celebrating their neighbourhood’s
natural and built environment.

3.3 ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
Connaught School is one of the earliest examples of the work of J.H. Puntin, who
became a major influence in public architecture in Saskatchewan. Puntin chose
materials that became defining elements in Regina’s Cathedral Area, in particular
the choice of red‐hued brick. More importantly, with Connaught School, Puntin set
the tone for schools and public buildings to come. As stated, Puntin sought to
develop an architectural style that would represent secular modernity, in contrast to
the ecclesiastical, Gothic stylings of earlier public architecture. His design goal of
“ornate simplicity” reflected a new focus on practicality and beauty combined. The
inclusion of Doric columns at the front entrance created a visual return to the early
Greeks and their notion of the ideal education being a combination of theory,
practical action and problem solving, as opposed to the more abstract, theological
learning of the later modern age. As the only surviving pre‐World War I public
school in Regina, Connaught offers an architecturally significant record of a turning
point in educational and social trends, corresponding with the emergence of
pragmatism and instrumentalism in science, learning and the humanities. The
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school also provides an example of the modern era, seen in the 1958 Clifford Wiens
gymnasium addition, which includes a modernist frieze circling the outside and
modernist wood partitions in the interior.

3.4 SCIENTIFIC SIGNIFICANCE
According to contemporary accounts, Puntin consulted with educators to develop
a unique classroom shape that presented new engineering challenges for adapting
beam construction to square, as opposed to rectangular, rooms (Puntin, 1915). His
consultations with Sturm of Chicago resulted the creation of a new style of
ventilation system, which can still be seen in the structure of the upper half‐floor.
Other innovations included the installation of an intercom system, and exceptionally
wide clay tile interior walls that provided the building with excellent acoustics and
sound‐proofing, remaining a hallmark to this day, unduplicated by modern school
construction. As well, the school’s orientation on the site reflected careful study of
the sun’s movement over the Prairies. The building’s accessible wall structures with
their generous inner spaces have allowed for easy adaptation to the wiring of new
technologies as they have developed over the years, from computer systems to
‘smart boards’ in classrooms. If the building is rehabilitated, it will provide an
excellent model of adaptable architecture for others to study and emulate.

3.5 AESTHETIC SIGNIFICANCE
The richly hued bricks of Connaught’s exterior provide a defining element for
the Cathedral Area neighbourhood. The school’s brick architecture is wonderfully
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echoed by the Connaught Branch Library, opposite the school’s front entrance on
Elphinstone. It provides a bookend to a major corridor of historic buildings,
beginning with Westminster United Church, also constructed of brick in 1912‐1913.
While the portico and much of the cornice have been removed, the return of these
features via careful rehabilitation will greatly enhance the school’s aesthetic impact.
Inside, the terrazzo floors remain in relatively pristine condition as the primary
feature of uniquely spacious hallways. Wooden hand railings have aged to a rich
golden colour, and intricate ironwork creates an interesting play of shadows.
Visitors to the school are struck by the current beauty manifested in these features,
which are in fact only a portion of the hidden features that could be uncovered and
restored, as described earlier in this report. It’s not surprising that Connaught
School has figured in the works of local artists and photographers, recently a 2012
oil painting by noted landscape artist Debbie Wosniak Bonk, and a portrait of the
playground and schools by Brad Jetko included in his May, 2014 exhibition at the
Balkwill Centre.

4. VALUE TO SASKATCHEWAN
4.1 THEME REPRESENTED
Social and Cultural Life – Education

4.2 PROVINCIAL SIGNIFICANCE
École Connaught Community School is associated with the visit of Prince
Arthur, Duke of Connaught, to Saskatchewan in 1912. It provides a record of
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cultural life in the year Saskatchewan’s provincial Legislative Building was opened.
Its history encapsulates the history of schooling in Saskatchewan from the early part
of the last century until the present day. It is one of just two surviving pre‐World
War I schools in Regina, and the only public school from that period. It represents
the work of two prominent Saskatchewan architects representing two distinct eras,
J.H. Puntin and Clifford Wiens. École Connaught School helped lead the dawning of
French Immersion education in Saskatchewan. It was also the site from which the
community schools movement emanated. Under the leadership of First Nations
parents at Connaught, this model was adapted from the U.S. to a Saskatchewan
setting, with a focus on the inclusion First Nations and Métis values. In 2001, a
provincial task force recommend that all schools adopt the community school
approach that first emerged at Connaught, resulting in a provincial community
framework launched in 2004 (Tymchak, 2001; Saskatchewan Learning, 2004). In
addition to its unique historic and architectural signficance, the contribution École
Connaught Community School has made to Saskatchewan education – in particular
the early development of French Immersion and First Nations inclusive education –
is significant and worthy of provincial recognition.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

A brief site visit was carried out on Wednesday, Apri l 24, 2012
in the company of James Youck and Wyatt Eckert, from P3
Architecture. We were accompanied by Terry Zacharias.

1.2

The purpose of the site visi t was to review first-hand the
overall appearance of the School having relied on archival
materials and recent photographs to write a Statement of
Significance (SOS) which lists the history, historic signilicance
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and the physical character-defining elements of the building.
A copy of the SOS is attached under Appendix A.
1.3

In addition to the SOS the visit was to obtain a ffrst-hand
impression of the overall condition and see what original
parts of the fabric still exist.

2.

FINDINGS

2.1

EXTERIOR
2.1.1 The exterior of the School has been mu ch altered over
its 100 year life with the removal of all the original
wood-framed windows and either their replacement
with aluminium-framed m1its and blocking up with
brickwork, which only nearly matches the original.
This intervention has severely affected the appearance
and aesthetics of the building.

2.1.2 A major change is the removal of the six (6) Doric
colunmed entry portico that originally covered the main
entry. This would have been the most important
element of the building.
2.1.3 All of the original windows to the basement level have
been removed and the void below the stone belt course
infilled with some new windows set withjJ1 concrete to
closely resemble the adjoining sandstone of the plinth of
the building.
2.1.4 At the front e ntry one original set of doors is retained to
the south side. However, to right it h21s been infilled
with brickwork.
2.1.5 At the front (east) parapet level the original sheet metal
cornice is in place but is showing signs of rusting in a
number of areas. Of concern is the fact that this corruce
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that extended around the perimeter of the entire
building has been removed from the other three (3)
sides.
This action has exposed the soft common back-up
brickwork, which was never designed to be exposed as
an exterior finished su rface, and has now been left
exposed to the elements which has allowed the
penetration of rainwater to the interior of the fabric.
2.1.6 The red facing brick is laid in Dutch bond with five
stretcher and one header course. The new (1970?)
brickwork is all laid in stretcher bond. An attempt
appears to have been made to match the size and
gauging of the new brickwork to the original.

2.2

INTERIOR
2.2.1 A major COE is the very wide central corridor at aJI
levels, which incorporated terrazzo floors surrounded
with a darker perimeter strip this same colour is used as
cross division strips which line up with the location of
the beams. These terrazzo floors are boarded with a
marble baseboard, which has been both painted and
covered with a vinyl-coved baseboard.
2.2.2 The staircases between the three (3) levels have
balustrades of intricate wrought iron wi th a moulded
hardwood (oak?) handrail. This is an important COE.
2.2.3 The original terrazzo finish of the stair landings and
treads has been overlaid with 1" x 1" clay mosaic tiles.
These tiles preserve the terrazzo underneath and could
be removed in the future.
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2.2.4 Some of the plaster work within corridors and
classrooms retain the large radius comers to the exterio r
corners, again a CDE.

2.2.5 The classrooms all have a small narrow cloakroom at
their rear. At some time, possibly when the original
windows were removed in the 1970(?), two circular
openings s urrounded by bricks have been inserted into
the wall between it and the classroom to provide better
super vision.

2.2.6 Many of the original mould ings and casings to the
d oors and windows are still in place a lthough all the
original doors and windows have been replaced.
2.2.7 All the original ceilings have been covered by the
insta llation of suspended ceilings, a combination of tee
ba r systems and ceiling tiles. Above the ceilings within
the main cenb·al corridor a1·e the original plastered
ceilings and cross beams.

3.

CONCLUSIONS

3.1

Since the Connaught School was built in 1912 there have been
many alterations and changes made to it. These changes have
been made for two basic reasons; to mitigate structural failure
of the foundation system and to " upgrade" the interior wi th
modern materia ls and finishes.

3.2

The exterior has suffered from the wholesale removal of a ll
the original windows and either replacement or being blocked
up with brickwork, the removal of the sheet metal cornice Md
the portico to the main entry.
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Despite the interventions of the past 100 years, the overall
appearance of the building still reflects the bulk, mass and
interior ambiance of the original design.

Jn11.,tl1;i11 \~,nll c ,·
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3.4

Dependent on the educational programming for the School as
to the suitability of the spaces within the building, from a
heritage perspective the building could well be re-used for its
original educational purpose. This will require much further
study related to programs and a fu ll heritage conservation
plan to enable the most appropriate decisions to be made.

3.5

It is hoped that this brief overview of the heritage aspects of
the Connaught School will enable a rational plan to be
developed.

Respectfully submitted

Jonathan P.M. Yardley, Dip Arch (llirm), MAIBC, MSAA,
Registered Architect &
Professiona l Heritage Consultant.

MRAIC, RIBA, CAHP, 13CAHP
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APPENDIX A
Statement of Significance
Connaught School - 1314 Elphinstone Street, Regina,
Saskatchewan
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Description of Historic Place
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Conn.a ught School is a two-storey brick structure in
the heart of Regina's Cathedral Village
neighbourhood at the corner of Elphinstone and
13th Avenue. Also on the site is a round auditorium
designed by Clifford Wiens Architect in the 1960s..
Heritage Value:

The heritage value of Connaught School lies in its
connection with the development of education in
Regina, its architect, and its architectural style.
There is value in the connection of the building with
the development of education in Regina. Built in
1912, it is the oldest public school in Regina still
being used for its original purpose. It is a pioneer in
comn1unity schooling and dual track French-English
education, for many years it was the only dual track
community track school in Canada. The school was
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named in honour of His Royal Highness the Duke of
Connaught, who was the Governor of Canada from
1911-1916. The French Immersion Program at
Connaught started in 1975 and in 1980 the school
was designated as a Community School.
There is also value in the identity of the architect.
James Henry Puntin(1878-1957) made an important
contribution to architecture in Regina yet his work is
often underrated and overlooked. Born at
Gateshead-on-Tyne, England on 3 May 1878 he was
educated at schools in Gateshead, at Rutherford
College, Newcastle-on-Tyne, and at Owens College
in Manchester. He articled to Charles Kempson,
Gateshead, 1891-95 and worked as assistant to
F.R.N. Haswell of North Shields in 1896-99, then
joined the Royal Engineers Civil Staff as draftsman
and clerk-of-works. He emigrated to Canada in 1904
and settled at Winnipeg where he assisted J.G.H.
Russell in 1904-05 and became nrnnager of the
Winnipeg office of Darling & Pearson in 1905-06.
Puntin moved to Regina in late 1906 and worked as
supervising architect for the Saskatchewan Public
Works Dept. overseeing construction of important
buildings such as the provincial Parliament
Buildings in Regina, designed by E. & W.S. Maxwell.
He accepted the appointment of Architect to the
Regina Public School Board in 1912 and designed
many substantial school buildings in Regina during
the next twenty years, but it was his assured designs
for major additions to Regina College (1914) and the
new co1nplex for Luther College (1925) which
demonstrated his ability to use Collegiate Gothic
forms in a distinctive manner. In 1929 he formed a
partnership with Col. F.J. O'Leary and the following
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year invited Charles Coxall to join their firm, but a
dearth of work dw·ing the Depression led to the
dissolution of the firm and Puntin continued under
his own name until 1943 when he retired and moved
to British Columbia. He died in Vancouver on 20
March 1957.
There is value in the architectural styling of the
school. An architectural style was chosen that was
devoid of ecclesiastical reference. The building
expressed the local fervour of the time against any
religious con1ponent in public education, and as
s uch became a kind of prototype. The architect
based his design on those developed for the London
Schoo] Board in England. With vernacular red brick
and applied decoration, it contrasted sharply with
the Gothic buildings normally used for places of
learning. The style of this building manifests the
ideal elements of a school from that time period:
practicality, economy, and beauty.

Character Defining Elements
The heritage character of Connaught School is
defined by the following elements:
• stone base
• masonry walls with applied pilasters
• stone colunu1 capitals and bases
• double s taircase on front facade
• entrance doors on front and rear
• pattern of fenestration
• relationship between main school and gy mnasium
• brick chimney at rear

Jo 11ad1<111 \:1nl1ey
(._./lrc/1il<?cl
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Connaught School, Initial Heritage Assessment
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•
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name plate on front of building
setting in landscape
rondels on frieze above rnain entrance
connection with history of education in Regina
connection with architect James Henry Puntin

Front facade
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Rear and side view

Front, side and auditorium
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REGINA
Infinite Horizons

City o f Regina

March 24, 2014
Heritage Regina
Box 581

Regi na, Saskatchewan S4P 3A3
Dear Heritage Regina:
Re:

2124 Elphinstone Street (Ecole Con naught Community School)

The City of Regina has recei ved a request from a member of the community to add the property
at 2124 Elphinstone Street (Ecole Connaught Community School) to Schedule A of Bylaw No.
891 2, which is commonly known as the Heri tage Holding By law.
We would like to request feedback from Heritage Regina on the enclosed Statement of
Significance (see Appendix A), which states the reasons why the property has heritage value.
Please provide your response to the potential Heritage Holding Bylaw addition by M onday April
7 , 20 l.+ and i nclude any additional information that may further an understanding of the
building's heritage value (e.g. photographs) .
The Ci ty Administrati on will report to the Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee regarding the
potential addition of the property to the Heritage Holding Bylaw. The Commit1ee will then
prepare a recommendation to City Council. Council will have the final authority on the addition
of the property to the Heritage Holding Bylaw.
If you requi re further information , please contact me at 777-625 1.

Libert y Brears
Policy A nal yst

LB/
Enc.
l :\Wordpro\CURR ENT\HERITAGE\11 Historic Places\Connaught School\HH B-l nterested
parti es\Heritage Regi na.doc

Planning
Communi1y Planning and Developmenl
Q ueen Eliz.1beth II Court 2476 Victori a A venue
PO Box 1790 REGINA SK S4P 3C8
P: 306-777-755 1 F: :106-777-6823
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APPENDIX A
Statement of Significance
Description of Historic Place
Connaught School is a two-storey brick structure in the heart of Regi na 's Cathedral
111
Village nei ghbourhood at the corner of Elphinstone and 13 Avenue. Also on the site is a
round auditorium design by Cli fford Wiens Architect in the 1960s.

Heritage Value
The heritage val ue of Connaught School lies i n its connection w ith the development of
education in Regina, its architect, and its architectural style.
There is value in the connection of the buildi ng with the development of education in
Regi na. Built in 1912, it is the oldest public school in Regina still being used for its
original purpose. It is a pi oneer in community schooling and dual track French-English
education , for many years it was the only dual track community track school in Canada.
The school was named in honour of His Royal Highness the Duke of Connaught, w ho
was the Governor of Canada from 191 1- 1916. T he French Immersion Program at
Connaught started in 1975 and in 1980 the school was designated as a Community
School.
There is also value in the identity of the architect. James Henry Puntin ( 1878- 1957) made
an i mportant contri bution to arch itecture in Regina yet his work is often underrated and
overlooked . Born at Gateshead-on-Tyne, England on 3 M ay 1978 he was ed ucated at
school in Gatesheard, at Rutherford College, Newcastle-on-T y ne, and at Owens College
i n Manchester. He articled to Charles Kempson, Gatehead, 1891-95 and worked as
assistant co F.R.N. Haswell of North Shields in 1896-99, then joi ned the Roya l Engineers
Civi l Staff as draftsman and clerk-of-works. He emigrated to Canada in 1904 and settled
i n Winni peg where he assisted J .G .H. Russell in 1904-05 and became manager of the
Winnipeg office of Darling & Pearson in 1905-06. Puntin moved to Regi na in late 1906
and worked as supervising architect for the Saskatchewan Public Works Dept. overseeing
construction of important buildings such as the provi ncial Legislative Buildings in
Regina, designed by E. & W.S. Maxwell. He accepted the appointment of A rchitectto
the Regina Public School Board in 1912 and designed many substanti al school buildings
i n Regina during the next twenty years, but it was his assured designs for major additions
to Regi na College ( 19 14) and the new compl ex for Luther College ( 1925) which
demonstrated his ability co use Collegiate Gothic forms in a distinctive manner . In 1929
he formed a partnership wi th Col. F.J. O'Leary and the following year invited Charles
Coxwell to j oi n their fi rm , but a dearth of work during the Depression Jed to the
di ssolution of the firm and Puntin continued under hi s own name until 1943 when he
reti red and moved to British Colum bia. He died in Vancouver on 20 M arch 1957 .
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There is val ue in the architectural styli ng of the school. An architectural sty le was chosen
that was devoid of ecclesiastical reference. The building expressed the local fervor of the
time against any reli gious component in public education, and as such became a kind of
prototype. The architect based hi s design on those developed for the London School
Board in England. Wi th vernacular red brick and applied decoration, it contrasted sharpl y
with the Gothic buildings normally used for places of learning. The style of this building
manifests the ideal elements of a school from that time period: practicali ty, economy and
beauty.

Character-Defining Elements:
The heritage character of Connaught School is defined by the fol lowing elements:
• stone base
• masonry walls wi th applied pilasters
• stone column capitals and bases
• double staircase on front fa93de
• entrance doors on front and rear
• pattern of fenestration
• relationship between main school and gymnasium
• brick chimney at rear
• name plate on front of building
• setting in landscape
• roundels on frieze above main entrance
• connection with history of education in Regina
• connection w ith archi tect James Henry Puntin

I

Th e <.:01111au11l11 School, R..,11ir1:1 .

Ard1i1~c 1 . Mr.

J. 11. l'u111h1 : ~unrnacrnu, PMomt> llniltli111: Com11~ll)'. l .i11til<·ll

Drawing in ' The Contract Record and Engineering Review' October 23 , 1912
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Connaught School soon after its completion . Source: Saskatchewan Archives B oard RA 1877

Connaught School. Regina
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Connaught School (c. 1960) Source: Don Leman

l!'Y

Connaught School (2013) Source: www.prairicdogmag.com
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Heritage Regina
Box 581
Regina, Saskatchewan
54P 3A3

April 6, 2014

Liberty Brears
Community Planning and Development
City of Regina
Re: 2124 Elphinstone Street (Ecole Connaught/Connaught Community School)
Heritage Regina supports the addition of Ecole Connaught/Connaught
Community School to the Heritage Holding Bylaw for two reasons.
First, Connaught is the oldest school in Regina still being used for its
original purpose. It was named for H.R.H. Prince Arthur, Duke of Connaught and
Canada's Governor General from 1911 to 1916. Construction of Connaught
began in 1912, and this 17-classroom school opened its doors just in time for the
September 1913 school year. School concerts and gym classes were held in
Connaught's upper hallway until the 1958 addition of a distinctive round
gymnasium designed by Regina architect Clifford Wiens.
To be sure, the original portion of Sacred Heart Academy (3225-131h
Avenue) , a Roman Catholic residential girls' school, is older: it was built in 1910.
Two additions were constructed in 1914 and 1926, but Sacred Heart Academy
was converted into condominium apartments in 1990.
Regina's first purpose-built high school, Central Collegiate, was
constructed in 1909; it was closed in 1985 and demolished. A large
Condominium apartment complex was subsequently built there.
Regina College, a private Methodist high school, was also built in 1912. It
began to offer first Year University classes in 1925, and in 1934 became a junior
college affiliated with the university of Saskatchewan. (It is now the University of
Regina.)
Holy Rosary School (3118-1 41h Avenue) , constructed in 1914, is the only
other elementary school built before World War I that is still operating as an
elementary school in Regina 100 years later.
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Between 1920 and 1930 the Regina Public School Board built eight more
eleme.ntary schools: Haultain (1920), lnismore (1920), Kitchener (1921 ),
Lakeview (1922), Thomson (1928), Davin (1929), Herchmer (1930) and Lorne
(1930). The Regina Catholic school Board built two: Sacred Heart (1928) and
Saint Augustine (1929). Only six of these schools are still in operation in 2014:
Davin, Lakeview, Kitchener, Sacred Heart, Saint Augustine and Thomson.
Connaught School also occupies a special place in the history of
education in Regina. In 1976 Connaught introduced a French Immersion stream,
and in 1980 the surrounding community helped pilot a community schools
program, making Ecole Connaught/Connaught Community School the first and
for many years the only dual track (French-English) community school in
Canada.
Reginans who live in the Cathedral Neighbourhood have demonstrated on
many occasions that Ecole Connaught/Connaught Community School holds
great value for them. Their care of the school grounds, their careful
documentation of the school's history, their celebration of significant
anniversaries over the years (including their installation of a brass plaque to mark
the school's centennial), and alumni donations of historical artifacts and
photographs are all proof of this. And at public meetings they have demonstrated
a preference for considering heritage value in making planning decisions.
All of this not only reflects an appreciation of Con naught School's
aesthetic contribution to the Cathedral Neighbourhood, but its its role in
sustaining intergenerational linkages and a sense of continuous history in one of
Regina's oldest neighbourhoods.
Heritage Regina also believes that Ecole Connaught/Connaught
Community School ought to be added to the Heritage Holding Bylaw because it
is part of the substantial bod¥ of work of a prominent Regina architect during the
1
first three decades of the 20 century: James H. Puntin.
Born in Great Britain in 1878, Puntin emigrated to Canada in 1904 and
settled in Winnipeg where he became general manager of the Winnipeg office of
a Toronto architectural firm , Darling and Pearson. Puntin moved to Regina in
1906 and found employment with the provincial Department of Public Works,
overseeing the construction of the new Legislative Building which Montreal
architects Edward and William Sutherland Maxwell had designed. In 1912 Puntin
went into private practice. One of his first projects was to design a new building
for the Young Women 's' Christian Association opposite Victoria Park in
downtown Regina; another was Connaught School.
In 1929 Puntin formed a partnership with Col. F.J. O'Leary, and the
following year they invited Charles Coxall to join their firm . But there was little
work for architects during the Great Depression and the firm was eventually

3
dissolved. Puntin continued to practice on his own until 1943, when he retired
and moved to British Columbia.
The largest part of James H. Puntin's body of work in Regina are the
elementary and high schools he designed for the Regina Public and Catholic
School Boards. In all, he designed 7 elementary schools: Benson, Connaught,
Haultain , Kitchener, Lakeview, Saint Augustine and Wetmore.
More modest, but significant nonetheless, are the high schools Puntin
designed. Five new private and public high schools were constructed in Regina
after World War I: Campion College (1921 ), Scott Collegiate (1924), Luther
College (1925), Sacred Heart College (1926) andBalfour Collegiate (1930).
James H. Puntin designed Campion College, Luther College, Sacred
Heart College and an addition to Sacred Heart Academy. Edgar M. Story and
W .G. Van Egmond designed Scott Collegiate, and W .G. Van Egmond and
Stanley Story designed Balfour Collegiate.
Another of Puntin's clients was Regina College, for whom he designed a
women's dormitory and tower (1914), a gymnasium (1925), and the Music and
Art Building--Darke Hall-- (1928).

During his career in Regina James H. Puntin also designed three
churches: St. Chad's Anglican Church (1907), St. Peter's Anglican Church (1913)
and St. Mary's Roman Catholic Church (1931 ). He also designed the Albert
Memorial Bridge (1930) and a new City Police Station (1931).
In assessing James H. Puntin's body of work in Regina, his biographer in
the Biographical Dictionary of Architects in Canada states that " ... it was his
assured designs for major additions to Regina College (1924) and the new
complex for Luther College (1925) which demonstrated his ability to use
Collegiate Gothic forms in a distinctive manner."
But Heritage Regina would argue that Ecole Connaught/Connaught
Community School is worthy of praise and recognition too, as the earliest
example of James H. Puntin's skill as an architect. For this reason , and because
this school has occupied a special place in the history of education in our city, it
ought to be added to the Heritage Holding Bylaw.
Sources consulted:
John Archer, Honoured With The Burden: A History of the Regina Board of
Education (1987).
J. William Brennan, Regina: An Illustrated History (1989).
Rev. Frank Gerein, Outline History of the Diocese of Regina (1961 ).
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James Pitsula, An Act of Faith: The early Years or Regna College (1988).
Edward Willett, Historic Walking Tours of Regina ad Moose Jaw (2008).
Biographical Dictionary of Architects in Canada, 1900-1950.

'[[J. William Brennan , President
Heritage Regina

Cathedral Area Community Association
April 7, 2014
The Cathedral Area Community Association board has reviewed the draft Statement of
Significance and suggests inclusion of the following:
The Cathedral Area Neighbourhood Plan, included as part of Regina' s Official Community Plan,
is built on the premise that historic buildings are tangible community assets, adding value to
surrounding properties and attracting visitors and homeowners to the area. In developing this
Plan, residents recognized that responsible stewardship of heritage assets is vital to
neighbourhood rejuvenation and stability.
The Plan states, "Of particular interest is the concentration of institutional buildings with
significant heritage value that front onto 13th Avenue from Cameron Street to Elphinstone Street.
These include the Holy Rosary Cathedral, the Chancery Office, Westminster United Church,
Connaught School and Connaught Library." The notion that these buildings together act as a
whole in defining neighbourhood character remains to this day, most recently in the design
consideration for Canada Safeway renovations, which included reddish-brown bricks specificall y
chosen to match the fa9ades of 13th Avenue's historic buildings.

In this sense, Connaught School not only serves to help define the neighbourhood, but also to set
the standard for newer developments. Therefore the CACA holds a keen interest in ensuring
Connaught's distinct architectural styling, as described in the Statement of Significance, receives
due consideration in planning decisions.
This would be in keeping with the CACA's mission statement to "preserve and enhance the
appearance and livability of the community." The CACA' s mission statement further states that
our association works to "enhance the history, culture and character of the neighbourhood."
Ecole Connaught Community School is recognized as a major contributor to our hi story, culture
and character. Being home to Regina's oldest operating public school is a source of community
pride. The CACA is proud to have been part of the school's history, joining with the North
Central Community Association, Connaught and Kitchener parents, and various community
organizations in 1980 to develop a framework for community schooling that has since been
adopted province-wide. As well , community members worked together to pioneer the
development of French Immersion education at Connaught. Through this and other community
efforts, Connaught School has become deeply embedded in the surrounding community's social
fabric.
Community pride and sense of belonging is a tangible asset. In 20 11 the Ecole Connaught
Centennial Committee launched a two-year exploration of Regina's past 100 years as seen
through the 'eyes' of Regina's oldest school. Participants aged 3 to 93 took part in collecting
history, creating art and film projects, and planning a 2012 multi-cultural music and arts festival
open to all Regina residents, as well as alumni from across Canada. This project received two
Municipal Heritage Awards, in the education and public service categories. Further, during the
festival weekend, the contribution to our local economy was estimated at $359,543 in contracted
services, merchandise and food sales, hotels, performance fees, and off-site shopping by festival

visitors. While the music and food were enjoyable, ultimately the main attraction that brought
visitors to our neighbourhood, and pulled many generations together, was a century-old school.
The community' s interest in maintaining the value of this asset was clear in a May 2012 facility
study by P3Architecture, in which "building conservation" was identified as the top design
consideration emerging from a series of well-attended public consultation meetings. In 2013,
citizens erected a bronze plaque to commemorate Connaught's historic significance to Regina
and the Cathedral Area. The presence ofthis now I 02-year-old school continues to be a key asset
for retaining intergenerational ties and understanding our city's history, as well as book-ending
an important historic corridor for all Reginans.
Whi le Bylaw 89 12 does not require any specific action by the property owner, we believe
inclusion on the holding bylaw list at least provides incentive for the owner to prepare a plan
describing how significant heritage features of the bui lding will be preserved and the original
building commemorated, in the event of demolition. We view inclusion on the list, alongside
Davin, Balfour and Thomson schools, as the best way to ensure the heritage value of Connaught
School wi ll be in some measure recognized and honoured.
Bylaw 8912 states it was enacted because "The City of Regina is desirous of avoiding demolition
of buildings and structures of significant Heritage value until due consideration is given to their
possible designation of Municipal Heritage Properties." We are aware that full Municipal
Heritage designation rarely proceeds without the supporter of the property owner. However, we
urge the City to objectively apply Bylaw 8912 to Connaught School, without prejudice to how a
future application for Municipal Heritage Designation by a future owner may or may not unfold.
While the Regina Board of Education might not support such a designation today, there is no
guarantee RBE will remain the building' s owner. Indeed, the board 's most recent media
statements indicate a replacement school on an alternate site remains under consideration.
Buildings do change hands, and indeed the school board itself changes every four years. A
future owner or future school board may be more eager to explore the benefits of Municipal
Designation. Inclusion on the list allows that horizon to remain open.
In closing, the CACA regards retention of a dual track (French-English) neighbourhood school
as a prime concern, whether on the current site or an alternate location. We do not see the
holding bylaw li st as a barrier to this goal but rather as an opportunity to ensure that in any
eventuality, adequate dialogue takes place in a timely and well-managed fashion. This will help
support the City of Regina' s vision of Regina as " Canada's most vibrant, inclusive, attractive,
sustainable community, where people live in harmony and thrive in opportunity."
Thank you for receiving our comments.

Photographs
a.
b.
c.
d.

Historic - Exterior and interior
Setting and school grounds
Use of building
Character-defining elements

Exterior Historical Photos
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The Contract Record, Oct. 23, 1912

Connaught School, Regina
I. ti Pl1NTIS.

t\•rlu1n1

Construction,

Jan. 1915

View of windows and portico in background, 1930
RBEMuseum

1952 TB Bus visit to Con naught School. The original northwest
entrance lintel can be seen in the background.
Vic Bull Photos. Soskotchewon Archives Boord R·A 11,308.

Main entrance, 1981.
Ecole Connought Community School Yearbook, 1980-81

Interior Historical Photos

I

Library 1978.
W. Dumanski photo.

Gym 1978.
W. Dumanski photo.

Connaught students follow radio broadcast instructions for making
paper anima ls, February, 1950.
Photo by James J. Walter. Saskatchewan Archives Board.

Classroom 1978.
W Dumanskl photo.

Setting and Grounds

Aerial shotofConnaughttaken in 1959 SAB: Photo Services 59-139-19

Front grounds 2013
prairie dag magazine

L______:_~______:._~~.....:-__,;,..._...;.._~--·-DeDebbie Wosniak Bonk, ~0~2
Oil painting

Historical marker.
P. Elliott photo.

P. Elliott photo.

Ash trees and play structure, south side grounds, 2012.
Don Jedlic photograph.

Friendship Circle
Lorraine Brecht photo.

"Board Game"
P. Elliott photo.

Use of Building

Photo courtesy George Beckett.

1944 Grade 3.

1939 Kindergarten
Saskatchewan Archives Boord

Photo courtesy Joy Stewart

Photo courtesy Joy Stewort.

1979-80 Grade 4 Class
Photo courtesy B. Dumonski

Jostens. Photo courtesy of P. Elliott

In continuous use as a public elementary school since opening in Sept. 1913

Character-Defining Elements: Interior

2014

Hardwood handrails and ironwork,
north and south interior stairs.

-

-./

Original door sashes.

Terazzo floors.

Hallways.

Original doors at entrance.
All photos taken by P. Elliott, May 10, 2014.

Original window casings.

1958 Clifford Wiens Gym interior
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Character-Defining Elements: Exterior
2014

Setting in environment, east side.

Double staircase.

East side cornice.

Construction year plate.

Original doors.

Menominee brickwork.
Dutch bond, 5 stretcher and one header.

Column supports.

Ronde ls.

Bedford stone base.
Staircase and stone base, showing original
window recesses.
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Column support.

Masonry chimney.

Clifford Wiens gym - Frieze

Gym brickwork.

Original building and Wiens gym,
with breezeway connector.

Gym frieze detail.

Documents
a.
b.
c.
d.

Construction descriptions
Arch ival documents
Memories of former students
News clippings
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Pl.,,, ~

cla.s- room:. <lo not <'O nfonu lo 3~ x 2-1- fee t
dimensiolls us ually adopted in the , tatcs, but
are gene rally ~6 rect witle, and in cer tain senior
class r oom 2 feet wide. 'Phc lntter d imens ions
we r~ adopted nt lbe suggcs tiou of e.ducational
ad,'1 e.N , who preie rrecl lo teach a class seven
dem wide and ix rows deep to a room narrower. h1wiug de~k nrrnnged six wide and
e ven deep. F rotn the coustruotional . tandpoinl. of coa rse tbe nanowe r s tancford ha~ decided advan tages, both on benm
span and loading, while us re(!ards lighting the wide r room req uir eil special care on window
dimeu11ion and treatment.
C'ou~t ruol;ioo is fireproo r lhroug hout, re inforced couorote floor Rlabs
carried on concr ete pioni at coniclor
and oo wulli. at oute r beari ng . lntE-rior purtitions arc of hollow tile
throughout. and owiog to the mas ·
l'<i urrav or air ducts are doubled
'l'l'tth a -cin,c•e of l«Umt' 20 lo :!4 inches between tl10
two rmea of iile. Bv thi11 means t.ne claei1 room
'" render~d l'Quudproof, and wall s11da<:~ll kept
unbroken, while in each clai:1N room a hug~ s l11
\ioury cupboard
enabled to be set bac.'k
ia dao& 1paee. lbus taki~ oo furtber projection

•lltt

a. U.. room.
0.-. to MY•N weather eonditione prevaill ;,"8flll •rtalD

ptrlode of the 198r in tile

pl'ovcd so successful rbat aU corridor i:iwr~ aod
stain:ase ' io following cb ·l bui:idim"!-"" eie
finished wit11 this material. Parririoru ... rt> oi
Vermo n t mar ble. Doo11S of toilet compartmem:s
u1·e huug oo spring hinge:. co opeu :.n~:i.rd. o
that when unoccupied the dwr STan~ baCl' < r
wide opeu, by which mean the rc::acbcr · i:z:..,r.·c?~
tion is fal:i lirated and occupied c-ompHr:::me:r.::~
n Ott!d at 11 glauce.
In acco rdance ~·rth the recommendatio.u"' of
Jl ~yer .J. Sturm, of Ch icago, who was cun,.n.tt-d
on this question. plenum fan s W'itb air intak e
a rc pla ced in che mac.hiner\" r oom of b~dllent
1Vith them1ostutic and hun~idit' contr-0k w rJ\ing autornatically on te!lm ~i.3 a.no w:i:;t..n'!?'
:;cr een:;. In fan room on roo i . e:\ h::tn~ tan,.,
working at :l slightly a ccelerated "t"efoe:;,·. •o ,,
lo slightly decrease a ir p res, ore in ihe ~ nil ....,,...
remove foul :ii r and di:;cha.rge ah..wt> ro,.~f Jin

___-L

EaC'h

l~fass n:.1t1ro

llnll t''Chllllllt" .

,;z.:

hss a

d.upli~ ~t

fW(' ~ ,'\(

t>!

11ll~~

mi.cs Md

two

sets \lf ~1t1tlet$, oontrolled b~- dmapen -.d OCIG·
neoted ~y tnMD$ .):{ plvaaiaei air a.. widl
the r.ans. l'orridors .,.. . . . . . . . . . . pl systetn o~ in onlet .. ·: a b ...... ......
toilM rooms Yiee -..... . . . •
)
1 ......
t'-~
Bymeauol.._._ ... . _ . . . . . . . _
rooms wielli

~ •••

u
:i-::.•~
ta e11•p"•hod bJ two 100 b.·p.
..., .. 11.W • low ,,...._. wt wisted
·~'.lr-~lll'*ll.I•

•Mil fttliugl
-~ Dine& ndialion ia provided in
. . . elaaa toam, aatomatioally c»ntrolled by
&llenno.ttau opetatU.. on air preaaure valves.
•

._.,...

VUQQID

,,.....,

lntero@mmunicating t"lepbones oounect each

room with prindpal 's office, while i.n each class
room and corridor olootrio olocks, with programme attar.bJnent on the·• Standard ' ' system,
k~p synchronized ti.me.
While de3iring tu imlVide good matel'ial aud
sound eoos trMtion throughout, eoonoruy was
lr."pt in the foreground as an important factor
in the design. 'l'be elevation trewtmorlt and iuterior 6.nisb ar& ornately simple, while t he importance of pi:ovidin.g s pecial ventihtling and
sanitary eqtriproent of s uperior quality and design cau:.erl the latter feaiure:s to he grouped
under 3 sep.arote <..'O ntract. Coutract fig u re t'or
l\ll t rndes. excepting plumbing, heat ing and
,-eotilating, amounted to $136,231 ; the llth<'f
trade5 $31 . 60, making a total oi '16S.V.H. ""rkiug out at n iactor ot' :?:3.6 cent<: a cuh11• fc ot.

. . ..

1

IN refor r 111g to tl:.1· .<1wn plam1i11g in H1·~·11 ,1
l!aJcolm Ro-.l> · it ·~ th,• Uov..:rnmcn~ a:; h t\·m:
secured tht sen 1iN:-. vf u man who IM., ind a
wide practica l e.:q1t.r1\·u(·e of such work i11 (;r~al
Br itain, in s eve ral P.u: opean couut r.1~.:1 arnl
~forth .America, s o that it i;; reasonably <'ertui u
if the plans s ubmitted are fully ca rried out, that
the r e nil . will s liow a combi11ation of the high
l<leal>.sm evi d ent in many American srlum1es
modified by the p racticul expressions of s uch
srstem.q in olde r countries. 'fhe plan provides
s ites for handsome mon.umerit.al buildings to be
used fol' public and institutional purposes and
alllo includes au area which it is proposed to
develop aa a residential distl'ict. ln con n ect~on
with tbi>J regulation~ have been prepared wlnch
will guarantee to the residents the continuauce
of good rondit.ions and s urr<>undings . and which
wilt make it impo:::1<4ible for one r esid.ent to build
or eoutruct bis buildings in s nch a way as to be
a detriment to bis neighbors. On this property
the tweoty-ftve foot rront~f' lot will be unbcnra. and are~ up to two a cr es in extent will
lie awallabJ• tor homes so thl\t opportunity will
'9 aford.d for the ambitious designer of do-

Regina, tor a city
'"·-~re.feeturee,
fortunate. tor oot only are

""".i-.'~"'~

~-·~MJlllDltd

buitdinaa. lnlt oppo11_. pluiag them eo .. to
ud •t the p1"8891lt

.,._. of dtie

at....aa

ia

---~-~~llnlll
w1u..-=.....
-·~
w--.-...
tue

obil~ .pebble dula ie p9blg a '
z' 1ty" not uaaal .nor_,... ia
For a ~raJ towa plemeing rise,

-..
MJ n•

wb&t ~already been done almg dUa lia witla
such excellent reaulta, B.giDa o«en aa aoeptional opportunity. The topographieal feamrea
necessitate 110 oostly engineering eonstruction.
imcb as is entailed in hilly and rocky country.
a11d with the exception of a possible widening

or

ot' po l'tious
certain streets and the opening
Qf a l'cw diagonal streets, very little expenditure, beyond that oormall )· required for ejty
extens ion wo rk, will be n ecessary.

• •

•

ONE of t he most disastrous fires that ever
oct·urrcd in a 1uanufactu_ring plant destroyed
n:1•cntly a part of ibe Edi.son works a t West
Orn ng-c. N.J. 'l'be fire broke ou t about 5.30
o ·c101·k a nd before morn.log half of the plant was
in ruins , in,·olYin.g a very great Joss. The burni n~ of t his plant at once became a subject of
wid, -:pr1·ad in te rest in engineering and insur:1111·t' Pir1•l1•·,. a:; it involved the behavior oi se,·•'ral type:- of building:; under unusual s tress.
·r ·ludin~ ,..11·11 cture!- o f r einforced concrete.
'I !1P 1·011tent" were of the mo~t infiammable and
h1·at <' rN1lin~ ty pes. including wood used in the
111a11uf:h·t11rt· of cnbinets . celluloid for films and
wux fo r phonog raph recor ds . chemical supplies
:ind othC':· material of highly inflammable char•H:t c 1·. 'l'l1c burning of the:::e materials subjected
the hnilclmg,; lo the most intense beat. The
floor8 in "omc of the concrete buildings were
covered wi t h 1vood. s upported on wooden sleep.
or s imhedded in the concrete, and her e and there
strips of wood bad bfl()o imbedded in the concr et e columns. So bot "«"as the fire tltat not only
were these wooden floors entirely- ~onsumed. but
no eYidence of th(> s le-t>pers or strips remain
other than the groo.,.·t"S in the oooorete and the
nails whi<•h held the floor do"ll. The concrete
slabs mu st ha vt> bet>n red bot to consume the
wooden ~le<'pers in this ~.ly. and this facl is
snhstantiated b,- 3 l'tu3l QbsetT&tion during the
proce!> ~ of the coutl~rMfon. !n spite of dl_is
hC'nt the 1•oncre te s.lnbs in almC\St all cases a.-e •
periet•l condition. In addition to t1oors otwoed.
the window frl.\me::; were also of wood ..a ~
windows of plain glL..;s. On e~8ool' 11D...,..
the Rames pined acoesis ad . . - . . . _.
tenta. th" latter wu •tirel:r «&
ti ~
the fire-resistilllf ~ ol 1la

*

ftt)Ors saved part ot tM

"ttlaeml:!"l
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Tiu: Co11 11:111i;b1 S.:bool, Rci;ina.

Archit.,1.·1. Mr. J . H . 1'1111r i11 ; nnurn.:1ors. l':irson~ B11ild i11i: Co111pa11y. J.i111 i11.·d

room 0 11 th1: 111:xt ll uu r, lici 11 ~ li11is hnl i11 Italian wal1111 t, whi le o ther •>fti1:cs thr011 g h1111t the building will
hl· fi nis h1.·d in white uak. Hehi nd the 1:o u111 c r the
flt•ur will he uf 1.·u rk tik. 0 11 th1: ,;ame h:1.·cl titer.:- arc
lf) bL· ro11m s f11r the working s t:tff.
Thl' Jfoyal Trust will ab• > ow rnpy thc lirst ll uu r.
wh id1 will L·1111tain the amli t.,r's room, a laq;c l1111d1
ro•>l11. and s n :urit ics de pan 11tl'llt. ThL· 111her tlo1Jrs
arl' to h e kt fur oOi..-cs io r ,·ario t1,; lirm,;, there h c in~
:trro tnmo dat ioii for s tn ra~c llll t lt1: ion rt h ll1>nr an<I
\'a11lts o n the s ixth. and SL'n: nth IJ,·,o rs . ( )11 th1.· n )11i
th1.·rc is t11 bl' a t ank f,.r ,.1ni-i11~ watc:r.

0

The l 'alga ry Clay , l •>al a11d Cok1: t.",1111pany. l.i111it1.·d. h;1s hce n im:11rpur;1tl·d with a .:apital of SZ.800,<XX> to <l1:al in bricks. day and o ther huil<ling- matc riab. Tht: head o ffi ..·c will bt: at C algary.
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The Connaught School, Regina

T

11 E ;u.:..-umpanyin;.:- ill11 ,;1rati.,11,; s huw a p1:rspei:1i,·e Yi1: \\· and 1111.. r pla11 " f the new l·. 111na11~ltt
Sd101>l. l{cgina. Ile •1\' 1111Jer 1·1J11,;t rn l.'. t iu 11 an<l
fu r whid1 plan,. 1n·n· prq1ar,·d by 1\1r. J. I I.
I '11111i11, ard1i 1c1·1. nf l\l·gi 11a . Th1: l111il<l i11g is s il11atL·<l on the l.'.ll ritc r 11i thl' Uth a1·,·1111e and Elphi11s to11c
s tr1:1:1. :\t thl' ti111 1: " f writing. 1111r i11i1 1rma1i1111 i:- that
th(· <u rn1:r-stc111l· 11i t h1: h n ilding is 111 be laid by
J1.1\ . 11. th1: Duke: ,,j I 1 •nna11;.:h1. 11 p1111 tl11: cx1·as in11
.,j hi,; apprual.'.hing- ,.j_
, it ' " thl· rity.
Th ..· hnil<lini;
e111h<11lies 1h1: Ille•" ! :cppr••\ ,.. 1 pri111·ipk,; , , j ,.,·h111>) <lc,.i;.;11. The 1.·.,!1111111,. and 11, ,.,.. :-.lah:- are r1.·i11f1 1rn·d :cnd
the 1·xtcrior is c>f I :1:df11r1l s t11nl' ancl :\I i.:111i111i111•e r1:d
hrid,. Th1: h11ildi11;.: j, l'lJllippnl \\'ith an o:laboratc
n ·111ilati11 g syst1:n1 a11cl all 1l11J1krn i111pr111·e111c111 s .
Tht: r•>1Hra1·1o r.' a r1.· th t.: l'ars on,; 1:11ihling l umpa11y,
l. imill.'d, Regina, ~a =- k.
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Solo- Has i;er ?-!or'."ilan Ear:,1er -K.:. ~d:;;:-:::2.rtan - Connnught
'J.i;:-l ' s so:!..o - l c'ii voi.ce - :.:i~s .-\.tic>. I'1.;,--].o.r- 1iic"t0r ia
11
Gir l' s
"
" • r.u. ~ s I . Ehi ll i _p s - Cor:.n~u::1!1 t
1
,:.--. p~,_~.rsical ?rai :1i!1.g- Gr. 111- J e;,~p~~,,s:~:~ ol :--:.-.'__
- ool wi ..'- .~ ·;"
0:::: - room C =:o~J.S -GTS. ~ . 5 & ~ fa-v')v'J-'(J~
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vi l.VtFJ ,,·f: U
11
One -roo:n Ct.ori.1.s 11
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• Jtettl..,.....
FoU:- Da."lc.;_ng- Gl.'. 1- T!"~or:!.: C !'.i S·~hool - t:i~2 fic::le
s·9ec ::.a.1 c~'-O!'U.S - Con::12.U~ht Sct:ool- ?.~.i.ss 3:.!:'i ggs
Solo - ?:raster i:er.u.-ie th .A.!.::.~:: - Vi t:: tc:- i~ S~!10ol
S'._)e~ic>.l Chorus- Weti110re S -~! ~o o~ - Hi.ss 'He ave r
\
Eoy Soloi s '.: - !.!aste:- E . R:=. m~:m - 13~~.:.son S~ l1ool
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S;~02..c.l

C::ort:.s -?b.omson. Sc::ool- !LI.::s ;{r.rrison

Xylo?:ione solo - ~~aster ~-!el :i.e: s J.lo v e:- - ~.r ic t0:"ia
Gi rl's so:::.o- h i.s;h voice-:·.:i ::s :: . ?:ertison-Vi c t o ria
rr,
rr
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Re);; rt of Adjudicators .
1, ?resent ~.tior: of S'hiBlds;1,
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4 ~fl ' :!. , 30 •

of thg

3.::a:-d .

present; ?.rr • ?To b le s •

~.:rs·.

Walker

1·:r. Grassick
~~ .

A

Adcock.

letter under date of iioY . 3rd, was received from ;..:iss 3lack,
teacher at the Wetmcre School, requesting permission
to use the school piano in the evenings fo r practise ,
and on Motion of i~rs . A.s...~ley ·Walker, it was decided
to recommend to the aoard that she be allowed
the use of a piano in some school which is
being used in the evening.
from ?I.r. IT . Appleton, Chairmen of the Independent
Labor Party for permission to use the schools as
follows for election meetings , was read ; .Tov. 12thNov . 14th=:ov. 17th
Nov. 19th-

ez,q

1t!

Thor.ison School
Albert School
)·-'{!
Connaught School
"":
Eaultain and 3enson School s.

On Hotion of ?ft . Grassick, it was decided t o recommen
to the 3oard that they be allowed to use the schools
~
as r equested on the usual terms;- $3.00 fo r Clas,s~A~~>' d ·
::::.---r oom-;- and -$-5-.00-a...nighj; fo r auditor ium .
~ /{~~
~ l ette~

-------~

was received from the teachers of Coil!l.aught and
ifJ_ \ Kitchener School s requesting permissio n ~o play
o
Badminton in the hal l s of these schools, and on ~{otio
of !.:r . Grassick , it was decided to recomr.lend to the i
Board that the ~atter be =eferred to the Sunerinte!'lie t
~~f~o=r_.q~2ort .
_,

______

was received from the Recording Secr etary of the ~egina
Branen of the Canadian Federation of the 3lind
I
reque sting that their blind m~mbers be given an
I
.u.~
_, \ o~port •:.:-:i t7 of tu:'l. i ng the scnool pianos , e.nd on ~. :o ";io!l
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Memories of Connaught School
We all have memories of the 1940's but they are also about the neighbourhood.
vacations. the war years and the recovery in the late 40's when the troops came back
and rationing ended. It is hard to separate out school events from the whole part of
growing up in urban Saskatchewan. So, for the last 60 odd years my days at Connaught
were not front and centre in my thoughts. When I do think back on the 40's, there are a
few significant happenings that come to mind.
•

Recess was a big deal. It was a chance to get outside and play. During the
winter it was ball hockey. Each grade made their own rink and there was lots of
fun with a frozen tennis ball. I don't remember what the girls did, seg regation
was very evident. In the summer. it was baseball. Most of the boys had gloves
and there was usually at least one ball and one bat. I was usually picked last for
the team because of my skill in dropping the ball! I don't remember any grass on
the school ground. only snow in the winter, mud in between seasons and clay
and weeds in the summer.

•

Jam Pail Curling was introduced to make sure that Saskatchewan would always
have a Brier contender. The large jam pails were filled with concrete and a
handle of sorts stuck in the top. Someone flooded and marked sheets of ice and
we kids were taught the rudiments of the roaring game. I don't recall much
roaring but I also don't recall us having brooms to sweep. Any success at curling
would come much later in life because my jam cans normally ended up rolling on
their sides.

•

Spring seemed to take forever to arrive but when the snow started to melt, the
boys got out their marbles while the girls got involved with the skipping season.
It was my first experience gambling and learned that I was very risk averse when
I lost my favourite marbles playing "keepsies".

•

Phys Ed was so specialized that I remember there was a visiting teacher that
would travel from school to school getting all the students in a sort of formation in
the hallways and to the tunes emanating from the Victrola, would lead us in
exercise.

•

Bullies were in attendance but we managed to survive and I guess that it was
just part of growing up.

•

Corporal punishment was alive and well at Connaught. I must have upset Miss
Parker in grade 6 and was hauled to the front of the class and administered a
couple of strokes of the strap. This was terrible, I was more terrified of crying
than the actual act itself. Either she was not very strong or I was because I don't
recall any tears. The really bad kids went to the Principal's office for their
strapping.

•

Ink seemed to end up everywhere except on paper. There were no ball point
pens and so we progressed from the large pencils to smaller pencils and then to
pen and ink. We had ink wells on our desks that were filled with care and then
we learned how to carefully dip our pens in the ink and then to carefully form
letters on paper. Somehow ink ended up on clothes, desks, fingers and even on
the tips of braids. I don't think that my penmanship was never very legible but it
is equal to or better than my children's.

•

Blackboard Erasers naturally accumulated a lot of chalk and some of us were
detailed to gather them up and go into the depths of the school and hold them up
to a vacuum. It was a big deal to get the responsibility of this task and get into
places in the basement where students seldom went.

•

Movies were few and far between but there were 16mm films. Of course the
films often broke and needed splicing. A couple of us were taught the way to
repair the film and wind it back onto the reels. This was another task that took
place in the basement and on more than one occasion in our efforts to repair the
films we ended up with having to make more splices than when we started.
Obviously film repair is a lost art in this century.

•

Finger nail biting seemed to be prevalent in our grade 6 class and Miss Parker
did her best to rid us all of this habit. I think there was nail inspection each day
and those that passed inspection got some kind of a star and those that failed
were chastised and humiliated in front of all the class. Her method was probably
not "politically correct" but rt worked and I never took up nail biting again.

•

Miss Parker features in a number of my memories of Connaught. On a somber
note, on one occasion some of us had been given detention to write "I will not
talk in class" 500 times. Sadly, our Principal, Mr. MacDiarmid (sp?) collapsed on
the front steps of the school just below our class window. I think that he was a
WWI veteran and had lost a leg. It was a very traumatic event for a 10 year old
to see and unfortunately the memory is still with me.

•

Graduation was held in the hallways of the school. I don't remember much of
the ceremony but everyone was dressed in their best and either proud to be
there or glad to be leaving Connaught. I played a euphonium solo and feared
making a mistake in front of the huge audience. Anyway we dined on cold meat
(Spam?} and potato salad, were entertained by classmates, and toasted the
school. In 1950, there were 58 graduates and over the years I have met 13 of
them in my travels. We spread out to different locations and have contributed in
some way to the progress of our nation.

That ended my time at Connaught. I went on to Central Collegiate, Regina College and
then I left Regina to join the RCAF and attended the Royal Military College in Kingston
Ontario. I did return to visit my parents from time to time and even spent a tour in Dana,
Saskatchewan while in the service. In the 1970's I was project manager of planning

study for the future of Regina Airport during my time with Tran sport Canada. Overall I
kept in touch with the City and although I drove past the School many times I really did
not think much about my time there. Most of my contacts with classmates have been
from Central. Many of them looked for warmer climates and are here in British
Columbia.
There were many that went before us and many that came after us at Connaught in its
100 year history and I believe that we all benefited from the experience. At our
Graduation in 1950 we toasted the School, and in 2012 I would like to propose another
toast "To Connaughf'.
.
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Connaught School, 100 years? Really?
I was a student at Connaught School for nearly all of my elementary education.
Kindergarden to Grade 8, with the exception of most of Grade 4 which was spent at
Strathcona School. This encompassed the years from the fall of 1941 through the early
summer of 1950. The first four years were during the Second World War, but the
remaining ones happily saw a return to peace and better economic conditions. Both
the war and the "Dirty Thirt'1es" were finally behind us.
It seems that life was much simpler then. Everyone walked to school. rain, shine, wind
or snow. both in the morning and afternoon, and home and back at lunch time as well.
There were no school buses, nor do I remember any of the students being driven to
school by their parents. Perhaps the streets really were safer then, for I can't recall
anyone expressing much concern about the safety of their children. All that walking
may also shed a little light on the current problems with overweight. or even obese
children.
Although the war years had a significant impact on our general lifestyle, particularly the
rationing of sugar. butter. meat. gasoline and tires. it did not seem to have much of an
effect on school activities. Of course, those with family members in the services had
special concerns to worry about. We were encouraged to buy war savings stamps
which we kept in little booklets, but beyond that, the only war related school incident I
can remember is getting sent home in midmorning one day in the spring because of
events in Europe. Careful counting seems to indicate that occurred in either Grade 2.
when Miss Colbeck was my teacher. and 0-day was the event, or in Grade 3 and
Victory in Europe on May 8, 1945 was the event. Miss Polly was my teacher that year.
Somehow the latter seems to be the right one.
Another memory of the ear1y grades is the Nurse's Office. In those days we were
subject to a medical examination each year. A traveling doctor would appear on the
scene and subject us all to a cursory examination. I'm sure all my male contemporaries
can remember being asked to cough during one part of the exam. Today that doctor
would be up on child abuse charges. We also got some of our inoculation or
vaccination shots at this office. All of one class would be lined up partly in and partly
outside the office as each of us in turn got punctured. Anticipation of the shot was so
stresstul for some of the students that tears were shed and bladder control became a
major issue.
Physical Education was not a very well organized part of our experience. Most of it
occurred during recess which happened twice a day at approximately 10:30 a.m. and
2:30 p.m .• the beginning and end of each being signaled by the ringing of the school
bell. The girls were allotted the north side of the grounds, which didn 't give them much
space, and the boys had the much larger southern portion. No one thought that there
was anything wrong with such an arrangement. In the early grades such activities as
playing tag were pursued. But as one advanced through the grades you could take part

in scrub softball games in the warmer months and shinny or ball hockey in the winter.
The school provided no equipment but most boys had a hockey stick of some sort, and
a few had an old tennis ball, without which there was no game. Forget the old horse
apple stories! Each grade would commandeer a plot of ground, scrape the snow to the
sides to form · the boards~ and two snow mounds at each end for goal posts and play
away each recess and return to school early before the afternoon bell tor another half
hour or so. It was too late after school in the winter to see the ball. so we just went
home. or perhaps to a friend's for an hour or so of play.
In the summer. softball was the sport. Again there was no school equipment. but most
boys could bring a ball glove. often a hand me down of dubious quality. and someone
usually had a bat and ball. I can't remember any specific diamonds and backstops
being present. although there might have been two or three in the corners of the field.
The playing fields got divided up in some fashion and each of the higher grades would
have a game going during recess and before the afternoon bell. There were no little
leagues organized in those days except for hockey, nor were there organized school
leagues at the elementary level. But I do remember at least one occasion when Davin
School brought a team over for a ball game after school. Unfortunately, Connaught was
not victorious that day.
A Field Day was held once a year in the spring during which no classes were held and
all the students went outside to participate in a variety of sporting events organized by
the teachers. Most events were races of one sort or another. but there were also a few
such as the high jump and broad jump. Ribbons were handed out for first. second and
third places, so one wanted to collect as many of these as possible.
There was no gymnasium at Connaught at that time which may partially account for the
absence of anything much in the line of organized sports activities. One consequence
of that was the lack of success Connaught students had at basketball when they went
on to high school. The only sports equipment provided were soccer goal posts at either
end of the boys side. and a heavy old leather soccer ball which made an appearance
exactly once in my seven years at Connaught. There was also a steel swing set on
both the girls' and boys' side and a simple steel bar on steel posts on the girls side tor
some sort of gymnastic endeavors. Hanging upside down by the knees was about the
only thing I ever saw done.
One activity that would have been frowned upon had one got caught doing it. has
subsequently become something of a recognized sport in recent years. I refer to
climbing the lower section of the walls to perch o n a ledge about six or eight feet off tile
ground. Although most of the building is of red brick construction, some of the class
pictures I have seen show the light colored stone layer around the lower perimeter of
the school. There are horizontal grooves cut in this stone surround. just large enough
tor toe and finger holds which al lows one to climb up to the ledges found in indentations
of the upper brick work. Although I am sure this was a completely accidental result of
the school design, we spent considerable time attempting, and succeeding at climbing

the walls. Little did we realize that rock climbing would one day be a recognized sport,
and that a few daredevils would carry wall climbing to unimaginable ends.
But if we lacked a gym, we did have a Woodworking Room and a Home Economics
Room . Or was it a Domestic Science Lab? We were scheduled into these rooms only
in Grade 7 and Grade 8, and I'm not even sure about Grade 7. They were in the
basement of the boys' side in the first case. and the girls' side in the second. A traveling
teacher appeared once a week to conduct the woodworking class. Davin School did not
have a woodworking room so its students came over to Connaught on a weekly basis to
have their woodworking and home economics classes. Come to think of it. why didn't
we go over to Davin once a week to make use of their gym? An early lesson in the
injustice of the world, I suppose.
As with sports. not much attention was paid to Art or Music. We did a bit of both in our
classrooms. and now and again a special travelling teacher would show up to conduct a
class in one or the other. There was a special school choir made up of those who
showed some ability in their classroom singing, and they got excused from class now
and again so that they could practise somewhere in the school. Was there a music
room with a piano somewhere? As you can see. I was not invited to participate in the
school choir. Those of us who were musically challenged remained in the classroom
and were given some activity to keep us busy. However. a system wide choir was
rormed when I was in Grade 8, and much to my astonishment. I was invited to be a
member. No doubt this was due to the minor miracle of the male voice change.
A number of us got some early lessons in crimes and punishment. Somewhere there
must have been a list of misdemeanors for which various levels of punishment were
prescribed. These included talking in class. and running in the basement on rainy days
when we were all confined to the available indoor spaces, mainly the basement, boys
on one side, girls on the other. For these lesser offences one might have to stay after
school and complete some assigned task or another. On the only such occasion I can
remember, Miss Parker gave us our assignment and then left. Apparently there was no
need for the teacher to stay after school just because the students were bad. While
some worked at the assignment at least one of us decided to look out the window and
thereby discovered the Principal, Mr. McDiarrnid, fall en on the front steps of the school.
Although I believe we were the first to notice this, and have vague recollections of going
to find the janitor, I can no longer recall exactly what we did. As it turned out, he had
suffered a fatal heart attack. It was the single most dramatic event in my school life.
For more heinous crimes, you got the strap. This was administered either in the
classroom by the classroom teacher, or for the more serious infractions. in the
Principal's office by the Principal or Vice Principal. The strap was a piece of leather or
rubberized canvas, about 16 or 18 inches (40cm) long and 2 to 3 inches (7 cm) wide.
You held out hand, palm up, and it got struck one or more times. This was then
repeated for the other hand. It certainly smarted and you did your best not to cry. but
except for the brief stinging and reddening of your hands, it really wasn 't all that
traumatic. All that I observed who were punished in this fashion seemed to survive, and

were neither much the better nor worse for the experience. It was . however, best not to
let any word of this reach the home front, lest some real punishment might follow.
Occasionally, when the classroom assignments were completed a few minutes before
the end of the day, or before recess began, students were invited to offer their
classmates a recitation. a riddle. a joke or a small performance of some sort. A few of
the braver souls did. I can remember one young lady doing a song and dance rendition
of "The Trolley Song", one young man singing "Old Shep", a melancholy song about his
doomed pet. and a couple of clever word plays that have stuck in my head all these
years, First, a riddle.
Question: Why does one never have to fear starving to death on the desert?
Answer: Because of the sand which is on it.
Secondly, a morality tale :
A south seas potentate lived in an enormous palace built entirely with grass. He was
well known for his addiction to fancy thrones. so visiting kings, dukes, ambassadors
etc.. always brought him a new throne as a gift. The old throne was carted away and
stored in the attic as the king seated himself in the new one. This went on for many
years until the addition of one extra throne to the attic brought the whole collection , as
well as the attic floor and roof down on the king, his visitors. and his entire entourage.
killing the lot of them .
The Moral? People who live in grass houses shouldn't stow thrones.
Finally, the boy-girl thing. Somewhere around Grade 4 or 5 one began to notice that
one of the girls in your class suddenly seemed to have become much more charming
than you had previously realized. You might find yourself watching her across the
classroom for lengthy periods of time. And it the gods of romance were on your side,
the object of your admiration might simultaneously notice that you weren't quite as
ottensive as she had hitherto thought. If she chose to stare back you would find
yourself in a staring match. the first one to look away being the "loser". Pretty exciting
stuff! By the time we reached Grades 7 and 8, co-ed parties were common. and a few
boys and girls were involved in "serious" crushes. We were slowly leaving our
childhoods behind and beginning our relentless progression to adulthood.
While we might have lacked the physical amenities common in schools today, most of
us seemed to enjoy our school days, and most of us got a pretty decent education. even
if it was through the use of educational practices such as rote learning and failing
students, apparently frowned on in current educational theory. For most of its students,
Connaught seemed to prepare them well to continue on to high school, and ultimately to
take their place in adult society.
Happy 100th Connaughtl
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Connaught Elementary School stays

•

My children are very impressed with
the design of the new Arcola School.
Today I asked them if t hey would like

•

"

with better use of the playground
area and all the talk about more light ..

That our building will be respected

so why with windows bricked in?

without hesitation that they want to

•

Hope the new design concepts can be

•

school can be renovated, restored

I hope a viable historic building will

and improved
•

wishes of the community will be
•
•

trees

Renovation

•

What do I hope: more emphasis on

specific experience in heritage
building restoration
•

more expensive to rebuild. Work to

communities' concerns don't matter
•

I hope that instead of wasting time
and money on a new facility, the
current facility gets long term stable
funding
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Intelligent creative sustainable retrofit
An example of sustainable heritage

enhance work done.

and cause a huge uproar by

That we'll have an architect who has

creative 'redesign' and less on
demolition and rebuild ... often 3x

community, decide heritage

Can you incorporate parts of the old
school in a new one? Keep the big

respected

That they don't walk into a heritage

our kids love

collaboration xercise and that this

Renovation not destruction x2
get a chance at being renewed the

use as the process goes forward

destroying a signature landmark that

Seriously consider renovating instead
beautiful additions

•

integrated with existing bldg.

restored and renovated

Architect firm is fami liar with

of rebuilding - we could have

That the old building stays up active in
Existing Connaught School will be

Keep our heritage building

explore retrofitting

be able to.
Hope for retrofit not rebuild

I hope that this can be a real

"[/ hope the school will
have] more connection
to the outside - both
outdoors/nature as well
as the community. n

hist orical building and willing to

keep the old school. I hope they will
•

•

than destruction

•

Most of the concepts presented could

centre, community room, science

Renovations where needed, rather

•

Renovate heritage building

room, work to retro fit

•
•

,I'S"

be worked into the existing building

Retrofit school, better resource

Retrofit and renovate NOT rebuild

old Connaught. They both said

•

with tradition

•

a neat new school like that instead of

•

•

and restored

Hopes

•

A beautiful Heritage school oozing

redevelopm' t for Regina
•
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I hope that common sense will prevail
and any repairs that the school needs
will be done instead of incurring the
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extra expense of building a new

•

Outdoor spaces for learning

(unnecessary) one

•

Consider the value of outdoor

recreation space opportunity, long

learning spaces

term planning

•

That the school building will be

•

Wouldn't mind a new school with

preserved REDESIGN is ok

Another 100 years of learning and

A better education for my kids

•

Restore the architectural details (front

•

I hope that my kids' education helps

entrance) that have been rem oved

them become confident, happy, giving

•

The design "fits" with the surrounding

adults with a sense of community and

neighbourhood

purpose and are NOT solely focused

•

Lots of light and greenery

•

That the school will incorporate
nature both indoors and outdoors to

Environmental

•

Natural spaces- interior and exterior,
incorporate learning about gardening,

continue to be a vibrant core of this

Reflects many needs

community (events noisy children

•

Big hallways, some historic content

projects and participation in

•

•

•
•

More connection to the outside both outdoors/nature as well as the
community

Not too much colour i.e. freedom for

•

Hope that this really will be creative !

teachers to create their environments

•

Please repair the front steps soon!!

Sound proofing between classroom

•

school community centres

Our hyperactive students need

(effortlessly)- children learning in play
about racial and cultural traditions
•

That somehow some of the current

This school used to have huge
w indow s and lots of natural light, so it

Enough floor space per student- we

could be opened up again

are way under in present building
•

Hope that the cultural richness of this

and classroom/hall

important word!!!
•

Put windows back into blocked
window

peaceful spaces. Peaceful is an

outside and inside ie - rooftops •

Good light - windows skylights? Court

•

yard
•

More natural learning space both
solariums

community initiatiave)

(retrofit), wheelchair accessible

environment climate, sciences,
traditional Aboriginal culture

I hope that Connaught School will

•

learn to care about and for it
•

•

board filled in

help connect the children to the
natural environment and help them

on careers S

More natural light, remove the
bricked up windows that the school

•

is saved, more light, better

•

community in a better brighter
redesigned ccs

Fa~ade

,.,,

A Beautiful Learning Environment

•

some outer heritage incorporated
•

•

•

D•

•

Replace the portico

school structure can be incorporated

•

Resource Centre

•

A large school yard with grass

into the new structure - e.g. the shell

•

Underground parking for teacher and

•

Environmentally friendly design ideas

of the school as it is such a feature in

visitors allowing more outdoor space

•

Sustainable landscaping part of

the locality

and easier student drop-off

building plan not an add on after the
construction
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That the consultants and RBE will

•

listen to the Connaught school

more money for teachers support

community

staff

I hope the powers that be really listen

•

•

I hope that Connaught preserves its

to what the people in the

sence of history and place in the

neighbourhood have to say

Cathedral/crescents

That the communities needs and

•

ideas will be respected and
•

That what is in disrepair can be fixed,

Future generations feel connection to
our past

incorporated

•

That my child can still walk to school

Cultural

•

Traditional and e-learning

I hope that t he people who design

•

For less row-like structure to meeting

schools actually talk to teachers, keep

hall. .. too militant

class sizes small 15 or less
•

Decisions should be made by
community members

•

I hope our needs desires and
collective direction are respected.
hope positivity reigns

•

That everyone will keep their minds

•

Reflects the community

•

Work with community resources

•

I hope the classroom space take into

open to change and compromise

account teachers needs. I have hear a
great deal from teachers who do not
share the green space concepts being
proposed as it does not deal wi t h
practicle teach ing needs
•

That they give us $18 million for
teachers and books, (and a little extra
for repairs)
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are prepared to destroy a century old
building no matter what
•

Fears
•

Demolition

•

Loss of history
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Destruction of our heritage building
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I fear losing another school with

•
•

Demolishon of a Heritage Property

•

Losing a vital part of the community if
the school closes
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attitudes and some paint!
•

This school will get torn down and the

A tear down and rebuild has already

neighbourhood will be "bequeathed"

been planned and this is an exercise

a fancy new facility it can't afford to

to "appease" the community and

maintain
•

Elevated costs

•

School will be torn down

•

This looks like a "done deal"

•

That there is a pre-determined

•

The Connaught parents need to worry

agenda to demolish this school, which

about the loss of playground

is a beautiful, heritage building,

equipment or structures. The school

instead of renovating

board will not replace them and the

•

Not honoring a good old building with

burden will fal l on the parents

•

Hidden agendas? Once demolished

beautiful outdoor space when the RBE

will plans for our school change?

takes no responsibility for playground

•

Progress will turn its back on history

equipment or plantings. We have had

•

I fear that this new "concept" school

to sqrimp to improve our yard s. And

is a "done deal" and that we will have

maintain them too.

I am worried that you will tear down
the school

§

share holders

heritage value. And I fear the children
losing that connection too

•i

and space "creative" with our

That this process is bullshit and you
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basic good bones

That this 100-year old school will be
simply dumped and a new school built

•

Why do you tease us with examples of

little chance to change it or ask for a

without real and thorough

renovation instead

•

consideration of the options

Teachers haven't been asked for their
input in these new designs and won't

•

Loss of a significant heritage property

•

Losing community ties to our school

there won't be adequate money t o

and playground

truly make a wel l designed building

•

Losing history

AND there won't be enough money

•

Losing Davin School

around to maintain it when things

•

Loss of the school

break (like the garage " doors")

•

necessarily be comfortable teaching in

I fear that, if this new design happens,

new learning env'ts
•

Too much of this process is about
architecture and not enough about
EDUCATION

•

Does this "creative" age concept

•

Losing our heritage school

That we are going to spend all the

work, Many kids need quiet, no

•

Seeing Connaught carted piece by

money on structure and no money on

distractions - Are there studies on the

piece to the land fill

teaching methodology. We can make

ed . Outcomes of kids and "creative"

•

age design
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Are teachers able to teach the new
concept ways

educational fad and will not work for

consultation collaboration and

•

A school built of plastic based on an

whatever fad comes next

community

unproven learning philosophy with

•

•

but in reality given mediocre result

concept

•

Community resistance to new ideas

That thousands of hours, hundreds of

•

School will fall apart and endanger

I fear the school board has already

•

thousands of dollars and gallons of

are more about fashion - a building

sweat have been contributed to the

does not make a good student- good

current outdoor environment over

parents and caring teacher do - and

the past 15 yrs. will be covered by

this process can be done in a teepee a

bungalo style school

•

Too much- visual stim. With a
shopping centre or work-place feel -

•

the school's greening will be wiped

is usually abandoned. Hmmm ....

out and have to start new
the community think they have had a

- distracting noise interferes with

say in the design process
I feel that we will have little input in

defined spaces important

any decisions. I feel that the decisions

So much open space will just be

are already made and that these

distracting to students

meetings are a waste of time

This is a trend- focus on good teacher

•

building and keep it safe and open

•

What will happen to my kids during
re-design

•

Construction zone for 2 -3 years

"[Ifear] the school will
fall apart and endanger
our childrenu

That this process is simply to make

reasons. Children having meltdowns

•

School will be closed because of

All the 10 yrs of work by parents with

Open walls?? This has been done and

focus - a feeling of secure safe spaces,

•

Not moving fast enough to save the

done in time

Disregard for contributions of

natural world. Neutral beautiful

•

That the existing building is safe

structural issues - build or reno not

improve school env. So far

Sound proofing important for so many

•
•

respected
community/parents and kids to

•

our children

The school community will not be

want emphasis on natural material environment children make the colour

•

That we will be presented a great plan

"the creative age"

one room country school etc.

•

•

building for the flashy "creative"

are a token effort these new concepts

•

That we will ignore the beautiful old

Continued lack of genuine interest in

vague references to something called

made up its mind and these meetings

•

School will be built according to an

That this process will become a battle

and t eacher aids and the kids will

instea d of a collaborative intelligent

learn

discussion
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Disrupting students

•

We have a beautiful school and

•

The renovation process or rebuilding

School will take too long to rebuild

overextended burnt out teachers
will take away the kids playground
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it supporting "Indoor/Outdoor

The RBE's Admin and the prov gov't

Connections"

will mess it all up as they have for
decades

•

That the school will lose its close

•

Whit e boards

connection in the cathedral

•

A school that doesn't fit in community

community

•

I fear we will no longer fit in the

•

I fear too many open areas or indoor
windowed areas are too distracting

modern look. This building is

for students. You need walls for

beautiful.

concentration and to keep noise

I fear overstimulation wit h so much

levels down

available at once
•

•

community if we move to a super

Classrooms in new designs don't look

•

Is that the same people who
designed, decorated and furnished

big enough to accommodate 24-26

the new library will design a new

kids

Connaught School

•

Schools that look like offices

•

No useable outdoor space while work
is done/if school facility is expanded

•

Design of school that doesn't
incorporate existing building or reflect
character of neighbourhood

•

That the look of the school will
change. We moved into this
community because we like old
buildings

•

Cookie cutter modern architecture

•

Characterless "mega school"

•

Larger footprint and less green space

•

No resemblance of the old school. I

•

The school board didn't even want us

love this school.
to have GRASS! What are the odds of
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Conn augh t Community S choo l
Stage One Subm i ss ion Document

{Note: public comments have been duplicated

•

Lunch program for low income kids

in this section exactly as submitted in the

•

Education based on kid's level of

sessions. No changes have been made for
grammar or spelling.)

learning

•

age groups and of this community and

Desires
•

A breakfast program opportunity for

•

School administration that
encourages and allows for teacher
creativity for whatever the schools
design is

•

"[/desire] Lots of natural
light, la rge communal areas-

Smaller class sizes so that the

Schools also need a way to bring the

kids not eating in classrooms,

leadership events

•

integrated with natural

•

Playground with natural materials

landscape, safe parking for

•

A forest please, Trees, growing things

•

The school should have : a creative

bikes, environmental

desire to renovate, improved
emphasis on access, unlock the door,

sensitive, sustainable, eco-friendly

improved natural light, 100%

space where indiv. And collective

emphasis on recycling, reusing, 1 acre

needs are acknowledged, respected

of land (outdoor play space) to 100

and provided for

students

space to call their own. - desk, locker

•
•

space This is still needed in open
concept environments. I work in an
open cubicle office space and while
there are advantages in open concept
the people you work with it also
illustrates the need for some privacy
in the work (or school) environment

outdoors play areas

The trees we planted
More green space

Our school will be a culturally

Please remember that kids need some

science areas, interesting

•

teachers can help each student

•

improvements

including areas for lunch so

shared learning, mentorship and

Daycare option for -before - lunch after school care - holiday coverage

•

Recycled materials/environmental

the (present) cultural mix of peoples
younger and older kids t ogether for

with kids whose parents bring food

•

•

continue to risk events that address

kids who need to eat to play equally
•

Continue to fost er participation by all

REGINA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

education areas outsidealthough this climate is not
conducive to a lot of outdoor
activity in winter."

Beautiful mature trees
Lots of interactive programs gardening - group play

•

A roof garden

•

Natural environment

•

Natural materials difft textures

•

Light Living Things Meeting Space

•

Natural Light Yes!
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It would be nice to see more trees
around the playground perimeters
More grass, this should be a green
space

•

More window s- natural light
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•

A connection to nature - more

•

Green space, play space for school

•

Return of the windows, portico and

plants/gardens indoors or outdoors

time and non-school time, "Dena's"

cornices that were taken away. Make

•

Lots of natural light and views to the

garden (developed by parents.. )

it beautiful again!

•

Its past, the community, creativity,

areas- including areas for lunch so

outdoors

•

Lots of natural light, large communal

•

Bring back our windows. They were
beautiful in the original design

freedom, children, balance, proper

kids not eating in classrooms, science

funding, more green space, gardens

areas, interesting outdoors play areas

•

A playground

integrated with natural landscape,

heritage building, new concepts of

•

Environmentally friendly building

safe parking for bikes, environmental

best learning design

materials and energy efficient

education areas outside- although this

maintenance an eco building

climate is not conducive to a lot of

Outdoor space maintained by school

outdoor act ivity in w inter

•

board

•

The heritage features to make it fit
our community

•

Indoor play area for pre - k and k

•

Classes on history of school and

•

Space for children to focus - quiet

Natural light in gym
Should have many more windows an

teachers/associates with all the extra

outdoor learning space

spaces
•

•

A better gym more light (windows

•

Recycling area

Lead the way: innovative reno/add-on
that blends best of sustainability,

were bricked in) more

•

•

•

community

Want skating rink gardens community

spaces that feel warm and inviting -

A nice big plant room

space natural light a school that

•

Lots of natural light, school gardens

reflects the fee l of the neighbourhood

•

Collaborative planning space for staff

•

Should have a green house a bike

Lots of light, good control of

•

Art room

cage original portico returned or

temperature - school now is too

•

More than one area for physical

rebuilt

warm sometimes, science room,

•

•

•

nutrition room, hall - for assemblies,

Connaught should include roof

activity
•

lunches, school shows

garden, community space, benches,
media library, art studio (incl kiln),

not detention or punishment

on south side)

•

More windows

•

Repairs to make it safe

•

Maintain Heritage Design

•

A re-working of as much of our

•

Art rooms

historical school as possible

•

More Art or M urals on the wa lls

Respect for the current building.

•

Outdoor stage or apotheatre

•

Natural climbing structures- logs,
boulders, snow hills

•

Outdoor amphitheatre

Some "traditional" learning areas for
those that learn best that way

writers' nooks, light, light, light
•

Awnings and shade space (particularly

•

Loving restoration
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•

More physical or active areas for the
kids to burn off energy

~

~

~

Connaught
St age

Com m u n i ty

One

•

Art Construction Science space with

•

Creative spaces music art

School

S u b mi s sion

•

curriculum expectations to match

Variety of learning spaces for different
Adequate bike storage (secure) space

•

Balance between "private" space (i.e.
classrooms) and collaborative spaces

Just give us tea chers! And staff! And
Better gym facil ities and room for
active learning

•

learners
•

Documen t

books!
•

environment garden
•

. ......-

Pedway from Connaught school to
Connaught library

•

Adequate and comfortable space for
staff

•

School should have comfortable,

•

Multi-purpose gym

inviting resource centre, large enough

•

Underground parking

outdoor play areas, common area for

Areas for learning skills that kids need

community of parents, guardians,

•

•
•

as adults e.g. cooking budgeting life

family to meet and have discussions

skills

and activities a community room

Nutrition room
Storage in classrooms, large storage
spaces for large items in pre-k - k

them
•
•

Room for community and school
Space/amenities for learning
Writeable walls, walls for spray

events

Larger gym for school and community
use

•

•

High quality materials - build to last

•

•

Areas that honour our Aboriginal

•

A stage- for presentations

•

AVTroom

•

Inclusive Program and Design

heritage and culture

•

Better access to school - drop off and
pick up zones

Storage for facilities items (for
maintenance)

•

Better bike storage, better lunch
facilities so kids can heat lunch or buy

classes
•

•

painting and other art
•

Lots of flexible learning areas

Aboriginal culture (with permission
/ appropriate) - other cultures
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rn the one-room chorus tlnal contest !or Gn.des 1 to 3, Lakeview
:>chool beat Connaught. With • 163
·'
, ..
.
points to 160; while In the corre. •. ...
.
. ·~.::.'-: •
sponding event tor Grades 3 to 6
Best From :&egin.3. Public Schools Lakeview w:i..' again victorious, t,hl~
·
Ume scoring ~ polnu to 233 g:l.fned
Ch~ tO Represent City at . by Be.nson.
Thn!e c luses tor sololst.:s were
Festival
heard n=t. The t!r3t. girls' low
1
i
voice, was won by .Ada. Taylor, VicBe!ore an audfe.nce which pa
. eked torta school. with 87" polnb. Her op.-.ietropollta.n United Church to tho ponent. · I.
Phillips. Con.naught.
roof last night. the publlc achoo1 E.>1red 74.
•
.•
M . }.icrbison won more honors !or
1 choruses and soloist_, we" beard ln
the final eompetlUon whfcb.
d
Vlctor1a by carrying otr tho major
signed to select those who ~ r : points ln th.e g1rlll' hlgh 7olee compresent Rellina at the musical !est.I- pet.IUon. -lVltn a score oC 76. E .. Cooval at' Saskatoon next
eek C
pu. Albert school, W3.8 a bare poi nt
naught school choir
chd~n o~ I and & bait behind. h~r a.ward betng
represent Regina in the 3'peclal pub- I I~~..--~. -··.~ ·•·.·
... . _ . · · -:·.
lie school choir .event.
That. the , .. ·.1h'-U1c.'...o0'friotcii-contut. . Angus I
Inter est o! the pubHc wa.e aroused j AJl&n gave Vlctoria yet another· tri. to a high de11Tee wa.s demonstrated ~ u.mpb with a total o C 90 as against
" l by the fact that . scores oC thoso ; 182 !o.; E:. Hamon ot Ben.son. .,.
,~ who sought ad'l:n1ttance to the 1arge
The w1unlng. ~0101::sts were- preaent..
.1 ' building' wero turned a.way at the
ed with m~ by ~ A.. S. Gor-

I.

ii

I

I

waI'

I

I I

i'do~~ conte~t !O~cd a.

I

If

t ·~~J,
0~~,:i;~ O~!!~;::~~l~'1~
tne suecess!u.k one-roo. m choruses..

major !eo.· /:
. tu re of . a 1.-:>ncert In whkh mo~t oC : ,
the publfc schools oC the city took j !
part. The adjudlcator3 were CyTil . l
H&rnpsblre. director o( the Regina f
College Conservatory ot 'Music, and 1
Proc. J. Henry.
·.
'
Chlet In Importance. perhaps. wu:s \
• the· tlnal trial ot sklll to decide I.
which oC the special ach
. ool choirs 't
s hould go to Saskatoon.
Three ot
these choruses had survived the
~
elimination tests held at the city
1
i hall Wednesday morning, Crom Cona.aught. Thomson and
Wetmore
~
school,_ The same test pieces were
s ung a.s on the previous occasion.
t
"being C. Arm.strong Gibbs' "Five
\
Eyes. ~ with words ty Wa.lter de la
?>!are, and "Rost Theo on Th.ls
Mossy Piilow," by Henry Smart.
The competiUon wa.s won by Connaught school. with 177 mar.lea.
Thomson eomfng next with ·169 l~
I maria and W etmore third with 162
1-2.. In addition to. the honor ot
1competing at the musical· test.lval
the~r victory brings Connaught th~
::shield pruented by the Rotary Club.
I Rev. Harry ~ables. as pr~!dent ot
: the club, made the preMntat.lott,
' amid great enthusiasm.
j The leader ot tb'! ¥'inning, chorus
I ~ Miss FrankJe Br:lggs: MIS11 Harnson dlreeteci Thomso.n school c}lol r.
and MIS$ Etta. Weaver led the choir
from Wetmore.

I
I
I

e

t

l

.
I

f, ~

One ot the mort lntettstlng' &nd enjo}-able . ltcms oC the whole evenl.ns-. 1
and which ~a,., t!loroughly &ppreeiat-1
cd by the · 1arge audience, · was tho !
portorma.nce ot Uttle Norman H&-per.
a sl:ot·year old kindergarten pupil
oc Connau~ht. who aa.ag the test !
piece which bo.d been· cho84'n tor the I
boys' solo class, Fr:i.nz. SCbuber t.'
.. Bark. Hark. the Lark." ·
A xylophone solo by Nellos Glove
Vlctori& school. wu well received
were selections by the public school
QT'Chestru. under the direction o~ "W
E. ::dcCann, supervisor o! mW!lc.
Demoost.--atlons o! folk dancln
\Vere given by the uttie girls
Grade· 1 ot Thomson ~boo! .. dlr!Xltq f .r·
by tb ~ ir teacher. ~is:s K. Nickle, ad .
"'-•
t ho senior girls !rom Kitchene~. ul I
dcr the supervis ion o! ~U~s A. HI?: ~ :
son. A.s popular as anyCuog on ,J I, ':'
entire program w11.1 a demonstratic ,
;or phy4lc:JJ drill given by the pupi :
1ot Grade 3. Beason school. und· i
1 ~lss McPherson:
,
• The adjudicators spoke !avo~1
,ot the. ~e.aeral Improvement _It; ":. j
ing which was so notlceabie ~ 1
nJgbt. 3.nd specially commended · I
per!orm&nce o! Con naught thsc~ :
choir, d:-:i.wlng attention t.o
e :,
provement In Uleir rhythm since V\0 I
nesday morning.
'g 1
·
~.

I

I

Educati.on ·board ·
apprQves. progr~~
other ~Miles.
.
The agroolllCJlt approved Monday fol·

" ··,tt eeu.n·

of foods,

Leedef.Post
• Regina education board has ai>provcd a program to Improve education
In povcrty-strlckeq. largely native nreos
.or the city.
The board approved Introducing the

lo•-s moolhs ot closed-Ooor negotiations
between the the public sc!Jool board. thC

education department. community and
native organl:zaUoos.
.
!rs one of several similar agreements

education department Onanced·pro-

tho department has bee1l negotiating
wllh school boards in Regina. Sasknlooo
ru1d l'Tincc Albert slncc lasl spclng.
Mitchell. board spokesman. said
In nn Interview Monday he expects the
provl.nclal cabinet to discuss the prowrun as amended by lhe board • 1thin
the "l!xt few weeks. The program will be
phased In starting before the end the
)~:r and should be In place before I.he
end or tliC school year:
Trustee Les Hammoncf and Mary

wam nl at Its "~Y meeting Monday.

and It now g()('S to !he depnrtmcnl for
Onal discussion and approval.
The program is deslgned to impl"Ove
studenls' odllovcmcnl by getting parents and the !'$ or the community lnVOlved In school actlvllles. hiring teaching aides nnd other extra starr to SUJ>'.
port teachers. and helping develop

non

or

nolive nnd other course materials suited
to student needs.
11 has a budget or S248,000 ror 1980-81.
to bo p11ld for tolally by the educallon
department
nie·main parts ~Ill be Introduced at
Kltctiencr and Connaught Schools. end a
nutrllloJ! component will go to Albert
School. All three ore lnner-cUy schools
with large native enrolments.
Among the main features 1tpprovcd by
the board Mooday were:
·

Hides, bonrd chalnnan. voled _against
Introducing the nutrition program. with
the board's fl\'C other trustees supporting IL
'
!llrs. Hicks said better nutrillon woold

belp many chlldrco 1'1th their .school-

work bul the soclol servkles department

m for such
programs.
She said other schools in the area
mlg)lt also' ask for nutrition programs.
Parents mlghl aoo "resent'" the boord's
Implying they're not feeding their chlJ.
drcn well enough.

or olher ogericles should

• . Hiring cl3ht teachlng asaoclatcs for

KJtchencr and Connaught - four for
each school. Their Job wtll be to help
tcachen In the classroom aod help them
relate to otudcnts:
.
• . Hiring one community achoo! co-ordlnator fore~ scllool. That person 1'111
co-ordlnate the over-all program. en·
COjlT8glng development of programs to
Involve the community in the school.
These
range &om arranging 8duit

will

education IO wort.Ing wllb !Ocaf llgel)clcs and social services to Improve community life;
·
·

•. A $10.000 local curriculum dcvelO!>'

ment grnnt to develop nallve nnd other
coun;e materials suited to student and
co•
•ity needs. ranging from local
Ill

mt..

amonB

Rejected program
The separate school board recenlly
YoCed lo.reject a nutrlUon llCOfV8!D l'rorn
.Its own ~ent for a community
schools program with the pl"OVince. 11

said the $5.000 provided for capital coels
wMn't enough to cover klldlen renovations the school inlroducmg the program would require.
•
• Ron'Mltchell, or the publtc boanl. said
Monday the program would lnvolvto
serving almple foods like ·aant1w1cha> ,

and wouldn't tcqulre major renovations. The money the departmEflt was
offering would cover costs adequately.
Trustee Susan Currie said the depart-

rojects to teacber-paieol com.•10n wortq;hops:

•· An 18,000 community eif~atlon
budget to CO\tt coets or comm\mlty social or cultura l events. mcetlnl!ll.

ment wanted tho nutrition prcf!rMl lo-

~·~-tt:'i~~c!

" ciety pressured slrong1J1iohtlVc1t Ill Al-

caled al either Kllclwoor or Connaught
ScboOls b«ause It wanted-lo study ~
• . The . nuLrlUon program. at Albert
program In a.school o!*rlng the ~e
School will have a budget of SS6.8e0 In
community school$ pf'Ol1?8m.
- . Bat llw' 1lg ti: "'6.-.eo..._ ., $>=

wofl<sbol>s and ~ C\'Cnl& ~

experle~ p~

with st~t&shop

plng !or, preparlng-S ta6tlng a yarlety

- ------- ----

_.,

bert School Instead.
.
.
More~ '-'_" si.\~ • ~ 5

.
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Sue Deranger with students at Coanaught School

;community school concept .
a•ive and well at Cor.lnaug~t
'ay •-•"Y Fahey

of The Leader-Post
. Tl)e community school co11<:ept may be sufl'er~ng some growing pains but enthusiasm for the
program ai Connaught School haso't waned.
Thal entliitslasm Is largely due to the school's
eommun!ty co-ordinator. Sue Deranger.
Dcranger has jusi completed lt~r first year at
1hc school and. based on the lrlbotcs made at a
"J)eelal ccrc•l)ony this week, the staff. parents
and membenl of the community are happy with
the job sllc has done.
" ..She's be<'n lh.c main driving. force in our par·
c:hts' group,'' S!Jid the sroup's p1·esJ<le11t, Greta
Wagner.
T'nc 1irogram is designed to improve rommum·
.cation between the &chool and communlty by irr
\'Olvin~ parents and other local rt.>Sidents !n various programs.
Ocranger visits homes When a <'hild Is having a
.J)roblem in school or is not attending daSSl!S and
acts as a liaison between pareilt.s nnd teachers
when neceS$al'y.
A pare11t o( one tive·ycar-old girl credits
Dt>ranger wltl1 makhig her child more comfo.rtable at school. She said her doughier was '·mak·
ini; a slow start" In ltindergarten and It got lo the
point where she dido ·1 want to go to school~
Dcrangcr o!lered to chock on the cbild throughout
l'acb day w she would feel more al cnsc at scilool.
"Sue has a wa.y with childl"E'.n - it's just M1a:c., u1g," said the parent. "Aller Sue started visiting
her, my daug.'1tcr always fell comfortable at
school because she knew Sue was there."
Another pttrent said her rlnughtcr IV:L• "c.aught
~tcallng and playiJ1g hookey." Oeranger talked to
the parent and referred her to Child and Youth
·~vices so her daughter could get counselling.
SiJK'e then, her daughter has been atteilding
,11chool regularly and hasn't bc<>n im•olvcd in any
"inorc incidcnt.s.
... "Sue t.1lked to children when Ibey hnd no ont:
el&e to talk to." said another parent.
Connaugh! 1$. 011e of three inJM?r-city school~
\Iii' ·11e Regina public school sy.it~m that r4!c•
dditional resources from the R<?g!na
Be
• Education and the l>cJ)<lrtincnt or Edu·
cation to o~rate a community p1'<l!,'1'am.
Derunger has been instrumcnt:tl in bringing a

number oCprograms to.the school. includlng education upgrading clasS<'.s. Cree lessons, an AJ.
cobolla Anon)o'l;t!!IUS group and a da.J!ce e.xerclse

class.

•

"Sue bas tried all kinds or melbods to gel parents to the school," said Dennis Lcniczek. a mem·
ber of the communHy school counctl.
The school has had four t'Ommunity t"O-<>rdinators in four years, he tsaid. "Sue has ~o the best
one we've had - she's just dohe an e.xcclle:nl
job'."
She is also involved in a m1mberofex1ra-eurric·
ulor activities lo promote au awareness of mttl!~
culturalism among the children. These .aclMlies
Include teaching Indian dances.
As. well, she tries to de\'elop community.awareness by tuklng lhe cl\ildren oo excursions to local
businesses and cultural programs.
"It's a hectic and fruslraling job. but the kids
are sure a rewunl." Deranger said. "Days when I
feel bogged down and can't keep up any more, I'
go oulside and or.e of the kids cQmes up and hugs
me or bolds my hand an<l my hearl just melts.
That makes It all worthwhile.''
There Wl!S some opµosltlon to the community
school co11cePt by both parents and teachers when
U~ program started four )'ears ago but ii was
mainly just a resistance to ch~nge. she said. Once
people realize wb.at she trying to do, they gener·
ally accept her and a bond is formed, she said.
Ocranger said her biggest success is .-ith attendance rates.
"Through my home visits, I have been able to
increase the attendance rates on Ille whole alld
especially with .n;itive chlldren." she said. The
school has received several commendations fl'<lm
U1e Department of Edue<1t!on for hm·iog a hi&h
atrendanoc rate among its sludents.
Dcranger allribules her success in this area to
!he facl that both parents and students ·'feel
there's som<:Qnc out there who cares."
Dcrang~r has a degree in social \\'Ork and bas
·extensive counselling experience. Although she is
of native ancestry hcrsclC. she was not hired to
work cxclusivclv with llllli1·e children. Unlike the
other coinmuniiy schools in the system. Connaught Sd1ml bas a relatively low nallve population of o.1Iy 25 per cent
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Back to
school
- for
the

I

100th

time
EMMA GRANEY
LEADER-POST

I

I

I

As students trooped back
to class at Ecole Connaught
Community School on TUesday, former student George
Beckett looked on.
The 1950 Conn.aught grad·
uate wasn't there to see oIT
grandkids, but to help p_ro·
mote the school's upcoznmg \
centennial celebrations, being held Sept 28-S().
Things have changed at
the Cathedral n eighbour·
hOod school since Beckett
and his friends sat in class· I
rooms In the brick building.
"When I started in 1941,
the Depression was on, the
war was on," he said.
"Discipline and the like
was very stron g in those
days and education wasn't
as varied as it is now, not as
interesting."

I

I

I
I
I

I

"WHEN I STARTED
IN 1941, THE
DEPRESSION
WASON, THE
\VAR WAS ON."
GEORGE OECKl:.TT

One thing that hasn't I
changed, Beckett thinks,
js the excitement at head·
ing back into the classroom
- or at least seeing one's
friends again.
"There would be some
good friends You'd sec over 1
the summer, bu I a lot or peo- ,
pie had cottages and so you I
wouldn't see them over the
summer months,'" ho said.
I
"I think back then we I
were e.xclted to get back, and
I think it's the same now. Af.
ter a long vacation you get
kind of bored."
Beckett expects Con - I
naught's centennial celebrations to be a reunion of 1
sorts and is looking forward
to catching up with people
1
he hasn't seen ln years.
"Certainly I'm going to be I
there on Friday to enjoy the
festivities and meet some I
people," he said.
"I'm sure talking to some I
of those people will bring I
back n lot of memories."
1
Aside from a chance to
reunite with former teach· I
ers and students, organizing
committee cbab· Trish El·
liott said it was a chance for
people to focus on the role
the school has played in the
community over the years.
"It's been a vital part of
the community for 100 years
now and ... a lot of innovation has come out of the
school as well," she said.
"This is definitely a com·
munity-based celebration
because Con11aught is s o
interconnected with everything in the commun1t}t"
The free festival will fea- t
ture bands, old schoolyard
games and some hands-on
ru·ts and theatre workshops
and bands.
"We also have at least two I
compositions in the works
... so we'll get some great art
and music coming out of
this,.. Elliott said.
Connau ght is Regina's
oldest school and was one or
the first community schools .
in Saskatchewan.
1

I

I

I
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fhis ain't your grandpa's party
Ecole Connaught turns 100, throws bitch in' party
paulbogdan
a rts ed it or

I lundredth birthdays are ge ncr·
ally as worrisome as they arc eel·
cbratory; something this far past
ils prime is bound to go at any
second.
Tha nkfully,
Ecole
Connaught isn' t a living organ·
is m that runs the risk of croaking
on its birthday. Even s till, tu ming
one hundred years old is no s mall
feat, even for the non-living.

But, c vcryOnt! knows the best
part aho ut birthdays is the party.
a nd Conna11ght school i~ throwing one hell of n bi.rthday pa rty
September 28 • 30, including (but
not limited to) sch ool yard games,
barbcqucs, theatre, and live music
from the likes of The Laz y MKs,
The Local Onlyz. jack Semple,
Rah Rah, and many others.
"We're running three stages
and four art exhibitions. It's going
to be n pretty amazing event for u
little school ...The festival is in celebra tion of the one-hundredth an·
nivers ary
of
Connnught
':ommunity School, and we're
!d ing because it's n pretty ra.rc
.. ing for a school to wach one
hundred. It's the oldest school in
Regina and one o f the Ill$! com·
nmnity schools," s.1id Tri•h Ellioll

iml4-1W- 8osd•fl

you don't look a day older than 85
chair of the Ecole Connaught
Centennial Comntittec.
The idea for a music and arts
festival at the school began with
local parents' concern with the
"decline in arts and culture in the

school in rcrent

ycaL(:".

"There's been a much bigger
focus on s landi\rdized tc.sting ilnd
mathematics and lite racy, but

there wasn' t a lot of art coming
home from the kids any more. So,
we got talking about this and
what we could do to help ut.>ke it
eas ier to bring back .irt into the
school, and that's where this idea
came u.p .. . why don't we do
something artistic a.round the cen·
tenni•ll?

" We've be<.'n d o ing a whole

year·and-.1-hnlf no w of different
art projects with s tudents and the
community to commemorate t.hc
school, and this festival is one of
the highlights of it," s aid Elliott.
With all of the events that
ho\'C gone on at Ecole Co nnaught
o\'e r the pas t year, Elliott ..~
marked that " it was the Ix-st w ar
to be a kid at Connnught."

Moreove r. thoug h, Elliott also
commented tholt the diffe rent
nrtistic events that the Connaught
Centennial
Co mmittee has
worked on have addressed the issues thnl initiated its creation.
"1\ lot of these projects ha,·c
been a real gre,tl o utreach, and h3S
bro ught art b.lCk into the school
3nd cre.itcd links with galleries
and nrtists right in thi' neighbour·
hood, [nnd] I'm s ure those links
will last, am! there' ll be lots more
projects to co me," said Elliott.
;\nd, hopefull)~ mo "' projects
do follow, as the school has deep
rool~ in the community. but mo~
s pcci!ically, th e a rtis tic community in Regina.
" The school hns a really good
musicol history, going back to the
'20s. We',•c had lots of g radua tes
who ha\•c gone into mus ic and the
arts .. . most of these performers
ha\'I~ some kind of connection to
the s chool ... so, we cho.ie our ((.'n·
tcnnial theme as 'history through
creative expression'," said Elliott.
The party begins at l P.M. on
Friday. Sept. 2$ and continues u n·
ti! the pancake breokfo st on
Sunda)> Sept. 30. For a fu ll list of
details, head over to con·
naughtl OO.com.

Building condition
a. Visual assessment documents
b. Recommended structural tests
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Facility Audit report for: Connaught
Regina, SK
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Audit Summary Report - Connauoht

Facility Details
Facility
Address:
Location:
Facili ty Zone:
Grade Configuration:
FacilityCode:

Connaught
2124 Elphlnstone St.
Regina, SK S4T 3N6
8
Elementary Schools
CONN

Date Bullt: 1912-04-00
Construction Type:
Replacement Cost: $11.476,200
FCI: 0.6%
Contact Name: Bernadette Leblanc-Fortier
Contact Phone: 306-791-8620
Contact Email: bernadette.leblancfortier@rbe.sk.ca

Audit Details
Audit ID:
Audit Date:
Date Completed:
Status:
WorkOrder #:
Overall Rating:
Evaluator:
Service Provider:

1§9 (click liere for full Audit Information>
2010-11-08
2010-12-17
Completed
6.6

Summarv:
FAME Visual Condition Assessment

N&tes
2010-12-01 10:14:47 Shaun Erick Last Edited By· sco1t@fameassets.com 2010·12-17 09:22:47

General Summary:
Connaught School was origlnaly bllllt in 1912. The Gym add1oon and major renovallOOS were completed In 1978 The size of tt>e school is
4452 Gsq m (Second Floor 1355.5. Main Floor 1n3. 1. Basement 1324.0) with an approXJmate rep!acement cost ol S13,803.060
Envelope Summary:
A clay brick wall finish provides the envelope for mOS1 of tho school Exterior doors in tho facility aro orthor wood or stool Exterior windows In tho
facility are either stool or aluminum. Roof covering on U1e facility rs either a SBS roof system or a BUR roof system. A sheet metal roof finish was
noted on tho Penthouse.
Conveying Summary:
No standard passenger elevators or chalrtlfts have been Installed In tho fecihty.
Interior Summary:

The scnool is composed pnmanly of concrete masonry u111ts (CMU) and gypsum board partition wafts You will also find many types ol flooring
throughout the facility Including vlny1 composite tiles (VCT). sheet v!ny1 flooring, vinyl asbestos tiles (VAn. terrazzo. mosaic Ille. concrete and carpet
The Gym in the facility has a VCT flooring system Installed. The school's celbng finish is pnmanly a acoustic suspended cet~ng (ACT). Gypsum board
nnd plnstor coUing llnlshos woro also nolod

Plumbing Summary:

Audit Summary Report - Connaughl
Connaught School con1alns one domestic water heater which supplies all tile necessary hOt water. Plumbing li>Ctures include commercial grade t0tlets
and ftoor mounted urinals. Washroom sinks include enamel sinks set In vanities or waU mounted vitreous chjna sinks complete with standard faucets
Corridors contain wall mounled drinking fountains.
Mechanical Summary.
Two low pressure steam boilers have been installed In the facility with applicable distribution devices such as pumps and p!puig equipmen1 which
dlstnbutcs hot water to radiant heating enclosures fol.lld thrO'Jghout the facitrty. Two standard furnaces have been tnStalled in the Gym Mechanical
Room tor Gym heating requirements Awcmary heating equipment include unit healers Two supply fans have been installed in tho faetl11y for air
distnbulion. Numerous exhaust fans have also been installed in the fac1tity
Electrical Summary:
The Marn Switchgear provides a 120l208V, 600 amp, 3 phase. 4 wire electrical service to the fac1hty. Lighting In the facility is T-8 fluorescent ligh11ng.
Circ'lit panels lnstaUed ln tho lacility are at approximately 92% capacity. Exterior lighting consists of HID light flJCtu res Installed around the perimeter
and al exit points.
Fire and Lile Safety Summary:
The building Is protected by an Edwards 6500 fire alarm system complete with applicable initiating and notification devices A fire alarm spnnkler
system has also been Installed In the faclllty. Illuminated exit slgns and emergency lighting belllery packs with remote light heads have been installed
throughout the facH1ty. Portable hre extinguishers and fire hoses can also be found throughout the school.
Sue Summary.
Thefacifrty has two gravel parking lots complete with electrical car plug·ins. Pedestrian walkways are comprised of concrete. A grass play field. asphalt
p!ay surfaces and playground structures have been provided for student athlchc and recreatlOllal activities.
Barrier Free Equipment Summary:
~me!..!.!_ee
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Audit Rating Summary
Category

Average Rating

Envelope

5.9

SI 19,450

Equipment & Furnishings

7.2

$24,200

Estimated Deficiency

Intenors

6.2

$400,050

Services - Electncal

6.9

$75,550

Services - Fire/Life/Safety & Security

8.0

so

Services - Mechanical

6 .7

5170.850

Services - Plumbing

6.6

Site

6.8

S8.250
$68,750
To tal:

$867,1_PO

Anting Guide

Doi.fl IJOn

Rating

Response

10

Non Euenbal

Uka now c:ondJJon - mllilts curronl and torMOeal>IO IU:U1e requ remenia.

9

Non Essenllal

Good oonddlon • berwoon n41w and mid !01ucaa1o0 I.to span Moo1$ cunenl and noar lutUIO roquuom4!nls

8

Non Essential

Good IO Fair condilioo -

7

Non &senllill

F~ condJJ()l'I

II

Essental

5

Essonl.ial

4

Essontial

3

Essan:ial

2

CnllCal

Slgnrfocant deleriofalJon ot asset. posa low 10 medium nsk tor occupon1hcallh and aaro:y; la.lure 1m:nlncot.
roplaccmon: I upgrading wdhJ.n t 2 monf\s necessaiy. Reqwes aCllOn.

1

Cntieal

Extreme ~terioralion ol assel, poses htgh nsk f« oa:u;>ant health and sareiy: immoooalo attentoon rcqwed
Roquifos achon.

~-

Reached

(T'jd

forecaslad Lie span has boon reu1chcd Meets current requorornonts

- llllal Slagos ol iespan No <1el10eooes "ere no:eu Mee!s c:ur1en1ncC<IS.

°' exceeded lon!casrtd ldaspan. CurrenUy in 5'lfVICOable oon¢f10l'I and futla!Ol\S as das.gned. Requires

mon:tonno.

Milo< Deficienaes noled. Will reQulre rep!acement et refuibsh:ng 1·.,..l11n 5 years !O keep element In servce.
Requites moo1io<ing.
Moocralo dollctencles noted

W~I

rOQulre replacement. or r11furbnlhmem w11h1n 2 years to koep element in so.Me&

Roqu•os monit0ting.
Major oetcriofatJOn or asset. no omMOdia.to llSk. has not failed. Rop•acomcin t I upgiadlllg within 2 yea<11 nec:~ry
RoqvlrH moorloriog.
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Regina, SK
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Audit Summary Report - Connaught

Facility Details
Facility Connaught
Address:
Location: Regin a, SK
Facility Zone: 8
Grade Configuration: Elemen tary Schools
FacilityCode: CONN
Date Built: 1912-03-31
Construction Type:
Replacement Cost: $11 ,476,200
FCI:
Contact Name: Bernadette Leblanc-Fortier
Contact Phone: 306-791-8620
Contact Email: bernadette.leblancfortier@rbe.sk.ca

Audit Details
Audit ID: 68 !chck here for full Audit Information)
Audit Date: 2006-07-04
Date Completed:
Status: Pending
WorkO rder #:
Overall Rating: 4.1
Evaluator:
Service Provider:

Summary:
Connaught Audit
The structural Facility Audit of Connaught School was conducted in April and May, 2010 by Holly Sawka and Nathan Campbell, J.C.
Kenyon Engineering Inc.

Notes
2010-00-08 15:38:05 Jim Kenyon Last Edited By: jkenyon@ickenyon.com 2010-06-09 10:04:17

Our review of the Connaught School building has been based on site observations as well as drawings obtained from the City of Regina archives and
renovation drawings dated 1978 provided to us by Regina Public Schools.
Connaught School was constructed in the 1920's and in the 1970's extensive renovation work was done to the building. The building is a brick, two
storey structure. Most of the walls, ceilings, and floors of this bu1ld1ng are covered in architectural finishes. The basement of this building consists of a
slab on grade in the boiler and machinery room which sits approximately 3 to 4 feet below grade, and then an asphalt floor in the rest of the basement.
The floors above the basement, the ground floor, first floor, and roof support slab, all consist of structural slabs spanning between reinforced concrete
beams. The concrete beams are then supported by the exterior brick walls or by interior concrete columns. The exterior walls of this building consist
of brick which sits directly on a fou ndation of spread footings located approximately 7 feet below ground level. Square footings are under the interior
columns. The Interior load bearing walls consist of brick, while the non·load bearing partition walls are made up of hollow tile.
The roof of this building consists of wood decking spanning between wood roof JOISts. The joists sit on a wood top plate that is supported by posts
spaced at approximately 2 feet on centre. The posts. which are a maximum height of 5 feet at the centre of the roof space. sit on a wood bottom plate
which sits on the concrete roof support slab.
In the 1960's, a round auditorium designed by Clifford Wiens Architect was added to the school. The auditorium consists of a reinforced concrete slab
on grade and concrete reinforced walls with a brick finish. The roof is dome shaped and consists of reinforced concrete The foundation of the
gymnasium is a grade beam and pile system.
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Audit Summary Report - Connaught
From our assessment of the school it was concluded that this building has experienced and continues to experience extensive foundation movement.
Another major issue this building has is a lack of redundancy in the structural systems, which reduces the safety of these systems. For example, our
inspection revealed that there is no transverse rebar in the roof support slab and that larger cracks have developed in those slabs. This condition may
exist in the other floor slabs. This school is only safe for occupancy on the basis of some immediate upgrades and ongoing inspection every 6 to 12
months. Without major structu ral upgrades its life is a maximum of five years.
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Audit Rating Summary
Average Rating

Category
Interiors

Estimated Deficiency

2.5

$35,000

4.0
4.4

$2,200
$75.000
$4,290,000

Roofing
Shell
Structure

Total:

$4,402,200

Rating Gulde
Rating

Response

tO

Non Essential

Like new condition - meets current and foreseeable future requiremenls.

9

Non Essential

Good condition . between new and mid forecasted lire span. Meets current and near future requirements.

8

Non Essential

Good to Fair condilion - mid forecasled life span has been reached. Meets current requirements

7

Non Essential

Fair condition - final stages of lifespan. No defiaencies were noted. Meets current needs.

6

Essential

5

Essential

4

Essential

3

Essential

2

Critical

1

Critical

Definition

Reached or exceeded forecasted lifespan. Currently in serviceable condition and functions as designed. Requires
moniloring.
Minor Deficiencies nol ed . Will require replacement or refurbishing wi thin 5 years to keep element in service.
Requires monitoring .
Moderate deficiencies noled. \Mii require replacement, or refurbishment within 2 years to keep clement in service.
Requires monitoring.
Major deterioration of asset. no Immediate risk, has not railed. Replacement I upgrading within 2 years necessary.
Requires monitoring.
Significant delerioralion of asset, poses low to rnedlurn risk for occupant health and safety: !allure Imminent;
replacement I upgrading within 12 months necessary, Requires action.
Extreme deterioration of asset, poses high risk for OCQJpant health and safety; immediate auention required.
Requires action.
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Detailed Audit Results by Category
Roofing
Roofing: Inspections 0
Rating

Last Update

Response

Installed

Element Life

Rema ining Years
0

Oeliciency

Project#

Installed

Element Life

Remaining Years
0

Deficiency
500.00

Project#

Roofing: Roof Coverings (83011 l
Rating

Last Update
2010-05-03

Response

Deficiencies:
Seams on flashing require minor re-caulking.
Flashing and stripping on small NW and SW roofs in poor condition.
Slight leakage on gym around chimney.
Slight water staining in main roof close to penthouse window
Leakage reported in NW entrance is likely a result of a split in the roof membrane.

Recommend ations :
Routine maintenance required

Comments:
The results of the roof inspection were conducted on May2, 2005

CAM Project 47 created.

Notes
2010-05-03 10:02:29 Support Fame
2005-07-13 14:56:04 · Sean Milne (edited on 2005-08-04 13:51:24)Roof System Materials: BUR
Slope of Roof System: Sloped to central drains (1/12). Gym utilizes a conical slope to side drains (3112).
Insulation: Est. R-8
Insulation Type: Est. Fiberglass and fiberboard Insulation
Drainage: Central Roof Drains on main, side sloped roof drains on gym
Reported Roof Leakage:
a. Slight leakage on gym around chimney.
b. Slight leakage in NW roof over entrance.
c . Slight water staining in main roof close to penthouse window.

2010-05-03 10:02:53 Support Fame
2005-07-13 14:56:45 - Sean MilnePerimeter Parapet Condition:
Mostly lap flashing in generally good condition.
Seams on flashing require minor re-caulking.
Perimeter stripping in good condition on main roof likely location of the reported leakage.
Flashing and stripping on small NW and SW roofs in poor condition.
Drainage System Condition:
Recessed drains debri s on main roof. While they are in good condition in consideration of their age, they have accumulated significant debris.
Drains on gym are not equipped with any protection to prevent them from being plugged with debris.
Mechanical Systems Condition:
No mechanical systems on roof.
Condition of Main Field of Roof:
Main roof in very good condition.
Gymnasium roof indicating signs of moderatefsevere ridging due to aggressive slope on roof.
Stripping around drain on gym roof the likely location of reported roof leakage.
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Roofs on the NW and SW corners of the building are in very poor condition. Leakage reported in NW entrance is likely a result of a split in the roof
membrane.
Roof Vent/ Chimney Condition;
Vents appear to be original. but remain in fair-good condition.
Other Identified Issues:
Recommend the installation of a platform for accessing the entrance to the main roof the penthouse to ensure the safety of the CFO while conducting
roof inspections.

Roofing: Roof Openings (83021)
Rating

Last Update
2010-05-03

Response

Installed

Element Lile

Remaining Years
0

Deficloncy
1700.00

Project#

Deficiencies:
Drains on gym are not equipped with any protection to prevent them from being plugged with debris.

Recomm endations:
Recommend the installation of a platform for accessing the entrance to the main roof the penthouse to ensure the safety of the CFO while conducting
roof inspections. Routine maintenance required

Comments:
CAM Project 48 created.
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l C KENYON ENGINEERING INC.
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS

May 23, 2012

File: 116-10

Mr. James Youck
P3 Architecture Partnership
2292 Dewdney Ave.
Regina, SK
S4R 1H3
Re:

Connaught School
Regina. Saskatchewan

Dear James:

As you requested, we have prepared a preliminary "opinion of cost" for r estoring the structural
systems at Connaught School as part of a major renewal project for the school. As you are aware, the
buildi ng has many structural issues with the primary concern being the condition of the foundation.
The foundation consists of brick walls supported on concrete footings and the foundation requires
stabilization in the form of underpinning with piles. The brick wall foundation presents many
difficulties i n regard to underpinning in that the brick does not have the continuity that is normally
required for underpinning. The brick foundation requires more piles and more time to underpin than a
comparable concrete foundation system would.
We have received a preliminary cost estimate from W & R Foundation Specialists for underpinning the
structure which puts the cost at approximately $3. 75M. In our opinion, this cost should carry a 25%
contingency at this time which puts the underpinning at approximately $4.SM. This contingency would
cover unforeseen conditions and repairs to deteriorated walls and other elements. It should also be
noted that W & R has indicated that the time required for the underpinning would be 10 to 11 months.
Other structural items that need to be addressed as part of the renewal project would be the condition
of the upper floor structures and the attic slab. These floor systems are sagged and cracked and their
structural capacities are unknown since the rebar content within the concrete is unknown. We expect
that structural reinforcement of the floors will be required in many areas. At this time, we suggest an
allowance of $1.0M be carried for upgrades to the superstructure.
We also expect that there will be structural modifications which would be part of the renewal project
that would include things such as removal of some interior walls, new openings through walls,
reconstruction of the front stairs and portico, support of new mechanical equipment and other items.
We suggest a n allowance of $750,000 for these additional structural items.
Our opinion of cost is therefore $6.25M for the structural renewal of this building. Our cost does not
include general conditions, contractor overhead and profit and engineering fees.
Further to the above, prior to any decision regarding proceeding with a renewal process, we
recommend that a more detailed investigation program be undertaken to assess the condition of the
building structure. This would include exposing the footings at several locations to determine the
condition of the concrete, retrieval of concrete core samples at the footings and the superstructure

Jim Kenyon, M.Eng., P.Eng. Principal
Tony A. Cartner, BA., A.Sc.T. Principal
2424 College Avenue REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN 54P 1CS
P: 306. 565-6126 F: 306.565-6156
#202 - 440 2"" Avenue North SASKATOON, SASKATCHEWAN 57K 2(3
P: 306 249-5346 f. 306.249-458 1

May 23, 2012

P3A
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and an investigation into the slab and beam rebar.
We trust this information is sufficient for your present needs. Please contact our office if you have any
questions or concerns.

Yours truly,

J C KENYON ENGINEERING INC.

Q'
h
r~!<-y--Jim Kenyon, P.Eng.
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J C KENYON ENG INEERI NG INC.

STRUCTURAL ENGINE ERING CONSULTANTS

September 12, 2012
File: 216- Jl

Regina Public Schools
1600 4th Avenue
Regina, Saskatchewan
S4R sea
Attention:

Mr. Ron Christle BID, REFP
General Manager, Educational Facilities

Structural Engineering Building Inspection #3 (August 2012)
Connauqht S:::hool , Regina. Saskatchewan

Re:

Dear Ron:
As requested, J. C. Kenyon Engineering has completed a structural assessment of Connaught School
located at 2124 Elphinstone Street in Regina, Saskatchewan. This is the second assessment
completed at t he school since the Facility Audit Report was completed in 2010. The last inspection
was completed in December 2011.
The purpose of these visual assessments is to monitor and Identify any structural changes to the
building. No analysis of the structure or testing was performed. J.C. Kenyon Engineering makes no
guarantees that the building's original construction is free of defects.
The visual assessment of the school was completed in August 2012. Deficiencies that were Identified
in past reports have not been included unless changes were identified.
Our observations during this inspection were as follows:
1. The gymnasium appeared to have water stains at the top of the walls and in the ceiling (Photo
1). A review of photos from past inspections show the same water stains. These stains were
caused by water infilt ration around the parapet of the roof. Any cracks or seams In the
exterior metal flashing should be filled.
2.

Approximately 20 feet of the tin cap over the west parapet wall had blown off (Photo 2). The
metal flashing should be replaced and sealed to avoid penetration.

3.

The structural slab in the library deflects between the beams. In some cases, the book stacks
are leaning. We recommend that the book stacks be shimmed and made stable.

In addition to the recommendations above, the school should be inspected every 6 to 12 months to
monitor deficiencies that have been identlfled in previous reports. If there are any significant changes
in the structure we should be notified immediately.
We trust this report is sufficient for your present needs. Please contact us If you have any questions.

Jim Kenyon, M.Eng., P.Eng. Principa l
Tony A. Ganner, BA., A.Sc. T. Principal
2424 College Avenue REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN 541' 1C8
P: 306. 585·6126 F: 30&.585·6156
tt202 - 440 2"4 Avenue North SASKATOON, SASKATCHEWAN S7K 2C3
P: 306 249·5346 F. :i06.249-4581
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Yours truly,

JC KENYON ENGINEERING INC.
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Brad Taylor, St ructural Engineer-in- Training
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Jim Kenyon, P.Eng.

September 12, 2012
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Photo 1 : Water Stains in the Gymnasium

Photo 2: Parapet Flashing on West Side
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JC KENYON ENGINEERING INC.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING COt-.SUUANTS

January 7, 2013
File: 216-11

Regina Public Schools
1600 4 '" Avenue
Regina, Saskatchewan
S4R 8C8
Attention:

Re:

Mr. Ron Christie BID, REFP
General Manager, Educational Facilities

Structural Engineering Building I nspection #4 (November 2012)
Conoa!J~hool. Regjna . Saskatchewan

Dear Ron:
As requested, J. C. Kenyon Engineering has completed a structural assessment of Con naught School
located at 2124 Elphinstone Street in Regina, Saskatchewan. This is the forth assessment completed
at the school including the Facility Audit Report was completed in 2010.
The purpose of these visual assessments is to monitor and identify any structural changes to the
building. No analysis of the structure or testing bas been performed. We have not included
observations from previous reports in the following.
The visual assessment of the school was completed in November and December 2012. During this
inspection we observed that the basement floor in the nutrition room ( # 5) and Day Care Center ( # 7)
had heaved. The floor in the Day Care center has also cracked (Photo 1 & 2).
We believe that the heaving has occurred in the past 6 months, and will likely continue to occur in the
future. This is not a structural issues at this time, however we will continue to monitor these areas
during our quarterly assessments and notify you if t here are any significant changes.
We also looked at the wall in Room # 12 to see if there has been any recent changes to the cracks that
have occurred (Photo 3). When compared to photos taken during past assessments, it did not appear
that there had been any significant changes. However, because of the extent of cracking in this wal l
we recommend that remedial work be undertaken. We will further assess the condition of this wall
and prepare documents outlining repairs in the near future.

If you have any questions or concerns please contact us.

Jim Kenyon, M.Eng., P.Eng. Principal
Tony A. Garlner, BA., A.Sc.T. Principal
2424 College Av~11ue REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN S4P 1C8
P: 306. 585-6126 F: 306.585-6156
11202 - 440 2...i Avenue North SASKATOON, SASKATCHEWAN S7K 2C3
P: 306 249-5346 F. 30&.249-458 1
www.jckenyon.com

January 7, 2013
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Yours truly,

J C KENYON ENGINEERING INC.

- - -......

Brad Taylor , Structura l Engineer-in- Training
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Jim Kenyon, P.Eng.

January 7, 2013
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Photo 1: Nutrition Room- Cracks in tile at floor heave location

Phot o 2: Wise Owl Daycare- Cracks in concrete at heave location

January 7, 2013
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Photo 3: Wall in Room #15 (December 2012)
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JC KENYON ENG INEERI NG INC.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING CON SL l TANTS

May 8, 2013
File: 216-11

Regina Public Schools
1600 4°1 Avenue
Regina, Saskatchewan
S4R 8C8
Attention :

Mr. Ron Christie BID, REFP
General Manager, Educational Facilities

Re:
Structural Engineering Building I nspection #5 (May 7, 2013)
_ __ Connaught School, Regina, Saskatchewan
___ ___
Dear Ron:
As requested, J. C. Kenyon Engineering has completed a structural Investigation of Connaught School
located at 2124 Elphinstone Street in Regina, Saskatchewan. This is the fifth investigation complet ed
at the school including the Facility Audit Report was com pleted in 2010.
The purpose of these visual investigations is to monitor and identify any structural changes to the
building. No analysis of the structure or testing has been performed.
During our investigation we looked at the areas that have been outlined in past reports to determine if
there have been any noticeable changes. The floor below the basement level seems to have moved in
some locations. The cracks that we have been monitoring did not appear to increase in size.
We d id notice t hat the stairs on the north side of the east entrance have continued to move (Photo 1).
These stairs have been blocked off at the top. I n addition to this, we recommend blocking off the
bottom of the stairs to deter students from climbing or sitting on these stairs.
If you have any questions or concerns please contact us.
Yours truly,

•

~I

Jim Kenyon, M.Eng., P.Eng. Prinrip11I
Tony J\. Gartner, UA., A.Sr. T. P1·inripnl
242-1 College Avenue REG INA, SASKATCH FWAN S4P I C8
P: 306. 565·6126 F: 306.565-6156
#202- 4-10 2.,.. Avenue North SASKATOON, SASKATCH EWAN S7K 20
P: 30n 249-5346 F. 306.2-19-458 1

wvm. ckon on.coin

Photo 1 : Nort/1 side of East Stai1well
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IC KENYON ENGINEERING INC.
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS

August 28, 2013
File: 123- 13

Regina Public Schools
1600 4 111 Avenue
Regina, Saskatchewan
S4R 8C8
Attention:
Re:

Mr. Ron Christie BID, REFP
General Manager, Educational Facilities

Structural Engineering Building Inspection #6 (August 2013)
Connaught School. Regina. Saskatchewan

Dear Ron:
As requested, J. C. Kenyon Engineering has completed a structural investigation of Connaught School
located at 2124 Elphinstone Street in Regina, Saskatchewan.
Periodical visual assessments of Connaught School take place every 3 months. The purpose of these
vlsual assessments is to monitor and identify any structural changes to the building. No analysis of
the structure or testing has been performed. J.C. Kenyon Engineering makes no guarantees that the
building's original construction Is free of defects.
The visual assessment of the school was completed in August 2013. During our assessment we
looked at the areas that have been outlined in past reports to determine if there have been any
noticeable changes. Our observations during this assessment are as follows:
Basement:
1.

The basement floors continues to move. Both in the Nutrition and Wise Owl rooms the floor
t iles appear to have separated more as compared to photographs taken In previous
assessments.

2.

The North interior stairs appear to have continued to settle along the north exterior wall.

3. The flooring along the south exterior wall has a bubbling appearance. This is likely due to pop
outs of the aggregate in the concrete slab. Pop outs are usually caused by the expansion of
aggregate particles due to moisture. This Is not a recent occurrence and was only mentioned
as it may be an indication of water infiltration of the adjacent exterior brick foundation wall. It
is our recommendation that a hole be cut into the drywall along the South foundation wall in
order to determine the condition of the foundation wall.
Main and Second Floor:
1. There appears to be new diagonal cracks in the wall finishes above doorways in various room s.
This is likely an Indication of foundation movement.
2. In the Gymnasium, the concrete at the door entrance has broken apart. We recommend

Jim Ke nyon, M.Eng., P.Eng. Principal
Tony A. Gartner, BJ\., t\.Sc.T. Principal
2424 College Avenue REGI NA, SASKATCHEWAN S4P 1C8
P: 306. 585-6126 F: 306.585·6156
#202 - 440 2nd Avenue Norlh SASKATOON. SASKATCHEWAN S7K 2C3
P: 306 249·5346 F. 306.249-4581
W\WJ.jcken on.com
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March 17, 2014
File: 123-13

Regina Public Schools
1600 4th Avenue
Regina, Saskatchewan
S4R 8C8
Attention:

Re:

Mr. Ron Christie BID, REFP
General Manager, Educational Facilities

Structural Engineering Wall Inspection (March 2014)
Connaught School. Regina, Saskatchewan

Dear Ron:
As requested, J. c. Kenyon Engineering has completed a structural inspection of
Connaught School walls located at 2124 Elphinstone Street in Regina,
Saskatchewan.
Periodical visual inspections of Connaught School take place every 3 months with
visual inspections of the walls and general conditions taking place every 4 to 8
weeks. The purpose of these in spections is to monitor and id entify any structural
changes to the building. No analysis of the structure or testing has been performed
as part of these inspections. J.C. Kenyon Engineering makes no guarantees that
the building's original construction is free of defects.
The visual inspections of the school were undertaken in March 2014. During our
inspections we looked at the areas, that have been outlined in past reports to
determine if there have been any noticeable changes. New cracks as well as
worsening of existing cracks in the wa ll finishes throughout the building in various
locations were noted during the inspection. As mentioned in previous reports this is
an indication of significant foundation movement throughout the enti re building. As
compared to the last inspection, foundation movement appeared to have continued.
Due to the ongoing shifting and heaving of the structure and the resulting
increasing damage to the building in terms of cracking of walls and floors, we
recommend that visual inspections of the walls be continued every 4 to 8 weeks
while the visua l inspection of the entire struct ure proceed on a quarterly ba sis. If
there are any significant changes in the structure between the scheduled
2424 College Avenu e REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN S4P 1C8
P: 306.585.6126 F: 306.585.6156
#202 - 440 znd Avenue North SASKATOON, SASKATCHEWAN S7K 2C3
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inspections, we should be notified immediately.
We trust this report is sufficient for your present needs. Please contact us if you
have any questions or concerns.
Yours truly,
J C KENYON ENGINEERING INC.

Holly Wallace, P. Eng.
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J C KENYON ENGINEERING INC.
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING CClNSULTANTS

February 7, 2014
File: 123-13

Regina Public Schools
1600 4th Avenue
Regina, Saskatchewan
S4R sea
Attention:
Re:

Mr. Ron Christie BID, REFP
General Manager, Educational Facilities

Structural Engineering Condition Report
Connaught School . Reqjna. Saskatchewan

Dear Ron:
As you have requested, JC Kenyon Engineering has been inspecting and monitoring the condition of
Connaught School since June 2010. Since our Initial inspections, the condition of the school relative to
structural foundation movement has continued to worsen. Our most recent inspections of the school
were undertaken in late December 2013 and early January 2014. Based on those and our previous
inspections we have become concerned with the deteriorating condition of specific building elements
and we have also become aware of other structural concerns within the building. On this basis, we
have prepared this condition report to outline those concerns.
This report addresses four specific topics:

1.
2.
3.
4.

The
The
The
The

structural condition of the foundation walls.
inspections and repairs at Room 12.
general condition of the building.
ongoing useful life of the building.

The following presents our observations and comments in this regard.
1.0

Foundation W alls

The foundation walls of the school are brick construction. They carry the gravity loads from the
building structure above, down to the footings and they resist lateral pressure from the surrounding
earth. The foundation walls have shown significant deterioration on the Inside face of the bricks at the
mechanical rooms in the basement, which can be seen In photos 1 and 2 attached. The deterioration
of the brick Is such that in some locations there are holes through the wall to the exterior, photos 3
and 4. As shown In photos S and 6, deterioration has also been apparent on the exterior face of these
walls, particular1y In the past year with the occurrence of significant amounts of moisture staining and
efflorescence.
With a building such as this, a potential mechanism of failure would be the collapse of a brick
foundation wall. With the ongoing deterioration of the brick the possibility of such an occurrence
increases. For that reason, we undertook a detailed Investigation and analysis of some areas of the
foundation walls during the recent Christmas break. The plaster finishes were removed at four
locations in the basement and core samples of the bricks were taken and tested. The walls were
visually Inspected by our office at each locatlon. The walls were measured to be 13 inches thick on
the west boiler room wall and 26 Inches thick In the other three locations.
2424 College Avenue REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN S4P lCB
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Photos 7 to 13 show the condition of the Inside face of the walls at the5e locations as well as the
condition of some of the core samples. As shown in the photos, the condition of the bricks and the
mortar was very poor on the Inside face of the walls. More importantly, the core samples showed that
the condition of the mortar was poor to depths beyond the face of the wall. There was extensive
fracturing and softening of the mortar as well as a lack of mortar deep Into the wall.
Three core samples were taken to Ground Engineering Consultants to test for the compressive
strength of the brick. The test results varied between 10.4MPa and 16.2MPa with an average strength
of 13.3MPa. These results are generally satisfactory but would be on the low end of what would
normally be acceptable. The principle concern with the walls Is with the condition of the mortar. As
indicated prevlously, the condition of the mortar was poor with softening and fracturing. Without a
proper mortar structure between each brick, the wall loses Its structural inte.g rity and its ability to
handle load is diminished.
Based on the available Information, we undertook a structural analysis of the foundation walls
assuming some loss of brick and mortar at both the inside and outside face of the walls. Our analysis
indicated that the wall capacities are at or In some cases slightly below the safe load capacities
required by the National Building Code assuming the mortar to be structurally competent. Further
deterioration of the brick and mortar will lower the safe loading capacity of these walls.
2 .0

Investigation at Room i2

During our December Inspections we became concerned with the condition of the south wall of the
cloakroom at Room 12. We had been monitoring the condition of the wall since 2010 and the
condition we observed In December 2013 was significantly worse than we had previousiy observed.
Photos 14 and 15 show some of the cracking that was observed at this wall. This wall is located on
the north side of a mechanical shaft that runs parallel to the wall. The opposing shaft wall is the north
wall of the adjacent classroom.
Based on the deteriorated condition of this wall, we decided to further Investigate Its condition by
removing portions of the plaster finishes. What we found was the clay tile back up system for t he wall
was severely cracked and portions of the day tile had crushed and collapsed. We also discovered that
two day tlle bracing walls, which connect the opposing shaft walls together, were severely cracked
and very unstable, photos 16 and 17. These walls were on the verge of collapse. On this basis, all of
the unstable walls were removed and a new shaft wall was constructed.
As part of the Investigation, we were able to view the condition of the concrete floor beam and slab
that was located above the damaged shaft wall. This was the first opportunity for us to see the
structural connection of a concrete beam to the exterior brick wall. Photos 18 to 21 show this
condition. As can be seen in the photos, the beam extends into the brick wall and the concrete at the
bearing point, at the base of the beam, was porous and segregated. As we have indicated in a
previous report regarding the structural condition of this building, we have a significant concern with
the structural continuity of this concrete beam to brick wall connection. There is little lateral load
resistance and no redundancy Is provided through this connection.

We also observed significant cracks in the beam and the slab at this location, Photos 22 to 24. These
cracks were In excess of 3mm wide and indicate a potential shear failure of the beam. We therefore
instructed that a steel column be installed at mid-span of the beam to provide support for t he beam.
This column bears onto a brick wall below and as such is a temporary solution.
The condlt10ns that we observed at the wall, beam and slab at Room 12 are evident at other similar
shaft locations In the school, but at this point not to the same extent. However, the same mechanism
of failure does exist at these locations and the same damage will eventually occur vyith further
foundation movement and loadlng.
Another concern that we observed at Room 12 Is the severe slope In the slab between the cloak room
and the dassroom and the cracking and shifting of the floor slab below the location of the shaft wall.

fr.bn:ory 7, 2014
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Photos 25 to 27 show fracturing and shifting of the slab in this area.
3.0 General Building Condition

As Indicated in our most recent inspection report of the school dated January 21, 2014 the condition of
the bulldlng continues to deteriorate. New cracks have appeared in the walls throughout the building
and old cracks have become worse. The heaving of the foundation due to swelling of the clay soil Is
ongoing and Is active. This heaving and the resulting damage has Increased over the iast 3 to 6
months and this may be the result of the high amount of moisture in the ground from the runoff from
the heavy snowfall of the past winter which has reached the level of the footings causing the clay to
swell.
Photos 28 to 34 show some the conditions of some of the walls that presently exist in the building.
Many walls contain cracks and bulging in the plaster finishes slmllar to what was observed at Room
12. These conditions are occurring due to pressure on the walls and structure from the heaving of the
footings. This pressure is causing the clay tiles to crush and fracture and the plaster to crack and
separate from the walls. This pressure Is strong enough to lift and fracture the concrete slabs at the
upper floor levels of the building. The basement floor slab continues to heave and shift particularly
along the east side of the basement. Previously repaired floors have now shifted and the flooring has
broken in several areas.
Another major concern to us is the lateral shifting and bulging of the wall at the south east corner of
the building, photos 35 and 36. At this comer, the wall has shifted 50 to 75mm laterally and the brick
has fractured and bulged. The crack on the south face extends diagonally down through the bricks
and continues down through the stone work below and Into the foundation wall. This is a serious
separation of the load bearing system and is a result of movement at the foundation. We are
monitoring this condition closely and we believe that there is still active movement of the wall In this
area.
In addition to the above, there continues to be movement of the exterior stairs at the main entrance.
These stairs have continued to display significant shifting since our initial inspections and previously
repaired mortar joints have now re-cracked and opened up, Photos 37 and 39.
Our previous reports and Inspections have Indicated st ructural concerns with the roof structure of the
building. We have previously noted the longitudinal cracks in the roof slab that run the length of the
building and the tack of sufficient anchorage of the wood roof framing to the slab. These continue to
be concerns.
4.0 Useful Life of the Building

Based on these recent conditions that have developed with the building, it is apparent that the
foundation heaving issue is ongoing. It is also apparent that the foundation walls are continuing to
deteriorate. Cracking of the beams, slabs and walls ls widespread and this situation continues to be
active.
The situation has become such that Room 12 had to be suddenly shut down in December 2013 and a
wall removed ln order to avert a possible collapse. While we believe this to be an exceptional
situation, It is a strong indication of the deteriorating condition of the building.
It is our opinion that the building is at the end of its safe and useful life. Unless major structural
upgrades are implemented, the building will soon become unsafe to occupy.
We recommend that the school be closed at the end of this school term, at the end of June 2014. It ls
possible to extend that date by up to one year with immediate repairs to some areas of the foundation
walls and with enhanced structural monitoring.
JC Kenyon Engineering is prepared to continue to monitor the condition of the school and to provided
structural engineering services for continued operations until the end of June 2015 but we will not
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continue to provide these services beyond that time.
We trust this report is sufficient for your present needs. Please contact us if you have any questions
or concerns.
Yours truly,
J ~

KENYON ENGINEERING INC.

Holly Wallace, P. Eng.

Jim Kenyon, P. Eng.
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BROWNLE E BF.ATON KREH

STRUCTURAL ENG IN EER<;

August 27, 2013
Regina Public School Board

1600 4th Avenue
Regina, SK

S4R 8C8

Attention: Ron Christie

RE:

CONNAUGHT SCHOOL REVIEW
REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN
OUR FILE NO. 85310

Dear Sir:
INTRODUCTION

The Regina Public School Board contacted BROWNLEE BEATON KREKE in July of 2013 for the purpose of
conducting a review of the existing structure. The intent of chis review 1s to provide a second opinion of
a previous report that was prepared on the structure.
The Connaught School was constructed in 1910's with a gymnasium addition being completed in the
1960's. The original school is a three storey structure with an approximate 13 700 square foot floor
place. The gymnasium addition is a single storey structure with the floor plate size unknown at this
time.
STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTION

Original Three Storey Structure.
1.

The foundation consists of a combination of continuous strip footings under exterior walls and
pad footing below interior walls.

2.

The below grade foundation walls consist of 22" thick clay brick that narrows down to 13.5'' at
the window recesses.

3.

The lowest level floor is constructed of a cast in place concrete slab on grade.
unknown.

4.

The main floor and the second floors are a cast-rn-place concrete structure. The beam and slab
sizes are mentioned on the original drawings but no reinforcing steel is shown . The beams span

Experience. Capability. Trust.
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from loadbearing exterior brick walls to interior cast in place concrete columns. The concrete
slabs span between concrete beams
5.

The walls above the main floor consist of 22" thick clay brick that narrows down to 13.5'' at the
window recesses.

6.

The roof structure is similar to the main/second floor construction with a 1l'' slab between
beams. The roof slope above the ceiling slab is created with a wood structure consisting of pony
walls, roof joists and ship lap sheathing.

G'(mnasium Addition
1.

The foundation consists of cast in place concrete piles and a cast m place concrete grade

2.

The floor is a cast in place concrete slab supported on grade.

3.

The exterior walls consist of load bearing concrete interior wythe and an exterior brick finish

4.

The roof is constructed of cast in place concrete.

beam~.

EXISTING INFORMATION RE VIEW
Our office was provided with the following informauon to assist us in our structural review.
•

•
•

Drawings of the original school. Drawing~ included a floor plan of the foundation, basement,
ground floor, first floor, and roof. Also mcluded were a front elevation, rear elevation, side
elevations and a cro!is section.
Facility Audit Report prepared by the School Board dated July 4, 2006.
Connaughl School level survey prepared by Brian Wagner Consulting dated April 28, 2009.

Original Drawings
The drawings of the original school construction are limited m the information they provide but do
provide a overall layout of the structure with general sizes for the major structural component!>.
We have reviewed the footing sizes shown on the drawingll and found them adequate.
The ground floor and first floor concrete support beams vary in size with the beams spanning the
corridor being 12" x 18" spanning 18 feet and the classroom beams being eilhe1 14'' x 26" or 14" x 28"
spanning either 27' or 29' depending on location . The drawings further note that the slab is s·· thick
spanning approximately 13 feet. In all the sizes mentioned, the span to depth ratios ;ire very high with
the modern codes requiring a minimum depth for the slab to be 7.2" and the minimum beam depth to
be 26". It has been our personnel experience that designers of this vintage did not understdnd the
failure mechanism in concrete construction. Smooth reinforcing bars, under reinforcement, no negative
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reinforcing, and no transverse reinforcing for lot1d sharing all contribute to large deflections in beams
and slabs.
The concrete roof ceiling slab and beams are similar to the lower levels with the slab thickness reduced
to 4". This slab is significantly undersized and has a very low factor of safety.
Without considerable more 1nvest1gation than this report allows (determine actual reinforcing) we must
assume that the floor structure 1s under reinforced and has a lower facture of safety than a structure
built today.
The concrete columns are sized to be 12" x 12'' with normal reinforcing they are adequate to support
the floor loads.
The brick exterior walls are adequate to support the structural loads that they were designed to resist.
The use of clay brick below grade without a protective membrane is not recommend and leaos to
serious deterioration due lo sulfate and water attack.
Facility Audit Report
The Facility Audit Report outlines a number of concerns with the structure. The following is a brief
summary of those concerns.
1.

Underpinnrng the foundation system.

2.

Excavate the foundation walls install water proofing, weeping tile and repair as required.

3.

Reinforce slabs and beams.

4.

Repair columns as required.

5.

Repaint the exterior brick were the cornice was removed.

6.

Re point the brick in locations were cracking has occurred.

Level Report
The Level Report outlines a number of areas where movement has occurred. The largest amount of
differential movement in the exterior waifs is 3.5" with most deflection of the structure in the
classrooms recorded to be 3". The report did address the cause of the deflection suggesting the
differential movement is related to native clay soils swelling with changes in moisture content.
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BBK ENGINEERING REVIEW
Observations
The following observations are based on a visual inspection of the facility only No destructive testing of
any building components was conducted. The following observations are a brief description of the
concerns with the structure. Our observations do not vary significantly from reviews that have been
completed in the past.
Similar to earlier reviews we observed that the building has differential movement that presents itself as
cracking in the exterior and interior brick work and the floors being no longer level. The differential
movement. in our opinion. is directly related to the highly expansive clay soils native to the Regina which
support the spread footing foundation system. This in combination with changes in moisture content
has caused movement.
The exterior brick foundation walls can only be observed in the Mechanical space with the majority of
the walls being covered with finishes. If the area that we observed is reflective ot the entire building, it
suggests that the foundations are in poor condition. Moisture has been migrating through the brick for
many years and depositing natural sulfates on the interior face of the wall. These sulfates have caused
the interior face of the interior wythe of brick to spall up to 2" deep in some locations. There is one area
where the brick ha.s been severely damaged leaving a 2 ft. square hole. The cause for this damage is
unknown at this time.
The floors have settled/deflected throughout the school but it is most noticeable in the classrooms.
These deflections, in our opinion, are due to the floor slabs and supporting beams being under
reinforced showing itself as the observable deflections.
Exterior brick walls are showing signs of cracking due to the differential movement of the foundation
systems. There is also some deterioration of mortar joints. The areas of exposed brick where the
cornice used to be will require repair work and repointing.
The basement floor slab is in the poorest condition of all the floors due to a combination of heaving soils
and moisture infiltration causing the finishes to delaminate and floors to heave.
The front entrance has significant heaving, cracking and general deterioration. The entrance has been
repaired several times and temporary reinforcement has been installed to make the entrance safe.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1

Excavate around the entire perimeter of the school and install a waterproof membrane to the
existing foundation wall, install a weeping tile system, and repair the brick work as necessary.

2

Install a site drainage system including a number of catch basins. Slope the grade to the catch
basins to ensure that surface water 1s removed from the site as quickly as possible.
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3

Completely gut the lowest level so the basement slab can be removed. Replace the floor with a
new cast in place concrete slab complete with a weeping tile drainage system and a free
draining layer of granular material.

4

The main floor, tirst floor and the roof slab will have to be reinforced. Reinforcement can be a
system of structural steel beams supported on the existing columns and foundation systems.
The beams will have to be cut down the span of the existing slabs limiting future deflections and
significantly increasing the factor of safety. To relevel the floor, we recommend removal of
interior floor finishes and installing a self leveling topping like Gypcrete

5

The exterior brick walls will require repointing, crack repair and in some severe locations,
removal and reinstallation of the fa ce brick.

we wish to point out chat these recommendations will most probably require a complete gutting of all
interior finishes and partitions. We also suggest that the mechanical and electrical distribution system
will he.we to be removed to facilitate the structural upgrading.
BUDGET

This report does not allow for an indepth costing study, but considering the interior will require a
complete demolition including finishes, interiors partitions, mechanical distribution, electrical
distribution along w1tl1 the structural upgrades that are required the cost to renovate will be similar to a
that of a new facility.
CONCLUSI ON

The Connaught School, although functioning at the present time requires a major upgrading and retrofit
of structural systems. We have noted no safety items except at the original front entrance which has
been dealt w ith. It has been our experience that deterioration of structural systems accelerate toward
the end of their useful life and increase the likelihooa of failure
We recommend that the school have a limited life expectancy of 10 years with a plan for major retrofits
or closure. We further recommend that you continue to monitor critical areas on a yearly or semiannual
basis
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CLOSURE

I trust that this is satisfactory for your present needs but if you require anything else please do not
hesitate to contact tile writer.
Yours truly.
BROWNLEE BEATON KREKE

(Regina) Ltd.

\

\
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J C KENYON ENGINEERING INC.
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS

March 17, 2014
File: 123-13

Regina Public Schools
1600 4th Avenue
Regina, Saskatchewan
S4R 8C8
Attention:
Re:

Mr. Ron Christie BID, REFP
General Manager, Educational Facilities

Structural Engineering Wall Inspection (March 2014)
Connaught School. Regina. Saskatchewan

Dear Ron:
As requested, J. C. Kenyon Engineering has completed a structural inspection of
Connaught School walls located at 2124 Elphinstone Street in Regina,
Saskatchewan.
Periodical visual inspections of Connaught School take place every 3 months with
visual inspections of the walls and general conditions taking place every 4 to 8
weeks. The purpose of these inspections Is to monitor and identify any structural
changes to the building. No analysis of the structure or testing has been performed
as part of these inspections. J.C. Kenyon Engineering makes no guarantees that
the building 's original construction is free of defects.
The visual inspections of the school were undertaken in March 2014. During our
inspections we looked at the areas, that have been outlined in past reports to
determine if there have been any noticeable cha nges. New cracks as well as
worsening of existing cracks in the wall finishes throughout the building in various
locations were noted during the inspection. As mentioned in previous reports this is
an indication of significant foundation movement throughout the entire building. As
compared to the last inspection, foundation movement appeared to have continued .
Due to the ongoing shifting and heaving of the structure and the resulting
increasing damage to the building in terms of cracking of walls and floors, we
recommend that visual inspections of the walls be continued every 4 to 8 weeks
while the visual inspection of the entire structure proceed on a quarterly basis. If
there are any significant changes in the structure between the scheduled
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inspections, we should be notified immediately.
We trust this report is sufficient for your present needs. Please contact us if you
have any questions or concerns.
Yours truly,
JC KENYON ENGINEERING INC.

Holly Wallace, P. Eng.
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J C KENYON ENGINEERING INC.
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING C.:ONSULTANTS

February 7, 2014
File: 123- 13

Regina Public Schools
1600 4th Avenue
Regina, Saskatchewan
S4R 8C8
Attention:
Re:

Mr. Ron Christle BID, REFP
General Manager, Educational Facilities

Structural Engineering Condition Report
Connaught School. Regjoa. Saskatchewan

Dear Ron:
As you have requested, JC Kenyon Engineering has been Inspecting and monitoring the condition of
Connaught School since June 2010. Since our Initial inspections, the condition of the schooi rela tive to
structural foundation movement has continued to worsen. Our most recent inspections of the school
were undertaken in late December 2013 and early January 2014. Based on those and our previous
Inspections we have become concerned with the deteriorating condition of specific building elements
and we have also become aware of other structural concerns within the building. On this basis, we
have prepared this condition report to outline those concerns.
This report addresses four specific topics:

1.
2.
3.
4.

The
The
The
The

structural condition of the foundation walls.
Inspections and repairs at Room 12.
general condition of the building.
ongoing useful life of the building.

The following presents our observations and comments in this regard.
1.0

Foundation Walls

The foundation walls of the school are brick construction. They carry the gravity loads from the
building structure above, down to the footings and they resist lateral pressure from the surrounding
earth. The foundation walls have shown significant deterioration on the inside face of the bricks at the
mechanical rooms In the basement, which can be seen In photos 1 and 2 attached. The deterioration
of the brick Is such that in some locations there are holes through the wall to the exterior, photos 3
and 4. As shown In photos 5 and 6, deterioration has also been apparent on the exterior face of these
walls, particularly in the past year with the oc:currence of significant amounts of moisture staining and
efflorescence.
With a building such as this, a potential mechanism of failure would be the collapse of a brick
foundation wall. With the ongoing deterioration of the brick the possibility of such an occurrence
Increases. For that reason, we undertook a detailed investigation and analysis of some areas of the
foundation walls during the recent Christmas break. The plaster finishes were removed at four
locations in the basement and core samples of the bricks were taken and tested. The walls were
visually Inspected by our office at each location. The walls were measured to be 13 inches thick on
the west boiler room wall and 26 Inches thick In the other three locations.
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P: 306. 585-6126 F: 306.585-6156
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Photos 7 to 13 show the condition of the inside face of the walls at the5e locations as well as the
condition of some of the core samples. As shown In the photos, the condition of the bricks and the
mortar was very poor on the Inside face of the walls. More Importantly, the core samples showed that
the condition of the mortar was poor to depths beyond the face of the wall. There was extensive
fracturing and softening of the mortar as well as a lack of mortar deep Into the wall.
Three core samples were taken to Ground Engineering Consultants to test for the compressive
strength of the brick. The test results varied between 10.4MPa and 16.2MPa with an average strength
of 13.3MPa. These results are generally satisfactory but would be on the low end of what would
normally be acceptable. The principle concern with the walls is with the condition of the mortar. As
indicated previously, the condition of the mortar was poor with softening and fracturing. Without a
proper mortar structure between each brick, the wall loses Its structural integrity and its ability to
handle load is diminished.
Based on the available information, we undertook a structural analysis of the foundation walls
assuming some loss of brick and mortar at both the Inside and outside face of the walls. Our analysis
indicated that the wall capacities are at or In some cases slightly below the safe load capacities
required by the National Building Code assuming the mortar to be structurally competent. Further
deterioration of the brick and mortar will lower the safe loading capacity of these walls.

2.0

Investigat ion at Room 12

During our December Inspections we became concerned with the condition of the south wall of the
cloakroom at Room 12. We had been monitoring the condition of the wall since 2010 and the
condition we observed In December 2013 was significantly worse than we had previousiy observed.
Photos 14 and 15 show some of the cracking that was observed at this wall. This wall ls located on
the north side of a mechanical shaft that runs parallel to the wall. The opposing shaft wall is the north
wall of the adjacent classroom.
Based on the deteriorated condit ion of this wall, we decided to further Investigate its condition by
removing portions of the plaster finishes. What we found was the clay tile back up system for t he wall
was severely cracked and portions of the day tile had crushed and collapsed. We also discovered that
two clay tile bracing walls, which connect the opposing shaft walls together, were severely cracked
and very unstable, photos 16 and 17. These walls were on the verge of collapse. On this basis, all of
the unstable walls were removed and a new shaft wall was constructed.
As part of the Investigation, we were able to view the condition of the concrete floor beam and slab
that was located above the damaged shaft wall. This was the first opportunity for us to see the
structural connection of a concrete beam to the exterior brick wall. Photos 18 to 21 show this
condition. As can be seen in the photos, the beam extends into the brick wall and the concrete at the
bearing point, at the base of the beam, was porous and segregated. As we have indicated In a
previous report regarding the structural condition of this building, we have a significant concern with
the structural continuity of this concrete beam to brick wall connection. There is little lateral load
resistance and no redundancy Is provided through this connection.

We also observed significant cracks in the beam and the slab at this location, Photos 22 to 24. These
cracks were in excess of 3mm wide and Indicate a potential shear failure of the beam. We therefore
instructed that a steel column be Installed at mid-span of the beam to provide support for the beam.
This column bears onto a brick wall below and as such is a temporary solution.
The conditions that we observed at the wall, beam and slab at Room 12 are evident at other similar
shaft locations in the school, but at this point not to the same extent. However, the same mechanism
of failure does exist at these locations and the same damage will eventually occur with further
foundation movement and loading.
Another concern t hat we observed at Room 12 Is the severe slope In the slab between the cloak room
and the classroom and the cracking and shifting of the floor slab below the location of the shaft wall.
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Photos 25 to 27 show fracturing and shifting of the slab in this area.
3 .0 Ge ne r a l Building Condition

As Indicated in our most recent inspection report of the school dated January 21, 2014 the condition of
the bulldlng continues to deteriorate. New cracks have appeared in the walls throughout the building
and old cracks have become worse. The heaving of the foundation due to swelling of the clay soil is
ongoing and ls active. This heaving and the resulting damage has Increased over the last 3 to 6
months and this may be the result of the high amount of moisture in the ground from the runoff from
the heavy snowfall of the past winter which has reached the level of the footings causing the clay to
swell.
Photos 28 to 34 show some the conditions of some of the walls that presently exist in the building.
Many waifs contain cracks and bulging in the plaster finishes similar to what was observed at Room
12. These conditions are occurring due to pressure on the waifs and structure from the heaving of the
footings. This pressure is causing the clay tiles to crush and fracture and the plaster to crack and
separate from the walls. This pressure is strong enough to lift and fracture the concrete slabs at the
upper floor levels of the building. The basement floor slab continues to heave and shift particularly
along the east side of the basement. Previously repaired floors have now shifted and the flooring has
broken In several areas.
Another major concern to us is the lateral shifting and bulging of the wall at the south east corner of
the building, photos 35 and 36. At this corner, the wall has shifted SO to 75mm laterally and the brick
has fractured and bulged. The crack on the south face extends diagonally down through the bricks
and continues down through the stone work below and Into the foundation wall. This is a serious
separation of the load bearing system and is a result of movement at the foundation. We are
monitoring this condition closely and we believe that there is stlll active movement of the wall In this
area.
In addition to the above, there continues to be movement of the exterior stairs at the main entrance.
These stairs have continued to display significant shifting since our initial inspections and previously
repaired mortar joints have now re-cracked and opened up, Photos 37 and 39.
Our previous reports and Inspections have Indicated structural concerns with the roof structure of the
building. We have previously noted the longitudinal cracks in the roof slab that run the length of the
building and the lack of sufficient anchorage of the wood roof framing to the slab. These continue to
be concerns.
4 .0 Useful Li f e of t he Bulldlng

Based on these recent conditions that have developed with the building, it is apparent that the
foundation heaving issue is ongoing. It Is also apparent that the foundation walls are continuing to
deteriorate. Cracking of the beams, slabs and walls is widespread and this situation continues to be
active.
The situation has become such that Room 12 had to be suddenly shut down in December 2013 and a
wall removed In order to avert a possible collapse. While we believe this to be an exceptional
situation, it is a strong indication of the deteriorating condition of the building.
It is our opinion that the bulldlng ts at the end of its safe and useful life. Unless major structural
upgrades are implemented, the building will soon become unsafe to occupy.
We recommend that the school be closed at the end of this school term, at the end of June 2014. It is
possible to extend that date by up to one year with Immediate repairs to some areas of the foundation
walls and with enhanced structural monitoring .
JC Kenyon En~i nee~ng Is prepared to c?ntlnue to monitor the condition of the school and to provided
structural engineenng services for continued operations until the end of June 2015 but we will not
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continue to provide these services beyond that time.
We trust this rep ort is sufficient for your present needs. Please contact us if you have any questions
or concerns.

Yours truly,
J (:

KENYON ENGINEERING !NC.

Holly Wallace, P. Eng.

Jim Kenyon, P. Eng.
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BHO\VNLEE BE.o\TON KREKF.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER'i

August 27, 2013
Regina Public School Board

1600 4th Avenue
Regina, SK

S4R 8C8

Attention: Ron Christie

RE:

CONNAUGHT SCH OOL REVIEW
REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN
OUR FILE NO. 85310

Dear Sir:

INTRODUCTION
The Regina Public School Board contacted BROWNLEE BEATON KREKE in July of 2013 for the purpose of
conducting a review of the existing structure. The intent of this review 1s to provide a second opinion of
a previous report that was prepared on the structure.

The Connaught School was constructed rn 1910's with a gymnasium addition being completed in the
1960's. The original school is a three storey structure with an approximate 13 700 square foot floor
plate. The gymnasium addition is a single storey structure with the floor plate size unknown at this
t ime.

STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTION
Original Three Storey Structure.
l.

The foundation consists of a combination of continuous strip footings under exterior walls and
pad footing below interior walls.

2.

The below grade foundation walls consist of 22" thick clay brick that narrows down to 13.5'' at
the w indow recesses.

3.

The lowest level floor is constructed of a cast in place concrete slab on grade.
unknown.

4.

The main floor and the second floors are a cast-in-place concrete structure. The beam and slab
sizes are mentioned on the origina l drawings but no reinforcing steel is shown. The beams span
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from loadbearing exterior brick waits to interior cast in place concrete columns. The concrete
slabs span between concrete beams.
5.

The walls above the main floor consist of 22" thick clay brick that narrows down to 13.5'' at the
window recesses

6.

The roof structure is similar to the main/second floor construction with a II" slab between
beams. The roof slope above the ceiling slab is created with a wood structure consisting of pony
walls, roof joists and ship lap sheathing.

Gymnasium Addition

1.

The foundation consists of cast in place concrete piles and a cast in place concrete grade beams.

2.

The floor 1s a cast in place concrete slab supported on grade.

3.

The exterior walls consist of load bearing concrete interior wythe and an exterior brick finish.

4.

The roof is constructed of cast in place concrete.

EXISTING INFORMATION REVIEW

Our office was provided with the following information to assist us in our structural review.
•

•
•

Drawings of the original school. Drawing~ included a floor plan of the foundation, basement,
ground floor, first floor, and roof. Also included were a front elevation, rear elevation, side
elevations and a cross section.
Facility Audit Report prepared by the School Board dated July 4, 2006.
Con naught School level survey prepared by Brian Wagner Consulting dated April 28, 2009.

Original Drawings
The drawings of the original school construction are limited in the information they provide but do
provide a overall layout of the structure with general sizes for the major structural components.
We have reviewed the footing sizes shown on the drawings and found them adequate.
The ground floor and first floor concrete support beams vary in size with the beams spanning the
corridor being 12" x 18" spanning 18 feet and the classroom beams being either 14" x 26" or 14" x 28"
spanning either 27' or 29' depending on location. The drawings further note that the slab 1s 5" thick
spanning approximately 13 feet. In all the sizes mentioned, the span to depth ratios ;ire very high with
the modern codes requiring a minimum depth for the slab to be 7.2" and the minimum beam depth to
be 26". It has been our personnel experience that designers of this vintage did not understdnd the
failure mechanism in concrete construction. Smooth reinforcing bars, under reinforcement, no negative
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reinforcing, and no transverse reinforcing for load !>haring all contribute to large deflections in beams
and slabs.
The concrete roof ceiling slab and beams are similar to the lower levels with the slab thickness reduced
to Ii". This slab is significantly undersized and has a very low factor of safety.
Without considerable more investigation than this repon allows (determine actual reinforcing) we must
assume that the floor structure is under reinforced and has a lower facture of safety than a structure
built today.
The concrete columns are sized to be 12" x 12" with normal reinforcing they are adequate to support
the floor loads.
The brick exterior walls are adequate to support the structural loads that they were designed to resist.
The use of day brick below grade without a protective membrane is not recommend and leads to
serious deterioratmn due to sulfate and water attack
Facility Audit Report
The Facility Audit Report outlines a number of concerns with the structure. The following is a brief
summary of those concerns.

1.

Underpinning the fotindation system.

2.

Excavate the foundation walls install water proofing, weeping tile and repair as required.

3.

Reinforce slabs and beams.

4.

Repair columns as required.

5.

Repaint the exterior brick were the cornice was removed.

6.

Re point the brick in locations were cracking has occurred.

Level Report
The Level Report outlines a number of areas where movement has occurred. The largest amount of
differential movement in the exterior walls is 3.Su with most deflection of the structure in the
classrooms recorded to be 3". The report did address the cause of the deflection suggesting the
differential movement is related to native clay soils swelling with changes in moisture content.
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BBK ENGINEERING REVIEW

Observations
The following observations are based on a visual inspection of the facility only No destructive testing of
any building components was conducted. The following observations are a brief description of the
concerns with the structure. Our observations do not vary significantly from reviews that have been
completed in the past.
Similar to earlier reviews we observed that the building has differential movement that presents itself as
cracking in the exterior and interior brick work and the floors bei11g no longer level. The differential
movement. in our opinion, is directly related to the highly expansive clay soils native to the Regina which
support the spread footing foundation system. This in combination with changes in moisture content
has caused movement.
The exterior brick foundation walls can only be observed m the Mechanical space with the majority of
the walls being covered with finishes. If the area that we observed is reflective of the entire building, it
suggests that the foundations are in poor condition. Moisture has been migrating through the brick for
many years and depositing natural sulfates on the interior face of the wall. These sulfates have caused
the interior face of the interior wythe of brick to spall up to 2" deep in some locations. There is one area
where the brick has been severely damaged leaving a 2 ft. square hole. The cause for this damage is
unknown at this time.
The floors have settled/deflected throughout the school but it 1s most noticeable in the classrooms.
These deflections, in our opinion, are due to the floor slabs and supporting beams being under
reinforced showing itself as the observable deflections.
Exterior brick walls are showing signs of cracking due to the differential movement of the foundation
systems. There is also some deterioration of mortar joints. The areas of exposed brick where the
cornice used to be will require repair work and repainting.
The basement floor slab is in the poorest condition of all the floors due to a combination of heaving soils
and moisture infiltration causing the finishes to delaminate and floors to heave.
The front entrance has significant heaving, cracking and general deterioration. The entrance has been
repaired several times and temporary reinforcement has been installed to make the entrance safe.
RECOMMENDATIONS

l

Excavate around the entire perimeter of the school and install a waterproof membrane to the
existing foundation wall. install a weeping t ile system, and repair the brick work as necessary.

2

Install a site drainage system including a number of catch basins. Slope the grade to the catch
basins to ensure that surface water is removed from the site as quickly as possible.
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3

Completely gut the lowest level so the basement slab can be removed. Replace the floor with a
new cast in place concrete slab complete with a weeping tile drainage system and a free
draining layer of granular material.

4

The main floor, tirst floor and the root slab will have to be reinforced. Reinforcement can be a
system of structural steel beams supported on the existing columns and foundation systems.
The beams will have to be cut down the span of the existing slabs limiting future deflections and
significantly increasing the factor of safety. To relevel the floor, we recommend removal of
interior noor finishes and installing a self leveling topping like Gypcrete.

5

The exterior brick walls will require repainting, crack repair and in some severe locations,
removal and reinstallation of the face brick.

We wish to point out that these recommendations will most probably require a complete gutting of all
interior finishes Jnd partitions. We also suggest that the mechanical and electrical distribution system
will have to be removed to facilitate the structural upgrading.

BUDGET
This report does not allow for an indepth costing study, but considering the interior will require a
complete demolition including finishes, interiors partitions, mechanical distribution, electrical
distribution along with the structural upgrades that are required the cost to renovate will be similar to a
that of a new facility.
CONCLUSION

The Connaught School, although functioning at the present time requires a major upgrading and retrofit
of structural systems. We have noted no safety items except at the original front entrance which has
been dealt w ith. It has been our experience that deterioration of structural systems accelerate toward
the end of their useful life and increase the likelihood of failure.
We recommend that the school have a limited life expectancy of 10 years with a plan for major retrofits
or closure. We further recommend that you continue to monitor critical areas on a yearly or semiannual
basis
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CLOSURE
I trust that this 1s satisfactory for your present needs but if you require anything else please do not

hesitare to contact the writer.
Yours truly,
BROWNLEE BEATON KREKE

(Regina) Ltd.

'

~~·
GK/eab

Ill*

J C KENYON ENGINEERING INC.
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS

March 17, 2014
File: 123-13

Regina Public Schools
1600 4th Avenue
Regina, Saskatchewan
S4R 8C8
Attention:
Re:

Mr. Ron Ch ristie BID, REFP
General Manager, Educational Facilities

Structural Engineering Wall Inspection (March 2014)
Connaught School. Regina. Saskatchewan

Dear Ron:
As requested, J. C. Kenyon Engineering has completed a structural inspection of
Connaught School walls located at 2124 Elphinstone Street in Regina,
Saskatchewan.
Period ical visual inspections of Connaught School take place every 3 months with
visual inspections of the walls and general conditions taking place every 4 to 8
weeks . The purpose of these inspections is to monitor and identify any structural
changes to the building. No analysis of the structure or testing has been performed
as part of these inspections. J.C. Kenyon Engineering makes no guarantees that
the building's original construction is free of defects.
The visual inspections of the school were undertaken in March 2014. During our
inspections we looked at the areas, that have been outlined in past reports to
determine if there have been any noticeable changes. New cracks as well as
worsening of existing cracks in the wall finishes throughout the building in various
locations were noted during the inspection. As mentioned in previous reports this is
an indication of significant foundation movement throughout the entire building. As
compared to the last inspection, foundation movement appeared to have continued.
Due to the ongoing sh ifting and heaving of the structure and the resu lting
increasing damage to t he building in terms of cracking of walls and floors, we
recommend that visual inspections of the walls be continued every 4 to 8 weeks
whi le the visual inspection of the entire structure proceed on a q uarterly basis. If
there are any significant changes in the structure between the scheduled
2424 College Avenue REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN S4P 1C8
P: 306.585.6126 F: 306.585.6156
#202 - 440 2"d Avenue North SASKATOON, SASKATCHEWAN S7K 2C3
P: 306.249.5346 F: 306.249.4581

March 17, 2014
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inspections, we shou ld be notified immediately.
We trust this report is sufficient for your present needs. Please contact us if you
have any questions or concerns.
Yours truly,

JC KENYON ENGINEERING INC.

Hol ly Wal lace, P. Eng.
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Connaught
Stage

Community

One

Public Consultation:
(Note: public comments have been duplicated
in this section exactly as submitted in the

Document

•

•

Connaught Elementary School stays

•

My children are very impressed with
the design of the new Arcola School.
Today I asked them if they would like

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Most of the concepts presented could
be worked into the existing building

centre, community room, science

with better use of the playground

room, work to retro fit

area and all the talk about more light..

That our building will be respected

so why with windows bricked in?

Keep our heritage building
Architect firm is familiar with

Seriously consider renovating instead
beautiful additions

be able to.
•

Hope for retrofit not rebuild

•

Renovation not destruction x2

•

Hope the new design concepts can be

•

I hope a viable historic building will
get a chance at being renewed the

integrated with existing bldg.

•
•

wishes of the community will be

That the old building stays up active in
Existing Connaught School will be
restored and renovated

Renovation

•

What do I hope: more emphasis on

•

demolition and rebuild ... often 3x
more expensive to rebuild. Work to

•

I hope that instead of wasting time
and money on a new facility, the
current facility gets long term stable
funding

Page 28

That we'll have an architect who has
specific experience in heritage
building restoration

•

Intelligent creative sustainable retrofit
An example of sustainable heritage

enhance work done.

•

Can you incorporate parts of the old
school in a new one? Keep the big

creative 'redesign' and less on

communities' concerns don't matter

our kids love

school can be renovated, restored
and improved

trees

•

community, decide heritage

destroying a signature landmark that

collaboration xercise and that t his

respected

That they don't walk into a heritage

and cause a huge uproar by

"[/ hope the school will
have] more connection
to the outside - both
outdoors/nature as well
as the community."

of rebuilding - we could have

keep the old school. I hope they will

use as the process goes forward

I hope that this can be a real

Retrofit and renovate NOT rebuild

explore retrofitting

•

~eq1 •

Retrofit school, better resource

Renovations w here needed, rather

redevelopm't for Regina

•

~

O'

Renovate heritage building

•

1

~

•

historical building and willing to

old Connaught. They both said

•

i

A beautiful Heritage school oozing

than destruction

a neat new school like that instead of
without hesitation that they want to

&

with tradition

and restored

Hopes

REGINA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

,

sessions. No changes have been made for
grammar or spelling.)

;;

School

Submission

I hope that common sense will prevail
and any repairs that the school needs
will be done instead of incurring the

As requested, below are the rough estimated structural repairs and costs necessary to keep Connaught
School operating until June 2015 . I should note that there is potential for situations to arise that will
require t emporary closures of areas of the school for repair. I should also note that due to unforeseen
situations, which may arise, this estimate may increase. If you have any questions, please call our
office. Thanks !
REPAIRS

ESTIMATED COST

The existing crack on the South East corner of
the buildina be braced.
Re-pointing - Exterior front stairs, brick wall
above southwest entrance, brick wall on
northeast corner
North front stairs be blocked off at the bottom of
the stairs t o deter students from climbing or
slttina on them .
Infill and flx holes and deterioration in the west
brick wall in the boiler room, caretaker room,
and Mechanical room adjacent to t he Janitor
room .
Fix separated, broken and bulging tiles in the
Nutrition Room and Wise Owl Room on t he Main
floor and broken floo r slab in the Gymnasium at
the side doo r
The mechanlcal shaft on the floor below the
roof. be orooerlv covered.

$10,000

Estimated cost for monitoring Inspections to
June 201 5
Allowance for unforeseen / emeraencv reoairs

$15,000
525,000

TOTAL -

$67,000

Holly Wallace, P.Eng.
Structural Engineer

Hirt

J C KENYON ENGINEERING INC.
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

2424 College Avenue
Regina, SK, S4P 1C8
Office: (306) 585-6126
Direct:
(306) 206-0294
hwallace@jckeoyo n.tom
www.jckenyon.com

CON SULTA~JTS

$5,000

$1,000

$5,000

$5,000

$1,000

BOTKIN HISTORIC
BUILDIN6

CONSERVATORS
CO.\:S£Rl1.r5 i i .!f0.11£.\TL\' TLV£

JUNE. BOTKIN
Dir. cco~J. rsc.11cr

Presentation to Regina Board of Education
March 7, 2014

Regina Public School Board
Sustainability Policy 14
Policy14 SUSTAINABIUJY
TI1e Board of Edurntion recognizes everything in our ecosystem is interco1u1ected and
tJiatall of ouractiorl'> impact its well-being.
The Boani w1derstands its ftmdamental responsibility lo be environmenlally sustainable
and lo aligncurrentru1d futu rcactio1l'> with governmental policies, regulalfonsru1d laws.
The BOc"\rd acknowledges it has a responsibility loeduc:atestudcntsand provide
opportunities for staff, to develop social respotl'>ibility, ecologic:al Iitcracy, and
sustainable behaviours and actions.
The Board aims to develop effective environmental practices and strives to create and
support innovation wiUun ourcooummities. As a result of our shared guardianship of
this planet, implementation of tl1is policy shaII be the joint responsibility of the Board,
students and staff in collaboration with parents and our comnuuuty.
The intent of U1c policy is to creMe awareness and 1.'ltpport building the necessa1y
structures for a system-wide a pproach to envirotmlt!ntal stewardship nctions.
Sustainability objectives will relate to U1e four domaiil'>: Curriculum/ Teaching/Leanili1g,
Facilities and Operations, Professional Development and Govemancc and may include,
butnre not limited to the followingsubjcctnreas:
• Curriculum/ Instruction
• Energy Conservation
• GrolllldsGreening
• Student ru1d Employee Lc.-1dership
• Sustainable Purchasu1g
• SustainableTrml'>portation
• Waste Management
• Water Conse.1vatio11
TI1e Director will report annually to Ute Board on the progress of the Division's sustainability i.nitinlivcs.

This is the Regina Public School Board's sustainability
policy. Please keep this in mind as I go through my
presentation.

Connaught School site plan

This is an aerial view of the Connaught School site which is
beautifully lined with mature trees while offering ample
open space for children to play. Note the orientation of the
school on the property. JH Puntin was immensely aware of
the importance of how he orientated the school prior to
construction and ensured that it was placed on the site in a
manner that would maximize the prairie landscape and
environment while creating an inspiring learning
environment.

Architects rendering Connaught School
.. I

• By always placing these buildings on the site with the main
corridor longitudinally north ana south, sunlight enters every
classroom daily, those on the east receiving morning stm, ana
those on the west the afternoon sw1, while none of t11e rooms
are exposed to the glare of southern exposw·e, which on the
prairie is particularly trying in summer.

The architect wrote in the January 1915 Construction: A
Journal for architectural, engineering and contracting
interests in Canada that "By always placing these buildings on

the site with the main corridor longitudinally north and south,
sunlight enters every classroom daily, those on the east the
morning sun, and those on the west the afternoon sun, while none
of the rooms are exposed to the glare of southern exposure, which
on the prairie is particularly trying in summer."
He was acutely aware of how to orientate this school to
maximize sunlight and environmental conditions to the
benefit of the student, teachers and the building itself.

Connaug ht School circa 1912 and
present

Conna11Jjht

School. Regina

'"~o·

,__

This was Connaught circa 1912 and as it appears today. A
poor example of its former glory. Windows have been
bricked over limiting the amount of sunlight and fresh air
which instead is now controlled through mechanical and
electrical systems. This is completely contrary to the original
design of the architect who so carefully took into
consideration the orientation and placement of the school.
The portico over the front entrance has been removed
exposing the stairway to water penetration and
environmental deterioration. This shows a complete lack of
understanding between design elements, form and function.

Exterior Masonry Condition

I have a limited time to be able to speak with you so I have
chosen some elements that I feel require addressing and
comment
The cornice was removed for unknown reasons allowing
water penetration into a soft clay brick face that was meant
to be protected by the cornice. The pointing mortar n this
area has deteriorated or is missing due to this exposure. The
cornice could be easily reinstated and the parapet repointed.
The lower limestone sections if deterioration was caused by
completely inappropriate interventions. The soft Indiana
Limestone was pressure washed forcing water into the
porous stone which in turn caused the efflorescence present
on the exterior of the building face. Also the pressure
washing removed the protective patina on the stone causing
spaulting. The wand marks from the pressure washing are
still clearly visible. This intervention was supposedly done
to remove graffiti but instead has caused substantial
damage.

Interior Masonry Conditions

The interior masonry also shows evidence of efflorescence
and in some cases spaulting of the brick faces. This is caused
by a few factors: l)there is asphalt and concrete placed
directly against the face of the building. This causes water
to wick through these materials and into the more porous
brick and limestone. This causes a condition called rising
damp which means that water continues to travel through
the porous materials, saturating the building envelop and
appearing on the exterior as a white powdery substance. 2) I
am guessing that the weeping tile system around the
perimeter of the building has collapsed and is impacting
moisture saturation and the movement observed around the
building. 3) A portland mortar was used to selectively to
selectively repoint the brick. Since this is a substantially
stronger material than the soft brick, the brick has spaulted
leaving piles on brick material at the base of the wall.

Concrete and asphalt placed directly against the exterior
walls.

Interior clay tile cracking

This is an example of good intentions gone wrong. This is
the cloakroom in classroom 12. A ridged structural steel
support system was installed in the basement directly below
this area to prevent a sag in the floor. What you are seeing in
these pictures are the pressure of the steel pushing up on the
clay tile wall system basically crushing it. The wall is non
structural according to the historical drawings and has a 24
inch space between it and the wall of the adjacent classroom.
The cracking in this area was noted in the November 2012
structural engineers report where remedial work was
recommended but not carried out. Then in December 2013
the room was evacuated due to the serious deterioration of
the wall so that emergency repairs could be undertaken.
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The non-structural clay tile wall has been removed from the
cloakroom which revealed deflection between the floor slabs
in this area. The problem is that since the structural steel
framework directly below this area is not adjustable the
damage and deflection to the floors and walls will continue.
This is another example of an intervention that has caused
damage and deterioration.

These are pictures from the February2014 inspection report
of a beam that shows cracking. However questions
regarding how deep and wide the cracks are, including
general dimensions and details is missing. How deep is the
beam pocket and what is the condition of the beam in this
area? How much deflection of the beam over its span is
there? Is the beam going to collapse at its bearing point
between the brick and the visible area of the exposed beam?
So many questions and no answers!

These are photos of the front staircase with sagging treads.
They also show completely inappropriate interventions to
repair the situation. A portland based mortar was used to fill
and repair the spaces between the treads and risers and also
as a pointing mortar on the stair parapets which has caused
efflorescence, spaulting of the stone and general
deterioration. Supporting the staircase is a brick pier system.
It is my understanding that there was a broken tap in this
area that was not repaired for years. The water penetration
and saturation of the soil would then cause the support
system to sink causing the movement evident in the area.

In conclusion visual inspections with photographic comparisons
have been on going at infrequent intervals since before August
2012. This has proven inadequate. A detailed structural survey
should have been undertaken from the beginning. Cracks
should have been measured and carefully noted on drawings
for every level and every room. Movement and deflections
should have been measured and fixed datum points throughout
the building installed so that the movement of the building
could be measured and quantified. But this was not the case.
Throughout this presentation I have shown you example after
example of interventions that caused damage and deterioration.
That doesn't mean that all of these issues can't be corrected
through a carefully researched and planned rehabilitation
project.
This rehabilitation I believe would cost less than the costs to
build a new school and would meet the governments energy
management and sustainability requirements. It would also
provide a 21st century learning in an inspirational and creative
historic setting.

Recommended Structural Tests for the Purposes of Costing a Renovation
Ground-Penetrating Radar (GPR)
~ This test involves setting up a grid on which a GPR machine will be passed over
the grid pattern at approximately a 4 inch interval. The machine scans the
thickness of the material and indicates what objects are contained in that area at
that location and what depth the object is located.
~
This test will confi rm the structu ra l integrity of the slabs and confirm whether or
not there is reinforcing steel in the concrete, the size of the steel, and mesh
pattern.
~
Walls will also be tested in the basement area, allowing for visualization of the
foundation's footing and its condition and size.
Moisture testing
~ This test involves placing the probes of a moisture meter against the various
surfaces to determine moisture content and recording this information by
location and material.
~ This will confirm the moisture content of masonry and wood roofing numbers.
Efflorescence Analysis/Mortar Scrapes
~ This test involves scraping the white efflorescence off the wall and then testing
the scrapings using va rious test strips which will indicate the type of salts moving
through the masonry units.
~
This will determine what salts are moving through the masonry units (brick and
stone) and how this movement is affecting the masonry materials.
Interior Survey
~ This test involves setting up a grid system on each of the floors and establishing a
benchmark. Marks or datum points will be located on the walls and will be used
to indicate deflection in the floor based on the predetermined benchmark.
~
This test will allow measurement and calculation of any deflection in the floor
system, providing a numerical value of how much movement there is in the
floor.
Scoping
~ This test involves inserting a baroscope into openings in the building
components. This will allow a visual inspection of the area without damaging the
structural components.
~ This will allow the group to see inside cavities to determine what is happening in
the system.

Botkin Building Conservators
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March 18, 2013
Ms. Julie MacRae
Director of Education
Regina Public Schools
1600 4th Avenue
Regina, Saskatchewan
S4R8C8
Subject: Con naught School, Regina - Requesting the Cooperation of Regina Public Schools
I am writing on behalf of the board and staff of the Heritage Canada Foundation (HCF) to express our
great concern about the future of the Connaught School. We are dismayed by recent media reports that a
decision has been made to demolish the structure.
Named to our list of the Top Ten Endangered Places in Canada in 2012, this site continues to attract the
attention of the Heritage Canada Foundation and its supporters.
We urge you to make public the studies upon which the Board is basing its decision to demolish. A
transparent process will allow for informed review and response, and perhaps identify an acceptable
alternative to demolition.
Given the school's landmark status, its recognition in the Neighbourhood Development Plan for the
Cathedral Area as a significant heritage property, and the overwhelming community support for the
option to retain and rehabilitate the school, we thank you in advance for your willingness to ensure all
avenues are explored.
·
HCF is a national, not for profit and non-governmental organization established in 1973 to promote the
conservation, understanding, and appreciation of Canada's built heritage, historic places, and cultural
landscapes and their importance in the life of our communities. Our efforts are designed to strengthen
and support the work oflocal groups and individual Canadians in keeping their own historic places alive.
Please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned if we can be of assistance.
Sincerely,

Natalie Bull
Executive Director

190 Bronson Avenue, Ottawa. Ontario Kl R 6114
190 Avenue Uronson. Onawa, Ontario K I R 6H4
le U te I.: (613) 237-1066 FAX/telec : (613) 237-5987 EMA IUCourTicl: heritagcc11nnda@heritagccanadu.org WED/site web : hcritag.:canada..org
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HCF's 2012 Top Ten Most Endangered Places List
The Heritage Canada Foundation released its eighth annual Top Ten Most E ndan gered Places List on
June 27, 2012.
The selection- presented here from the West to East Coast- was compiled from the results of HCF ' s call for
nom inations as wel l as those stories and news items fo llowed throughout the year.

Riverview Hospital - 2601 Lougheed Highway, Coquitlam, BC -EXTRAORDINARY GREATER
VANCOUVER CULTURAL LANDSCAPE THREATENED WITH INSENSITIVE DEVELOPMENT
T he B.C. Government is rushing th e redevelopment pla ns on the site leaving advocates concerned for its
future.

W hy it matters
Established in 1904, the Riverview Hospital is a provincially-owned psychiatric fac ili ty and an extraordinary
cultural landscape compri sed of 244 acres and 80 bui ldings (including 5 massive brick wards) on a hillside
overlooking the Fraser River. For most of the 20th century, Riverview was at the forefront of North American
mental health theory and practice. Originally called The Hospital for the Mind and Essondale, it was developed
as a community where the mentally ill cou ld live purposeful lives in their own sanctuary. A vital part of the
therapy included voluntary horticultural work, food production, and bu ilding maintenance. Housing over 4,300
patients at its peak, by 2009 only 250 active beds remained and
this was reduced to about 70 by 20 12.
Riverview' s grand designed landscape remains highly
sign ifican t with public recreational use long important for area
residents. The grounds housed Western Canada 's first botan ica l
garden- an arboretum featuring over 1,800 mature trees from
around the world-and incorporated natural meadows and
watercourses. The value of Riverview also lies in its highquality architecture, orchestrated fo r many decades with
remarkable consistency in sca le and materia ls. The enti re

Riverview site is included on Mu nicipal and Provincial heritage registries, but carries no formal protection. In
2009 an effort to declare the site a National Hi storic Site was blocked by the provincial government.

Why it's endangered
By the early 1990s, with the closure of Riverview
programs and the selling off of land parcels, the
future of Riverview had become a source of concern
fo r Coquitlam residents who had come to treasure its
park-like setting, gardens, architectural heritage, and
hi story. In 2005, the City of Coquitlam set out its
position calling for the lands to be kept in public
ownership and fo r the protection of its botanical and
architectura l heritage. In July 2007, the province
announced its intention to develop Riverview to
accommodate 7,000 units or more of high-rise market housing, as well as social housing and residences fo r the
mentally ill. Negative reaction was swift. The City of Coquitlam reaffirmed its position that the land should
rema in publicly owned and market housing taken off the table, and a petition call ing fo r protection of Ri verview
qu ickly garnered over l 3,000 signatures. The prov incial government later withdrew its proposa l.

Where it stands
The B.C. Government is currently preparing its own Heritage Conservation Plan for Riverview which will
guide development on the property. When this process is completed (in September 20 12) redevelopment plans
for the site will be fin alized. Made wary by the prov ince's previous redevelopment proposa ls, Riverview
supporters are concerned by the Province's apparently swift decision-making timel ines. In May, a series of open
houses to gather heritage feedback were held on very short notice leav ing many residents concerned that the
process was being rushed.
Public and Coquitlam Counci l support fo r the protection of the Ri verview lands remains strong with many
groups-including the Riverview Horticultura l Centre Society and the Riverview Hospital Historical Society
- actively advocating on its behalf. Surrounding municipalities (Port Coquitlam, Coquitlam and Po11 Moody),
the B.C. Union of Municipalities. and the B.C. Chambers of Commerce have all passed reso lutions calling for
the preservation of the Riverview site.

Pa ramount Theatre - 46147 Ya le Road , Chilliwack, BC- HISTORIC CITY-OWNED THEATRE
FACES DESTRUCTION DESPITE YOUTHFUL GRASSROOTS CAMPAIGN
11th hour community group plans to save historic cinema, but faces scrutiny from skeptical City Council.
Why it matters
Opened in June 1949, this large movie theatre in the heart of downtown Chilliwack has become an important
historic landmark, one of few remaining in the district, and a key commun ity gathering place. Architecturally.
the cinema declares its roots in the International style-.characterized by vertical and horizontal lines with little
ornamentation- with traces of A11 Deco influences in its signage and fluted fas;ade. So lidly built, the mov ie

house features laminated firewalls and is constructed of reinforced concrete and 60 tons of structural stee l. It is
listed on the City of Chilliwack's Heritage inventory, but it is not a designated heritage site.
Why it's endangered

After operating as a movie house continuously for over 60 years, the
Paramount ceased operations in November 20 I0. The owner,
Landmark Cinemas, gave the theatre to the city saying it was a gift to
the people of Chilliwack for all their years of support. The theatre has
been vacant and unheated ever since, and reportedly requires a new
boiler and roof. In February 20 12, a city staff report made it clear that
despite an extensive year-long effort to find someone wi ll ing to
redevelop the property onl y two unsatisfactory proposals had come
forwa rd. Chil liwack Economic Partners Corporation (C EPCO) then
offered to demolish the Paramount at no cost at the same time as the
adjacent (and structurally interconnected) Ewert Building, which
suffered from environmental contamination. On March 6, in response
to a growing public outcry spearheaded by the newly form ed Save the
Chilliwack Paramount Theatre working group, Council voted to give
community groups until June 2 1 to develop a new business proposal
to rehabi litate and run the theatre, whi le reiterating there was no appetite to put City money into the project. It
is estimated that $300,000 will be needed just to open the theatre, not to mention ongoing operating funding and
any upgrades.
Where it stands

The Save the Chilli wack Paramount Theatre group submitted its business
proposa l to the City on June 2 1 and is currentl y awa iting a response from staff
and council. The proposa l included a plan to transform the Paramount into a
single-screen, repertory-type theatre offering 600 seats for patrons to screen
vintage, independent, alternative or non-mainstream films. In recent months, the
campaign to save the theatre has seen a surge of interest from a broad spectrum
of residents-youth, seniors. business owners, and the arts community- and
garnered lots of media coverage. Offers have poured in to assess the bui lding,
donate electrical experti se. or create artistic renderings. among other in-kind
services. More than I 00 Chilliwack storefronts are sporting posters saying. "We
support community efforts to preserve our landmark theatre: · A Save A Seat
fundraising campaign has also been launched and has raised pledges of over
$ 10,000.

Barron Building- 610 8 Avenue SW, Calgary, AB - BIRTHPLACE OF CALGAR Y' S OIL INDUSTRY
FACES DEMOLITION BY NEGLECT
Mired in legal wrangles a nd sta lled development plans, this high-profile Calgary heritage building sits
vacant, derelict, a nd on the brin k.

Why it matters

The landmark Barron Building in downtown Calgary-constrncted
between 1949-1951 - is one of its finest examples of modern
architecture and has historica lly played a crucial ro le in solidifying
the city's position as the centre of Alberta's oil industry. Clad in
buff-coloured brick, Tyndall limestone, and polished black granite,
the I I-storey Art Moderne office tower designed by prominent local
architect Jack Cawston also houses the two-screen Uptown Theatre
(the last historic movie house in the downtown core), which until
recently played an important role in the city' s cultura l scene. Despite
Edmonton's proximity to the 1947 Leduc oil strike, the Barron Building's first-class office space quickly drew
oiI industry occupants, sparking a surge in Calgary office construction that rapidly made it the undisputed centre
of the petroleum industry.
Why it's enda ngered

In November 2011, the current owner- a numbered company
associated with private landlord Strategic Group, which purchased
the building in 2007- shut off water serv ices after pipes burst. The
last remaining tenant, the Uptown Theatre, was forced to cease
operations due to lack of water and heating. The owner has filed a
number of demolition appl ications to remove the theatre marquee
and alter other heritage features of the build ing over the last few
years, but there has been no move to rehabi Iitate and redevelop the
building. The property is also caught up in numerous lawsuits,
including one involving the theatre marquee. Despite its
extraordinary heritage significance, the Barron Building does not
have any heritage protection. Wh ile it is on Calgary's Inventory of
Eva luated Heritage Sites, it has never received heritage designation,
as this requires the owner's consent.
Where it stands

Today, the empty Barron Building sits as a depressing symbol of
demolition by neglect: windows are broken and doors unsecured,
the roof is damaged, it is not being heated and water pipes have burst, and architectura l features from the
penthouse have been removed. The building's semi-derelict circumstances have further ga lvanized the ca ll fo r a
solution beyond the arts and heritage community. There has been extensive ongoing media coverage of the
building's plight and a "Save the Uptown" Facebook group has quickly gathered over 1,000 members.

Ecole Conna ught Community School - 2124 E lphinstone Street, egina, SK- REG INA'S OLDEST
SCHOOL SET FOR DEMOLITION DESPITE NEIGHBOURHOOD OUTCRY
Rehab of well-loved historic school is being scuttled by School Board and Provincia l funding formula bias
for new construction.

W hy it matters

Built in 1912, Connaught School is Regina's oldest school building
and highly significant to the city's educational history. Designed by
prominent local architect J.M. Puntin, the two-storey brick school' s
des ign turned away from the ecclesiastical Gothic Revival style fo r a
''secular" classical design, which served as a prototype for other city
schools. It features wide multi-purpose hallways, high ceilings.
ample large windows, broad staircases, good ventilation and extrawide classrooms. Also on site is a round auditorium designed by
architect Clifford Wiens in the 1960s. Connaught is the birthplace of
Saskatchewan's community schools movement and was a pioneer in
dual Engl ish-French education, established in 1975. For many years it was Canada 's only dual-track community
school. Today it is a viable and growing school commun ity with 330 students and projected to reach 425 by
2018.
The school is a lso an important landmark in the historic Cathedral neighbourhood. It bookends the city's most
significant and high profile heritage corridor. It occupies the intersection of the Cathedral Area's two main
thoroughfares (13th A venue and Elphinstone Street) and sits directly opposite Connaught Library ( 1930) also
designed by Puntin. The school does not have a heritage designation. It has. however, been named in the
Neighbou rhood Development Plan for the Cathed ral
Area as a significant heritage property that should be
rehabilitated and restored wherever possible.
W hy it's endangered

A 20 I0 engineering report stated that Connaught was
near the limits of safe occupancy and that a plan for
repair or replacement must be in place within five
years. A visual engineering inspection found the
Connuught School. Reitina
structure highly comprom ised: there was floor heave,
foundation movement, and cracks in the roof slabs,
some precipitated by the removal of arch itectural features like the exterior cornice. The engineering firm
provided an estimate of $6.25 million to stabilize the building. Based on this, consultant James Youk of
P3Architecture prov ided two cost estimates: $19 mi II ion for demo Iit ion and replacement, and $23 mi 11 ion for
restoration and large scale renovation to modify the interior to align with the latest pedagogical practices. Mr.
Youk pointed out that the Ministry of Education will likely support the cheaper replacement option. Another
complicating threat is a strict provincial funding formu la that ca lcu lates square metres per student, and
Connaught' s generous rooms and hallways work against it. Final ly, and most impo1tantly, Regina Publ ic
Schools has publicly stated that it is solely in the business of education and that it does not see a connection
between education, heritage conservation and neighbourhood planning. Board officials have also stated that
heritage schools are incompatible with modern education techniques because the spaces are too inflexible.
Where it stands

In May 2012, the Regina Public School Board fast-tracked a series of consultative meetings that many
participants thought seemed geared toward gaining community suppo11 for demolition. This was evidenced by a

presentation that showed only new buildings as potential examples. At a public meeting on June 19, P3
Arch itecture presented the results of their public consultation and it showed overwhelming community support
for the option to reta in and rehabilitate the school. This report has now been sent to Regina Public Schools for
deliberation, wh ich wi ll in turn forward a dollar request to the Min istry of Education. There is the expectation
that a decision to renovate or demolish will happen quickly and neighbourhood residents are very concerned. In
a similar recent case regarding Scott Collegiate, another historic Regina school, the Ministry stated the province
would not pay an additional $2 mill ion to make renovation feasible, lead ing to a plan to demolish the build ing.

Hamilton Education Centre - 100 Main Street West, Hami lton, ON - MODERNIST ARCHITECTURAL
LANDMARK HEADING FOR LANDFILL
A demolition permit has been issued to Ha milton-Wentworth District School Board-a condition of its
sale to McMaster University-in order to make way for the university's new $85 million health campus.
W hy it matters

Thought to be Hami lton architect Joseph Singer' s signature work,
this elegant modernist 8-storey bu ild ing partly clad in wh ite
marble with elongated arched windows and library in the round is
considered by many as the city's best example of mid-century
Modern architecture. Opened in 1967, the Education Centre was
built as a monument to public education and is located opposite
City Hall on prominent Civic Square land donated by the City as a
way to convince the Board to remain downtown. Keeping the
building from landfill preserves an important piece of Hamilton's
history, respects the civic component of the site, and makes
ecological and env ironmental sense.
W hy it's enda ngered

On May 2, after months of debate, the City issued a demolition permit to the Hamilton-Wentworth District
School Board (HWDSB), which was part of the condition of sa le McMaster University imposed to allow for the
unfettered development of its new health campus on the site. Although the university's plans are welcome in the
downtown , it appears that no consideration was given to developing both the ample parking lot and lands on the
Education Centre property, or on any of the acres of vacant lots
in the city' s core. With McMaster declaring that the building
footprint does not fit its expansion purposes-despite it being
deliberately designed to allow for futu re expansion-no real
feasib ility studies have been undertaken on how the build ing
could be integrated into the design.
Where it stands

With the demolition permit a condition of sale, Mc Master has
made it clear that it is not considering any preservation plans for
the bui lding. And although the Municipal Heritage Committee
urged the City in 2008 to consider the heritage value of the
bui lding in its future renewal plans for the area, counci l backed the university's demolition plans when it
committed $47 million to the health campus project. On May J 5, +VG Architects subm itted its " HWDSB

Education Centre Architectural Record'' report to the Board that includes an appendix listing the firm ' s
recommendation that nine ·'features of interest'' be incorporated into the new Education Centre, to be built
outside the downtown . Objectors to the building·s demolition have made it clear that they are not aga inst the
health campus development. Efforts have been focused on ·'Adding Without Subtracting" for reasons of fisca l,
environmental as well as heritage stewardship. McMaster has informed HWDSB that the build ing must be
vacated by August.

Onta rio Place - 955 Lakeshore Blvd, Toronto, ON - MODERNIST CULTURAL LANDSCAPE AT
RISK
An internationa lly renowned modernist urba n waterfront park has been partia lly shuttered wit h no legal
protection for its heritage elements, pending a major redevelopment.
Why it matters
A considerable engineering feat, Ontario Place was a futuristic
architectural marvel when it opened in 197 1. It was designed by one
of Canada ' s most notable landscape architects, Michael Hough and
RAIC gold medalist, architect Eberhard Zeidler. The va lues of
Ontario Place survive in its continued recreational use. park-like
waterfront setting, the Cinesphere (a spherical triodetic dome
housing Canada' s first IMAX theatre). and its monumental
interconnected mast-hung pavil ions with bridges and platforms
suspended over the water. Together they formed a singular cultural
landscape that express the avant-garde architectural ideas of the
time, including di verse influences such as Arch igram, the
Metabolists, Pop Art and Expo 67.
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Why it's enda ngered

In early 2012, citing financial concerns and declining attendance, the prov incial government announced the
immediate partial closing of Ontario Place pending a major redevelopment to be completed by 2017. An
appointed advisory panel responsible fo r lead ing lhe rehabil itati on is taking a "paper is blank" approach where
·~,.:
"nothing is off the table:' Without any statutory
~ :~r
protection, Ontario Place's unique cu ltural landscape
91
with its iconic structures and interconnected design
•
components- that led to its listing on the Docomomo
lnternational Selection of bu ildings, sites and
neighbourhoods of the Modem Movement- is at ri sk.

•

Where it sta nds

In early June, the advisory panel recommended against
using the site fo r a new Toronto casino. The province
intends to begin an international competition later this
year on future plans for Ontario Place with a focus on commercial, retail , residential, recreation and
entertainment uses. Heritage Toronto and the Architectural Conservancy of Ontario have raised the alarm about
the potential risks to this important cultural landscape, and the "Save Ontario Place" Facebook group has been
growing daily.

Bala Falls Cu ltural Landscape - 1044 Bala Falls Road , Township of Muskoka Lakes, ON - GREEN
ENERGY INTERSECTS WITH NATURAL AND CULT URAL HERlTAGE CO NSERVATION
INTERESTS
A sensitive green energy project that could destroy the landmark Bala Fa lls is pushing a head ·w ithout a n
individual Environmental Assessment.
Why it matters

Carved out of the Canadian Shield, Bala Falls is located at
the west end of Lake Muskoka (approximately two hours
north of Toronto) where the lake's waters spill into Moon
River and eventually into Georgian Bay. Part of an
important cultural landscape, the falls are a natural physical
landmark that define Bala 's identity and which are centra l to
its recreational and tourism-based economy. The historica lly
important Portage Landing on the north side of Burgess
Island has been a portage point for First Nations and later
for the community of Bala, tourists, YM-YWCA campers
and cottagers. The landmark boat livery business, Purks
Place-the only building ever located on the Po11age
Landing-has operated continuously since 1906. It is
historically interconnected with the portage landing on the west of Burgess Island fo r water access to Moon
River. The only other structure on Burgess Island is the Stone Church, designated under the Ontario Heritage
Act.
Why it's enda ngered
In December 2004, the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources released an RFP for the development of a
hydroelectric generating station on approximately one hectare of Crown land adjacent to Bala's north dam as
part of the province's green energy program. Swift Ri ver Energy Ltd (S REL) proposes to build a 4-5 megawatt
run-of-river water power fac ility that will include:

•
•
•

the excavation of an approach channel immediately above Bala's North dam ;
the installation of an intake and a concrete powerhouse structure abutting the north Bala falls;
a tail race channel to return water to the Moon River some 40 metres from the base of the North dam ' s
waterfall.

Community concerns are focused on the conservation of the natural features of the fa lls central to Bala 's
identity and its natural resources (water and water flow, foragi ng and spawning habitat fo r fish and invertebrate
species, and identified heritage trees) as well as its cultural featu res.
The location of the proposed water intake means that no persons wi ll
be able to access the area of Portage Land ing and Purks Place for
swimming, boating or portaging. Concern is also focused on
potential damage to the Stone Church related to blasting shock and
vibration.
Where it s tands
Concerned about inconsistent information, the mayor and a hundred
citizens' req uest that the Environmental Scanning Process be

elevated to an individual and independent Environmental Assessment was turned down by the Ministry of the
Environment. In May, that decision was upheld by the Minister, Jim Bradley. With that news, SREL
abandoned a possible Option 2 plan that located the powerhouse some I00 feel south of the north Bala falls, and
issued an addendum that the original option wil l be pursued with a deadline for comments set at June 29. A
request for an extension was denied.

Eglise du Trcs-Saint-Nom-de-Jesus - 4215 rue Adam, Montreal, QC - PRAYING FOR A MIRACLE
The church's predicament underscores the pressures exerted on places of worship by declining numbers
of congregants and higb maintenance and restoration costs. A ded icated group of concerned citizens is
struggling against an unwilling archdiocese and reluctant provincial government.
Why it matters

This massive church built in 1903-1906 was long the heart and soul of the
working-class Maisonneuve-Hochelaga district of Montreal, known once as
the Pittsburgh of Canada. Built with the intention of becoming a cathedral,
the Roman and Byzantine inspired stone structure with copper roofing is
marked by a light ornamental treatment and two imposing steeples. The
church houses two Casavant Freres organs dating from 1914. The main one,
restored in 1985, is one of the largest and most important pipe organs in
North America. With its grand presbytery, today converted to meet
community needs, the church remains a key element in the heart of an
institutional urban core that has maintained its character and place in
community li fe.
Why it's endangered

The church closed its doors to its congregation in June 2009, when
the archbishop of Montreal declared that the archdiocese cou ld no
longer assume the$ I 00,000 in annua l heating and maintenance
costs or the cost of repairing the masonry. Closed and barricaded,
the church has been suffering a steady decline. In September of
20 I0, the Montreal Fire Department declared the building a danger
to publ ic safety. Although an active group of concerned citizens,
the Com ite de sauvegarde, had been working with church
representatives to find a solution to save the church, the archbishop
short-circu ited their efforts when he declared his intention to give
the organs to any interested church in Quebec, as long as the
estimated $700,000 moving costs are paid. The archdiocese has also
proposed demolishing the church to make way for public housing.
The church's heritage classification is a level "C" and the provincial
Min ister of Culture has refused to provide emergency funding for
the building or its world-class organ.

Where it sta nds

The Comite de sauvegarde is looking to raise funds to help stabil ize the church and protect the organ to buy
enough time to consider poss ibl e conversion projects, including its possible use as a conceit hall, organ museum
or chi ldren ' s library.
Zion Baptist Church - 27 Pa rade St., Ya rmouth, Nova Scotia - CLOCK IS TICKJ NG FOR
IMPORT ANT TOWN LANDMARK
A part of the Yarmouth community for nearly 115 years, this unique church is in need of costly
structural repairs. Although City Council has denied the church 's application to deregister the building
under the Municipal Heritage Property Act-to ena ble its possible demolition-the legislation will only
protect it for a period of three yea rs.
Why it matters

Built in 1895-1896 for the congregation of the First Baptist
Church in Yarmouth (originally located on Main Street) and
designed by local architect James E Huestis, Zion Baptist
Church, with its irregular multi-level massing, is an
impress ive example of the Queen Anne revival style. An
important place of worship in Yarmouth for over a century,
the church continues to be used for weekly services, bible
studies, Sunday schoo l by a congregation of 50 and as a place
for commun ity meetings. The distinctive exterior features
include the asymmetrical fa<;:ade with recessed entrances,
large round- arched stained glass windows, landmark bell
tower and large gabled roof areas. The church was registered
under the Municipal Heritage Property Act (MHPA) in 2002.
Why it's enda ngered

The exterior south wall and bell tower are suffering structural
damage associated with water penetration and freezing and thawing.
Due to miscommunication the Trustees never forma lly applied fo r
the provincial funding support they are entitled to under the Act.
Although minor repairs have been done, the congregation is unable
to afford the full repair costs estimated at $300,000 or the estimated
longer-term costs of$700,000. In September, 2011, the church
requested permission to demolish the building, wh ich would require
City Council to first approve its deregistration. In a letter to Council, Pastor Brian Wallace states that although
the congregation does not want to see the bu ilding torn down, deregistration would give them the freedom to do
what they want.

Where it stands

In September, the appl ication to deregister was submitted but was
refused. Under the MHPA , this refusa l allows for a period of three years
for Counci l and the community to work with the Trustees to develop an
alternative plan from the date of appl ication (September 30, 2011 ). If
nothing can be accompli shed in that time, the building can be
demolished. The bu ilding is abutted by the Yarmouth County Museum
and it is suggested in the report that the church could be incorporated
into something related to the museum, or it could be used as an anchor
facility for the Collins Heritage Conservation District.
The congregation and the Heritage Advisory Comm ittee (HAC) have met to discuss options for the building but
nothing has been accomplished to date. In April, Counci l turned down HAC's recommendation that the city
fund a structural engineering study to help determine a future course for the building. The community does not
want to see this build ing leave the landscape of Yarmouth, but time is pressing to find a solution.

Canada's L ighthouses-IS IT LIGHTS OUT FOR CANADA' S LIGHTHOUSES?
Loca l communities left holding the fin ancial bag as fed eral govern ment un loads hu ndreds of "surplus"
her itage lighthouses.
W hy it matters

Lighthouses form an integral part of Canada's identity. culture and
hi story. Beyond their traditional role as navi gational aids,
lighthouses are monuments to Canada's proud maritime heritage and
impo1tant fo r the economic and social sustainability of the
communities they are tied to. Most lighthouses are held by the
federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans, with a few held by
Parks Canada Agency.
Why they' re endangered

In 2008, through the efforts of Senators, Members of Parl iament,
heritage organizations and volunteer citizens. the Heritage
Lighthouse Protection Act (HLPA) was passed into law promising
protection to these vulnerable federal heritage sites. In May 20 I0,
however, the federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO)
declared surplus virtually all its lighthouses, numbering close to
1,000. This action effecti vely emasculated the HLPA and shifted the
responsibility fo r lighthouse protection entirely onto local
comm unities
The Act allows lighthouses that are declared ·'surplus to operationa l
requirements,. to be designated under the HLPA_Qfily if a person or
body submits a written commitment to buy or otherwise acquire them and protect their heritage character in the
event that they are designated. This acknowledges the reality that many lighthouses are no longer serving as
aids to navigation, as well as the real ity that DFO has no interest in continuing to invest in these structures.

Canadians had until May 29, 2012 to nominate lighthouses that matter to them for designation under the
Heritage Lighthouse Protec1ion Act. In the end, 347 lighthouses were nominated fo r designation. However,
almost all of them wi ll requi re a proposal from an organization or group willing to acquire and invest in
them. While many communities may be prepared to make offers to acquire or purchase their local lighthouses,
not all lighthouses are easily accessible and maintainable. or surrounded by an active community. Many are
complex, remote structures that need regular investment and special
equipment: for example. Race Rocks (BC), Christian Island (ON),
Gannet Rock (NB), Sambro Island (NS) and Cap-dcs-Rosiers (QC).
This leaves the fate of these lighthouses, many of them unquestionably
iconic and historic, in Iimbo without help from outside funding.
Where things sta nd

In its March 20 11 Report on !he implementation ofthe Heritage
lighthouse Protection Act, the Standi ng Senate Comm ittee on Fisheries
and Oceans recommended that the Government of Canada provide seed
funding to help launch a comprehensive campaign dedicated to raising
funds for the restoration and preservation of Canada 's remaining
historic lighthouses. HCF launched a nation-wide petition in suppo1t of
this funding call in January 20 12 and has since garnered thousands of
signatures from across Canada. In April, HCF launched an endowed
fund providing grants for the repair and conservation of lighthouses on
Nova Scotia's Fundy Shore. In recent weeks, HCF met wi th the
Fisheries Minister's senior staff to discuss the opportunity for the
Department to help fund HCPs fundraising campaign to specifical ly
support comm unities taking on responsibility fo r heritage lighthouses.

Disks
f. Blueprints
g. 'Time Traveller' (short video)

